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The Ballad of Placida Romero
HISTORY OF AN APACHE RAID, A CAPTURED WOMAN, AND A SONG

Original Story by Arthur "Arty" G. Bibo
Annotated and Edited by A. E. "Bob" Roland

T

his article explores the story of Placida Romero, a nuevamexicana who
was taken captive and whose husband, Domingo Gallegos, was killed
by an Apache war party at their Cebolla Springs Ranch (also known as Rancho
Cebolla) during Warm Springs Apache leader Nana's raid into south and
central New Mexico in 1881. This incursion, one of the last major Apache
forays into the territory, took place near the end of the Indian Wars in the
Southwest. Carried to Mexico by her captors, Placida subsequently escaped,
returned to her family, and told her story to her family and community in
Cubero, New Mexico. The tale of her captivity and escape, later written in
Spanish and set to music as a corrido (ballad), is the sub ject of this account.
This article includes Arthur "Arty" G. Bibo's account of Placida's capture,
appendixes that contain the Corrido de Placida Romero, the affidavit describing her captivity and return, and several related articles printed in the San
Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle during her attempts to recover her
daughter Trinidad from the Navajos. My hope is that, in combination with
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technical reports. This article is his first publication in the field of New Mexico history although it
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his wife Nelcine, and wishes to especially thank Durwood Ball and Enrique Lamadrid for their
extensive and greatly appreciated editorial assistance. This article is dedicated to the memory of
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my annotations, these materials offer a reasonably complete picture and an
explanation of historical events surrounding the creation of the Corrido de
Placida Romero in the late nineteenth century.
Placida's story was originally told to me by Arty, the owner of a large ranch
south of Grants in western New Mexico. He knew the vast area· recalled in
her story like it was his own backyard. Arty was always willing to share his
hard-earned and firsthand knowledge about the country in and around his
ranch and about the Hispanos, Indians, and Anglos in the region. Active in
the business community, he also helped establish the Grants Chamber of
Commerce and was well known in the ranching community in the western
part of the state.
Arty was born in Bernalillo, New Mexico, on 4 January 1899, but was raised
to the west in Cubero. Consequently, he grew up with families that were participants in Nana's raid or Placida's abduction and recovery. At various times,
Arty's father, Emil Bibo, owned and operated a general store and trading post
in Cubero with his brothers, as well as stores in Bernalillo, Laguna, Seboyeta,
and Grants. Arty was fluent in Spanish and English, and spoke a smattering
of Keresan, the language of the nearby Acoma and Laguna pueblos. When
Arty was twelve, his family, with his sister Irma and brother Philip, moved to
San Francisco, California. At the age of eighteen, Arty returned to Cubero
to begin his vocation in the ranching business.
Many descendants connected to Placida's story later worked with Arty on
his ranch and became sources in the corrido research. Arty felt compelled
to record the story for posterity after he acquired the homestead site of
Manuelita Gallegos Armijo (a daughter of Placida) and her husband, where
he built his Los Pilares ranch headquarters in the 1940s. Also, in 1900, -the
Cubero residents performed the Corrido de Placida Romero as a play. Arty
remembered being told that his father had actually photographed the cast
members of this reenactment. These personal connections stimulated Arty's
curiosity about Placida's story.
I first met Arty in 1961. By that time, he had stopped active ranching. He
leased his holdings to other area ranchers and was engaged in the ranch realty business. He kept an office in downtown Albuquerque in the old Korber
Building. As his neighbor in Albuquerque, I began to help him on weekends
when I was not working, assisting with his projects at the ranch and with some
of his other interests. In 1964 Arty sold the working portion of his ranch but
· retained his house there and some acreage.
About this time, he became interested in researching the Corrido de Placida Romero. Around 1965 I started helping him with the corrido research.
During this period, Arty's health began to deteriorate, and I drove him when
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he wanted to go to the ranch house to interview friends about the corrido and
to visit former governors of Acoma Pueblo. Arty was well liked at Acoma and
had many friends there. One of his uncles, Solomon Bibo, had married into
the Acoma people and had been elected pueblo governor on three separate
occasions. 1 Arty's ranch bordered the Acoma Indian Reservation on the west
and stood approximately fifteen miles south of Interstate 40 (U.S. Route 66
in those days) on New Mexico 117. Besides traveling with Arty, I also spent
many hours at the University of New Mexico's Zimmerman Library, where
I researched and gathered documents on microfilm and in the Territorial
Archives related to Placida's story.
In July 1971, I purchased Arty's property in the Los Pilares Valley when
he realized he could no longer take care of the ranch house. I immediately
moved from Albuquerque to the Los Pilares ranch house and even changed
my occupation to make a living in the Grants area. In 1972 Arty died of
complications from diabetes, which had plagued him most of his life. His
business, cultural, and ecological efforts have remained a renowned legacy
in the region. Perhaps historian John L. Kessell, a good friend, best summed
up Arty: "He observed and learned the unique lay of the land, the plants and
grasses, the insects, the archaeological sites, the weather, and the people, the
sheepherders, government agents, and archaeologists. And he found ways to
share his knowledge." 2
Placida's story could not have been recovered in the detail presented here
if Arty had not taken an early interest in it. Arty tape-recorded and transcribed
the story, which became the basis for this work. I contributed to the version
dictated by Arty by finding the locations mentioned in his account and in the
corrido. After Arty's death, I conducted years of historical and field research
that confirmed Placida's story. I have retained the original place names used
by Arty for reference and inserted their modern counterparts in parentheses.
I suggest that the notes be read at the same time that they are encountered in
the text, for they contain research that corroborates Arty's account of Placida's
captivity, escape, and return.
As I began helping Arty piece together Placida's story, one of our most difficult tasks was to obtain an accurate translation of the corrido. In 1966 I first saw
the original corrido in its handmade-cloth cover during an interview between
Arty and Rosenda "Rosa" Trujillo, a granddaughter of Placida. According to
her, the manuscript had always been held by Placida's side of the GallegosRomero family. Rosa's husband, Felipe Trujillo, performed the ballad in later
years .3 At that time, I perused the document and counted the pages and verses.
Arty received the corrido as a gift in 1969.4 The original corrido was given to
me after his death in 1972, and it has been in my possession ever since.
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The original transcription of the corrido was handwritten with a quill pen
and ink in an elaborate orthography. The quality of the paper is poor, and the
transcription has faded significantly. Fluent in Spanish, including the local
dialects spoken in western New Mexico, Arty had served as a consultant on early
New Mexican Spanish for publishing and other projects. However, his vision
was too poor- he was practically blind by this time- to attempt the translation.
He asked his sister, Irma Belle Bibo Floersheim, in Springer, New Mexico,
to help out. She did the major work of translating the corrido but could not
complete the job, for some words in the original transcription were illegible.
In the hope that I would complete the manuscript and have it published,
Arty's wife, Nell, gave me the materials related to the corrido after his passing. Although I had the story it was not at that point complete and cogent
enough for publication. There were many gaps and uncertainties that I knew
would take considerable time and research to remedy. With this challenge,
I continued to work on getting the corrido properly translated.
Fortunately, at about this time, I was introduced to and became close friends
with Paul Dooley and his family. Paul was a teacher at Grants High School
and was also a degreed Spanish linguist. (Paul and his wife, Connie, had spent
many years in Spain.) About 1975, with the aid of some powerful magnification,
Paul and I were able to decipher the illegible text in the original corrido and
complete the translation. I remember spending many evenings at the Dooleys' house in the Zuni Mountains and going over the corrido to make sure
the translation was acceptable. Paul passed away in August 2003 at his home
in Tampa, Florida. Recently, Enrique Lamadrid, professor of Spanish at the
University of New Mexico, helped me polish the translation.
The accurate translation of the corrido was a major step in the process.
However, increases in my occupational responsibilities and other personal
factors prevented me from proceeding with research on the corrido and story
to produce a suitable manuscript.
In 2004, after I had retired from the mining industry as an engineer, I began to complete this work. During the interim, I had collected many books
and other published materials, and conducted the research that enabled
me to fill the gaps in Placida's story. While reading a few recently published
histories, I discovered incorrect assumptions that authors probably would
not have made if this material was available to them during their research.
The major incorrect assumption is that the murders of the ranch owner
Domingo and his partner Jose Marfa Vargas and the capture of Placida
and her child occurred in the village of Seboyeta, New Mexico, instead of
at Rancho Cebolla in Cebolla Canyon. This misunderstanding, apparently
introduced in 1987, has subsequently been repeated by other New Mexico
historians and in newspaper articles. 5
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The second most daunting task was ascertaining the accuracy of this story. I
was familiar with the published timelines recorded in military documents and
sought to substantiate how the pieces of the story fit the episodes established
in military and newspaper records. Information on the military operations
came mostly from contemporary newspaper articles and military documents
concerning Nana's raid. 6 Secondary histories on the Buffalo Soldiers in New
Mexico by Monroe Lee Billington, William H. Leckie, Charles L. Kenner,
Frank N. Schubert, and others shed no new light on the events surrounding
Placida's capture by Nana's raiders.7
I did not originally envision pursuing the Apache movements to the extent that I have in this research, but for a long time I was puzzled about how
Nana's party could pull off the massacre at Rancho Cebolla on 8 August, and
then, just a few hours later on 9 August, raid for horses and kill and kidnap
settlers at Rancho Garda, a rough trail sixty miles away. Nana had spent some
time at two campsites between the two ranches . Also, the killing of the New
Mexican sheep ranchers/freighters and burning of their ox-drawn wagon in
Alamocita Creek had never been accounted for in any published work.
These incongruities baffled me for years until the contents of a dispatch
published in the Albuquerque Daily Journal, dated n August 1881, finally clarified matters. This article stated that Nana's forces had divided, with some men
striking targets east of Laguna and west of McCartys. How all these events
transpired almost simultaneously became clear, and that knowledge enabled
me to map the routes the Indians possibly utilized during Placida's captivity.
Nana's forces committed these raids out of vengeance, in retaliation for the
death of Victoria almost a year earlier. The actio11s and motivations of the
Apaches are not the focus of my story; I limit this treatise to the account of
Nana's raid, the attack on Rancho Cebolla, the kidnapping of Placida and her
child, the impact of the raid on her family, and the evolution of the corrido.
For field research of the Apache routes through the Datil Mountains and
northward, I am indebted to several people who live or ranch in these areas.
The Datil Mountains trend roughly from east to west with two south-north
passes transecting them: Davenport Canyon lies on the west end and Red
Canyon on the east end. Both passes disgorge into the Alamocita Creek
drainage area on the Datils' north side, an extremely rough, remote, and
canyon-riddled country that is difficult to access and travel even today. The
land is home predominantly to large ranches: the Quien Sabe, Criswell,
York, Mertz!Major, Bar 15, and Red Lake operations.
As variations of Placida's corrido developed in the intervening years, details
of the story began to diverge from the version related in the original corrido.
Besides the corrido and newspapers, other main sources of information were
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Arty's memory of the tale that he had heard while growing up in Cubero;
interviews with family members in Grants, Cubero, San Rafael, and Albuquerque in the 196os; the affidavit given by Placida to juez de paz (justice of
the peace) Gregorio N. Otero in Cubero on 18 April1882; published army
reports; famil y genealogies; church records (marriage and birth certificates)
from Cubero, San Fidel, and San Rafael; and contemporary census records.
From version to version, the stories of Placida's capture offer considerable variation in the length of time that she was held captive in Mexico by
the Apaches . Some accounts claimed the Apaches kept her for three years.
Placida stated in her affidavit that the date of the attack was 8 August 1881
at Rancho Cebolla, and the apparent date of her escape described in the
corrido was 25 September 1881, which pinpoints the timeline of her captivity. We know Placida was back in Cubero the following April because the
recorded date of her deposition was 18 April1882. Other evidence indicates
that 25 September 1881 was indeed her day of escape, so the duration of her
captivity was forty-nine days.
Some versions of the story relate that Apache war chief Mangus participated in the raiding party along with Nana. Some versions of the corrido
even mention Mangas Coloradas (Mangus's father), who was killed in 1863.
If Mangus was present, he likely would have been recognized at some point
by the federal Indian scouts during the many battles between federal troops
and Nana's forces. No army reports (some of which are quoted in the narrative) mention Mangus during the long chase before Nana's group crossed
the Mexican border. 8
Mangus figures into another version of the story. This tale states that the'
Apaches kidnapped two of Placida's children: a daughter, Trinidad, who was
eight or nine years old at the time, and the other, an infant. This story says
that Trinidad was left with the Navajos while Placida and the baby rode on
with the Apaches. After a while, the baby became fretf~l and started to cry.
At that time, Mangus took the baby from Placida and, holding it by the heels,
swung it against a boulder, crushed its skull, and tossed away the corpse.
This version seems inaccurate for several reasons. First, had Trinidad been
eight or nine years old, she surely would have looked for and recognized her
mother when she returned from captivity. Second, although Placida did have
a daughter about nine years of age, she was not involved in the story. Manuelita, an older sister of Trinidad, traveled from Rancho Cebolla to Cubero
for the Fiesta de San Lorenzo the day before the murders. Finally, Placida
made no mention of the Indians kidnapping another child in her affidavit,
which states that Trinidad was nine months old at the time. Trinidad and
Manuel ita were not the only children of Placida and Domingo. Their other
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children were of school age, and some were staying with relatives in Cubero
instead of with their parents at the remote ranch during the time of the raid.
In later years, the role of Procopio Garcfa (a nephew of Domingo) in this
story has been a source of confusion. Some versions indicate that he was kidnapped from Rancho Cebolla with Placida and taken to Mexico. The corrido
indicates that Procopio was on the scene at Ysleta, Texas, near Juarez, Mexico,
when Placida was picked up by the party that returned her to Cubero. Thenarrative of the corrido refers to Procopio after Placida escaped from her captivity.
Our research established that he would have been nine years old at that time.
This question is fully explained in the narrative portion of this story.
Of particular importance is the preservation and interpretation of the
Corrido de Placida Romero, which is still sung in some variations by her
descendants. The corrido, as it was originally composed, contains twenty-six
verses plus two different refrains . In the original transcription, the pages do
not reflect the exact verse sequence that tells the story in the correct order.
Apparent upon examination of the original document, the cloth-bound
handmade booklet and pages suffered considerable wear and tear. The pages
appear to have been resewn into their cover one or more times. Perhaps
repairs account for the pages appearing out of sequence, since there are no
page numbers on the original. The order of verses presented here conforms
to the original ballad and performance. Arty and I recovered a typed copy of
the corrido as it was performed by Felipe Trujillo, which revealed the proper
order of the verses. The translated corrido is presented in Appendix 1.
During our research conducted in the 196os, Arty and I never found the
music that accompanied this corrido. We thought that the music was never
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written down. However, thanks to the work of Professor Lamadrid, a version
of the music for one of the variations has been recovered and will be presented in the book edition of this story. I am also indebted to La madrid and
Durwood Ball for their extensive and appreciated editorial assistance.
The Narrative of Placida Romero's Captivity
Arthur "Arty" G. Bibo with the assistance of A. E. "Bob" Roland

The 188os was an interesting time for western Valencia County, New Mexico
Territory. This time was particularly exciting for the little town of Cubero,
the surrounding area of Grants, and also the Indians of Acoma-McCartys.
In the year 1881, the railroad was completed from Albuquerque to Gallup. It
wound its way along the valley of the Rfo de San Jose, passing through the
towns of Old Laguna, Acomita, McCartys, Grants, and Thoreau. This was
the extension of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, later in 1897 to become the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway. The three Grant brothers-Angus,
Lewis, and John, who owned a contracting firm from Canada- did the main
construction at that time, building the railroad line through Grants, the town
that still bears their name .
The coming of the railroad meant an opportunity for trade; the first trading post was built in Grants by one of Arty's uncles, Simon Bibo, in 1881.
The Gallegos family possibly conducted business there. That same year,
Simon and his brother Solomon Bibo-a man very close to the Acoma
Indians-met with Amado Chavez of San Mateo, New Mexico. Chavez
was then New Mexico's territorial representative in Washington, D.C. They
asked him to initiate, through the Department of the Interior, an investigation into the survey of the Acoma Land Grant made in 1877. The Indians
were very unhappy because the boundaries established during the survey
fell far short of their ancestral territories . This boundary dispute was never
settled satisfactorily in the eyes of the Acoma people at that time . A partial
settlement was finally made in 1971.
Also in the early 188os, historian and archaeologist Adolph F. A. Bandelier
began tramping westward to conduct some archaeological and historical work
in the Southwest. In 1882, as he followed the railroad west toward Grants,
he investigated to the south and west near the present village of McCartys.
From there he went south, following the various ruins that were strung out
for some forty miles. As he reached the place known as Las Ventanas, eight
miles south of modern-day Interstate 40 on New Mexico 117, he not only
examined some of the ruins there but also observed the beautiful, fertile
valley, then lush with grasses and unhurt by drought and overgrazing.
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In the same area, he noted a particular ruin and a large kiva close to the
lava bed. Once called Las Ventanas Ruin, the habitation was originally constructed with thin plates of sandstone similar to some of the stonework visible
at Chaco Canyon. The Bureau of Land Management has, for some unknown
reason, renamed this archaeological site Candelaria Ruin. Although hidden
from the present highway, several sandstone windows (ventanas) are located
here. With a little hiking, some ventanas can be seen from the Sandstone
Bluffs Overlook area, while others are on private property. This site is now
part of the El Mal pais National Monument. From here Bandelier hiked to
the head of the Cebollita Valley, where he noted the location of the K6wina Spring and the K6w-ina fortified ruin. According to Acoma folklore, as
related to Arty by Acoma tribal elders, this place was inhabited at one time
by the Calabash clan of the Acomas.9
In 1881, some miles south of this area, Nana's war party attacked the Rancho Cebolla home of PLkida Romero's family. The incident was covered
by many newspapers and discussed for several years afterward. Stories were
told even fifteen and twenty years later about the cruel abduction of Placida
(pronounced PLAH-see-dah) during a time when the Apaches were doing a
lot of raiding and killing in this part of New Mexico. 10
In 1942 this story was told to Arty while he camped in the locale of the
occurrences. Arty was trailing a few steers from his home ranch at Cubero
to Cebollita Canyon. A friend, Pablo Brito, accompanied him on this drive
and he looked after the camp while Arty drove the steers up to the water
source at the head of the valley. That night they discussed the individuals
from Cubero who had settled and homesteaded in this area and in Cebolla
Canyon, ten or eleven miles to the south of there. Pablo retold the story of
the murder of the men from Cubero by the Apaches and the kidnapping of
Placida and her child. Because Arty had ridden on horseback through the
entire country, the account stimulated his interest since he recognized and
knew all the places related in the story.
After Arty sold his ranch in the Cebollita and Los Pilares valleys, conversations with other people jostled his memory about Placida's story and the
corrido that had been written about Placida's abduction. A corrido is a story
in verse and song, the Spanish version of a ballad. With the cooperation of a
number of people in the town of Cubero, Arty began accumulating material
on this story, but lacked all the verses that made up the ballad. He intended
to go to the person who owned the original corrido and get a copy, but unfortunately he could not obtain the entire ballad at that time. Arty let the
matter drop for a few years; in the interim he collected whatever material he
could on the subject. I [Bob Roland] began helping him about this time and
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we were able to find five copies or partial copies of the corrido from family
descendants or musicians who had performed the ballad. Now the corrido,
the newspaper accounts, and the oral stories of the incident have been pieced
together in order to save this bit of history.
Early on the morning of 8 August 1881, two days before the Dfa de San
Lorenzo (Saint Lawrence Day), just at breakfast time, Domingo and his wife
Placida observed a small group of Apaches and Navajos approaching their
ranch house in Cebolla Canyon. The Indians came from the east up a little
knoll on which the ranch house was built, close to Cebolla Springs. As the
Indians reached the house, Domingo recognized some of them as the Navajos who were camped farther east, close to what was called Cerro Escoba,
or Broom Mountain. Domingo often traded with these Navajos, whom he
knew by name.
On the previous day, Calletano Romero, the brother of Placida, had taken
her older child Manuelita and other ranch children with him to Cubero to
celebrate the Dfa de San Lorenzo, the patron saint of Cubero. Ironically, the
Dfa de San Lorenzo was also the day on which the great Pueblo Revolt began
in 168o.
One child, Trinidad, remained at home with her parents. She was approximately nine months old at the time. Placida and Domingo also had·
other children: Felipa, Vicenta, Carmel, Pedro, and Luverto, some of whom
stayed with Placida's parents or other relatives in Cubero. 11 Another man, Jose
Marfa Vargas, who worked with Domingo and helped take care of the sheep
and other ranch livestock, was at the ranch as well. Jose Marfa was a business
partner of Domingo and they were good companions. The remaining party
was also planning to attend the fiesta but had delayed their departure from
the ranch for one day in order to gather and pack some produce to take to
Domingo's widowed mother, who lived close to Cubero. The wagon trip to
Cubero would have taken one and one-half days. 12
Although Domingo, Placida, and Jose Marfa did not know it at the time, the
leader of this group of Indians was actually the Warm Springs Apache leader
Nana (pronounced na-NAY) Y Since 1879 Nana, Geronimo, and Victorio
had been raiding settlements and homesteads, killing Anglos and Hispanics
before taking off to sanctuary in Mexico. In October 188o, however, Victorio
and most of his band had been surprised, cornered, and killed by a Mexican
military force at Tres Castillos, a range of hills in the eastern area of the state of
Chihuahua, about ninety miles north of Ciudad Chihuahua, Mexico. Nana,
an uncle ofVictorio, was leading the remnants ofVictorio's warriors.
The Indians noticed that Domingo was carrying a gun, and the Navajos knew him to be very good with it. After a little conversation in broken
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Spanish, the Navajos asked him , in a friendl y manner, to show what a good
shot he was. Domingo marked a board as a target and set it up on a nearby
fence to demonstrate his marksmanship. This act was necessary, he believed,
to instill in the strangers a certain amount of respect, and given that he knew
the Nava jos in the party, he did not feel a heightened sense of danger.
When he had emptied his gun, Domingo was swiftly shot once or twice
and disabled by the Indians. Then, one of the Apaches picked up a branding
iron that was hanging on the fence and hit him over the head with it. According to the corrido, the assailants hit Domingo several times, to the extent that
his brains were scattered over the rocky ground. When he fell, the Indians
dragged him down to the chicken house and threw him inside. If he was
not already dead, Domingo was injured so severely that he could not move.
Meanwhile, Jose Marfa was working down at the corrals and lambing pens,
about one hundred yards from the house, and was getting the team and wagon
ready for the day's trip to Cubero. When he heard the ruckus, he ran up to
the house with his rifle, but the Apaches also killed him and left his body
where it fell- between the house and the corrals. The Indians immediately
went through the house, taking what they wanted, probably some food , but
mostly ammunition. They then forc ed Placida to mount a horse and come
with them, carrying Trinidad with her.
The Indians and Placida left the homestead and started back in the direction from which the raiding party had come. The group climbed a trail up
the north slope of Cebolla Canyon. The Indians' goal was to access a high
ledge of rimrock for defense and surveillance against pursuing army patrols.
They then headed east, into the heavy timber, toward the area just south of
Cerro Montoso, or Brushy Mountain (now called Cebollita Peak, which is
on top of Cebollita Mesa). 14
About this time a squadron of U.S. troops who had been following the
Indians was not far from C ebolla Canyon. According to army dispatches, the
soldiers reached the ranch approximately three days later, on n August, and
found the men murdered. By then Nana's band had already given the army
men the slipY
These Indians took Placida and the child as far as Blue Water Vega, a
meadow that lies at the base of Cerro Escoba to the southeast. Cerro Escoba
is twelve to fifteen miles east from where they had murdered Domingo and
Jose Marfa at Rancho Cebolla. 16 The Navajos had a camp on the north slope
by a small spring, and the Apaches made Placida leave her child with the
Navajo families. Some of the Navajos in the raiding party may also have
stayed there, but the Apaches, taking Placida with them, continued east.
The Indians and their captive traveled eastward and went down a canyon
that was known then, as it is now, as the Alc6nY At that time, it appeared no
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one occupied this particular spot, which contained a spring, Ojo Salado, arid
another weaker freshwater spring close by, which was later given the name Ojo
Apache, as these Indians had stopped there with Placida. An Acoma Indian
reported that Nana's force was split at this time. Some were raiding east of
Laguna, and some to the west. Evidence also confirmed that Nana's warriors
were involved in a raid at Rancho Garda on 9 August (item 6 on map 1).18
As the group of Apaches who held Placida left Ojo Apache, they probably
climbed the north slope of Mesa del Oro, crossed the mesa top, and then
went down the south slope to a spring that was later owned by Pablo Pino of
Albuquerque, who built a ranch house there. 19 From there Placida's captors
continued on down the slope to the valley passing Tres Hermanos (three
brothers, also known as Tres Huerfanos, or Three Orphans), three peaks that
are close to Alamocita Creek (Rio Salado).20 Located not far from the Rfo
Salado on a rise a little southeast from these peaks was a settlement of peaceful Navajos and Apaches, who have lived there and intermarried through the
years. This group was known as the Puertocito people (sometimes spelled
Puertecito), now known as Alamo Navajos. 21
Nana's raiders in this group followed this rough country generally to the
east and were forced into an engagement with a pursuing army troop on 12
August somewhere slightly to the northwest of the small New Mexican village
of Santa Rita (modern-day Riley). This was Capt. Charles Parker's military
group.22 After this battle, the Indians probably headed southeast through
country south of Sierra Ladr6n and then went south until they crossed the
newer wagon road running west from Socorro and through Magdalena. 23
When these Indians were fairly close to Socorro, they waylaid and killed
freighter Juan de Dios Baca and his son, Ygnacio. According to the corrido,
this incident took place close to the mines. The Bacas might have been
hauling goods to the silver mines on Socorro Peak or to mining activities in
the Black Range. 24 The Indians then took their war south through Cuchillo
Negro and the Black Range, killing hapless victims in their way and battling
with various troops ofthe U.S. cavalry and infantry. Finally, they worked their
way into Mexico. A year later, the U.S. War Department summarized this
leg ofNana's raid:
August 1, a party of thirty-six citizens, commanded by a Mr. Mitchell,
whilst at dinner in the Red (Rock] Canyon of the San Mateo
Mountains [south end] were surprised and defeated by the hostiles,
losing one man killed and seven wounded, besides all their riding
animals, thirty-eight in number, the Indians escaped. On August 3,
Lieutenant (John Francis] Guilfoyle's detachment again struck this
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band at Monica Springs, New Mexico, wounded two Indians and
captured eleven head of stock, some saddles, blankets, &c. This band
numbered about twenty or thirty warriors, led by Nana, and they had
killed another Mexican in escaping from Red Canyon [in the Datil
Mountains]. At La Savoya [Cebolla], New Mexico, on August u,
Lieutenant Guilfoyle found that two Mexicans had been killed and two
women carried off by the hostiles. August 12, Captain Parker, with a
detachment of nineteen men of the Ninth Cavalry, struck Nana's band
twenty-five miles west of Sabinal, New Mexico; lost one soldier killed,
three wounded, and one missing, but reported an equal loss inflicted
upon the hostiles, who then drew off; Captain Parker's small detachment,
encumbered by their wounded, were unable to pursue .... Altogether,
eight troops of cavalry, eight companies of infantry, and two Indian scouts
were in the field, personally commanded by Col. E[dward] Hatch, Ninth
Cavalry, in pursuit of these Indians, and while no decisive engagement
took place, the hostiles were persistently driven from one point to
another, until they fled across the Mexican border, where, under positive
orders from the government, the chase was abandoned. 25
Nana's war party, with Placida in tow, reached Mexico on or about 23 August. The stories, as recounted in the early days by the family, tell of Apaches
taking Placida to the vicinity of a little Mexican town called Galeana, which
lay in a valley about halfway between Casas Grandes and Buenaventura, and
was close to an Apache stronghold in the state of Chihuahua. The Apaches
must have entered Mexico not far from Palomas, which lies on the Mexican
border south of Columbus, New Mexico. This account is apparently true
because it also agrees with a military telegraphic dispatch reporting that the
hostiles had passed, going south, eight miles west of Fort Cummings on 21
August 1881. 26 From there the group could have traveled straight south, on
a trail with many small lakes that supplied water up to the area of Galeana,
where they evidently had their winter camp and kept their women and
children. Galeana is also close to three other Mexican places mentioned in
the corrido: San Buenaventura, a town that grew up around a colonial-era
presidio (now known as Buenaventura, and near the Santa Marfa River);
Sierra Cristo, a mountain northwest of San Buenaventura; and San Joaquin
Canon, a large canyon south and west of Galeana.v
While holding Placida captive there, the Indians treated her very badly.
Then finally, on 25 September, when the whole band was on a raid for more
horses, an opportunity for escape became a reality. On 14 October 1881, a
newspaper article that first appeared in El Progresista, an El Paso del Norte
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(Juarez) newspaper, gave a basic account of Placida's escape. Two hours after
the horse raid, in the area of San Buenaventura, the chief of the Mexican civil
authorities with sixty men chased the Apache band, now reduced to about
twelve warriors. The newspaper article did not name the chief authority.
According to the article, this raid was intended to provide horses for Nana's
group to go to Chihuahua City to trade their captives for Apaches that had
been enslaved there. Nana held a total of seven captives at this time. The
hostiles proceeded in a northwest direction, taking up defensive positions at
Canon del Cristo. The Mexican authorities skirmished with the Apaches for
the rest of the day but could not drive them from their stronghold. During all
the excitement, some Apache women who felt sorry for Placida helped her
escape, along with a nine-year-old captive boy. They got a burro for her and
gave her some provisions. The captive boy, Procopio Garcia, had become
close friends with Placida during their captivity. As it turned out, Procopio
had been kidnapped by the branch ofNana's group that had raided, killed,
and stolen horses at Rancho Garcia. Placida and Procopio were soon picked
up by the same civil force that was chasing Nana and were taken to the posse's
campsite. From that point on, as Placida related in the corrido, she felt great
relief finding herself free and in the hands of Christians. Mexican authorities
finally provided them with transportation and an escort to the U.S. border at
Ysleta, Texas, where she and Procopio were taken in by a kind family until
Placida could make arrangements with her family to get home.28
It could have taken several days or weeks for the mail to travel from the
area of Juarez, Mexico, to Cubero, but when it finally did reach there, four
men from Cubero soon went in a wagon to bring Placida home. The return
party comprised her brother, Calletano; a cousin, San Juan Romero; Victor
Romero from Cebolleta; and Petronilo Martinez y Brito, the father of Pablo
Brito. Pablo told Arty this story in 1942.
Apparent in stories from old Cuberefios is that, during the long journey
home and after, Calletano and the return party, with Placida and Procopio,
travelled north of Socorro; the party took the wagon trail that went west
through the future ranch of the Harringtons and the future Seis and Wilson
holdings, and climbed Mesa del Oro. That route continued west into the
Red Lake Ranch, close to what the old-timers call Victorino Mesa. From
there it angled northwest and then passed Cerro Escoba, where the Apaches
and Nava jos camped after the killing of Domingo and Jose Marfa , and then
proceeded west through Cebolla Canyon. Evidently, Placida and the others
visited Cerro Escoba first to see if Placida's daughter Trinidad was still being
kept in the vicinity of the Blue Water Vega by the Navajos. She also wanted
to know whether her husband and Jose Marfa had been properly buried. 29
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From there the wagon route went on west to the lava beds and north
through the future and former Bibo Ranch at the Cebollita and Los Pilares
valleys (purchased by Acoma Pueblo in 1973) and reached the old wagon
road to Cubero near McCartys. As the group in the wagon neared Cubero
at Los Cerritos (an area of many small hills made of basalt and currently
the site of Acoma's Sky City Casino), they were greeted by a large group of
people from Cubero who had heard that their wagon was coming.
After she returned home, Placida recounted her story in Cubero and
resident Marfa Gutierrez put her story into verse and song. The ballad was
'
not written down at the time and, instead, was passed on verbally
for a number of years. Eventually, Melquiades Otero, from Rinconada in the Cubero
region, who was well educated in Spanish, took down the words in longhand
on lined paper similar to what was in a Big Chief Tablet, a popular writing
notebook for young children. This corrido related quite an adventure, and
how Placida was lucky enough to escape her captivity and get home became
the talk of the town .
Placida had become pregnant during her captivity in Mexico, and all family sources indicate that shortly after Placida returned to Cubero, she married
Victor Romero, who was a member of the party that brought her back in the
wagon from Mexico. For that reason, or possibly because Romero was also her
maiden name, they refer to her as Placida Romero, even though her name
was Gallegos at the time her husband was killed. Following Placida's return,
the territorial government considered some legislation to reimburse Placida's
family and friends. The 1882 Acts of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of
New Mexico, Twenty-fifth Session reported that an act was passed authorizing
the territory to pay for the expenses incurred by persons in obtaining Placida
and Procopio's release and return trip home. 30 This act was approved on 28
January 1882. Among other inaccuracies, including the date of the Indian
attack, it states that Procopio was an adopted son of Placida and Domingo.
His adoption was not indicated through any family sources, and he was not
included in the Gallegos family in the Cubero census of 188o or 1885. According to Rosa Trujillo, Procopio was actually a nephew of Domingo. It is
probable that Procopio's parents were killed during Nana's raid at Rancho
Garda (six killings were reported there) .31
Also, at this time in 1882, Adolph F. Bandelier stayed at Cubero during
his western travels, and he mentioned that he had visited with Placida and
"conversed with her awhile." He had probably read some of the newspaper
articles about her. He described her as being pleasant, young, very resolute ,
and rather pretty.32
The next thing Placida tried to do after her return was to retrieve her
daughter Trinidad from the Navajos. A few people at Cubero who were able
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to read and write helped her contact the New Mexico territorial governor
(in Santa Fe) and the federal Indian agent at Fort Defiance, Arizona. Indian
agent Galen Eastman was in a lot of trouble for graft and corruption. The
Navajos were upset with him, calling him by the nickname of "ten-tongued
Eastman." However, he insisted on taking their side and made no effort to
assist Placida's recovery of her child. New Mexico territorial governor Lionel
Sheldon seemed powerless in this case since the Indians were administered
by the Office of Indian Affairs. By rebuffing Placida's appeal, Agent Eastman obviously sought the favor of the Navajos, whose rations he apparently
pilfered for his own profit. Even after Placida filed a sworn affidavit, his word
carried more weight than hers, and no help was extended from the federal
government at that time (see transcription of Placida's affidavit in Appendix
2). Some people wrote letters to the press, especially around Las Vegas, New
Mexico, critical of Eastman's unresponsiveness in this matter.
The newspaper San Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle particularly
blasted Eastman's position. On 6 May 1882, an editorial reported that Placida
had presented, in a sworn affidavit, the names of the Navajos who retained
her daughter Trinidad and begged U.S. District Attorney Sidney A. Barnes
to move against the Indians in that matter. On 24 June 1882, the newspaper
fired another salvo, arguing that Eastman denied the facts in Placida's case,
and called for a formal investigation by proper federal authorities. The editor
accused Eastman of falsifying his reports concerning the number of Navajos off the reservation and of stealing rations from absent Indians. The San
Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle editor suggested that the citizens of
Valencia County take matters into their own hands. The paper urged them
to arrest Agent Eastman and "tie him to a stake, cut off limb after limb and
roast his dirty heart in his own body over a slow fire of green wood." He also
recommended that documentation of Eastman's criminal activities be sent to
federal authorities, that he be punished, and that Placida's child be returned.
On 8 August 1882, the newspaper surmised that eight thousand Navajos were
off the reservation at that time and that Eastman was stealing their rations
daily (see transcriptions of these articles in Appendix 3) .
As the San Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle published these accounts, Placida still made attempts to get her child back, but ultimately to no
avail. According to family sources, her brother, Calletano, finally found his
niece years later. By this time, she had been raised as a Navajo, was married,
and had a family of her own. Trinidad did not know of her natural parents
until repatriation was impractical and impossible. She remained with the
Navajo people.
In the corrido, Placida tells vividly what happened, where the Apaches
took her the first night or two, and how they had eluded the army. Newspaper
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accounts printed after army officers notified McCartys, a few days after the
massacre, show clearly that the Apaches deceived the military. One account
mentioned that the army officers, finding the men dead, sent some of the
soldiers on horseback over to McCartys to notify the telegraph operator. The
soldiers going to McCartys were not familiar with this country and had to
follow Cebolla Canyon west to the lava beds, and then north past the future
Bibo Ranch . When the wire reports came into Albuquerque, the sheriff wired
Gallup to have some men from Fort Wingate go toward Grants and see if
they could capture these Indians. Everyone believed that the Apaches were
headed with Placida toward Grants and then north toward Navajo country.
The next day's article reported that the soldiers reached Grants and that the
Marmon brothers, who had some Indian scouts at Laguna, had been alerted.
They felt it was just a matter of hours before they would have these Apaches
surrounded. What they did not know was that they had again been eluded
and the Apaches were now going south toward Mexico. There is no evidence
that the Apache raiders went any farther north than Rancho Garcfa. It was
not until the Indians engaged the cavalry near Ladron Peak and at Cuchillo
Negro some days later that the soldiers discovered they were on the wrong track.
The Albuquerque Daily Journal printed periodic dispatches reporting on the
developments as they occurred. Here are a few of them related to this story:
Dispatch, Albuquerque Daily Journal, u August 1881 [Laguna J
Apaches reported in force about 15 miles south of Acoma. Five men
reported killed; a number missing. An Acoma Indian who was reported
captured yesterday afternoon, and escaped, said the Apaches told him
they were moving in two groups, one to strike west of McCartys and
the other east of Laguna. Renegade Navajos with them. Sent out 6o
Laguna scouts last night, 40 of them mounted. No report as yet.
Above reported to the Albuquerque Daily Journal by W. G. Marmon. 33
Dispatch, Albuquerque Daily Journal, 12 August 1881 [McCartys Station J
Currier [sic] from Cebolla Springs brings this report to McCartys
station. Lt. Guilfoil [sic] and myself arrived here last night. Found two
men dead and women carried off. Captain Parker is at Alamosa. Lt.
Thomas had two fights recently. Hostiles between Cebolla and Datil
Mountains. Suggest send troops to Monica and Suera [probably Luera
Spring and Mountains southwest of Monica Springs, a known Indian
campground] to head them off. 34
Dispatch, Albuquerque Daily Journal, 12 August 1881 [McCartys J
Our party with Capt. McArthur are enroute from Laguna to Grants
and Fort Wingate, where Apaches are likely to pass, northwest. El Rito
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Mexicans with Laguna scouts are 30 miles south of Laguna on hot trail
of Apaches, who are reported divided.
Dispatch, Albuquerque Daily Journal, 4 August 1881, [Socorro] 4PM
Indians struck a wagon train loaded for the Black Range yesterday
morning. Killed two: further on killed Juan Dios Baca and his son,
within 7 miles of Socorro. At night they struck Werner's ranch
[approximately 27 miles south of Socorro], killed him and captured his
wife, and 25 miles northwest killed three Mexicans.
One of Placida's daughters at the time her husband Domingo was killed
was named Manuela, but was called Manuelita by her family. Manuelita later
married Antonio Armijo, and they homesteaded land in the Cebollita Valley
and also 26o acres in Los Pilares Valley. In 1942 Arty purchased the 26o acres
in Los Pilares Valley that Manuelita had sold to a French Basque who ran
large herds of sheep in the area. When Arty sold his ranch in 1964, he kept
38 acres because he had built his ranch headquarters there and also because
it was the spot on which Manuel ita and her husband had homesteaded and
raised their family.
Rosa Trujillo was one of their daughters, and in 1970 she was seventythree years old. She is now buried in the Campo Santo at San Fidel, New
Mexico. Rosa was born on 1 December 1897 and died on 5 March 1989,
making her ninety-two when she died. Rosa gave Arty not only the corrido,
but an item that Domingo used to carry with him out in the mountain
country. It was a knife, fork, spoon, screwdriver, and a little saw all contained
in a pocket-style folding knife. She also gave him a little jewelry box that
had belonged to Placida. According to Rosa, Placida made a promise to
Senora de Ia Luz that if she survived and returned home safely, she would
act out the entire story of her adventures with the help of family members
and the people of Cubero. Around the turn of the century, Placida kept
her promise to Senora de Ia Luz and Rosa played the part of the baby girl,
Trinidad. Rosa was about three years old at that time. Emil Bibo photographed the entire company taking part in the performance of the corrido
story. Unfortunately, hundreds of Emil's photographs (glass plate negatives) of territorial life around Laguna, Acoma, Cubero, Zuni, and Hopi
were inadvertently destroyed after his death in 1925. Maybe someone from
Cubero still has a copy of that photograph. During interviews with family
members, the date of Placida's passing could not be positively determined,
but Rosa thought she was about twelve when her grandmother died. It was
stated that Placida was buried at the Campo Santo de Cubero . Diligent
searching did not reveal her burial location, although several unmarked
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headstones are present. If Rosa was truly twelve, then Placida would have
died around 1909 at the age of fifty-seven or fifty-eight. 35
Placida's child Trinidad, kept and raised by the Navajos, would have been
about ninety-one or ninety-two years old in 1970. Her name among the Navajo
people was Trinidad Colorada. During her marriage with a Navajo man, they
owned a fairly large herd of sheep. Becoming the mother of a family, Trinidad
lived the life of a Navajo, and refused to return to her original family home
in Cubero. She lived for many years at Baca in McKinley County, near the
Santa Fe Railroad tracks, close to what is now Prewitt, New Mexico. Calletano
finally discovered Trinidad here . Baca still is an active Navajo community
with its own chapter house .
Trinidad Colorada's half sister, Marfa Trinidad Chavez, used to travel from
Cubero and visit her at Baca. Her family called Chavez "La Apacha" because
she was fathered by an Apache during her mother's captivity. Placida named
this child Trinidad in memory of her previous daughter, Trinidad (Colorada)
Gallegos. 36
In the late 196os, Trinidad Colorada lived north of Borrego Pass in McKinley County, and Arty and I wanted to see her while she was still alive. We
heard that she spoke good Spanish. All the older Navajos in that area seemed
to know her story.
In the summer of 1970, we tried to locate Trinidad Colorada on the Navajo
Reservation for the purpose of obtaining her photograph. Through communications with Don Smouse and Fern Smouse, who owned and operated the
Borrego Pass Trading Post for many years, we learned how to reach her property
and that she would be glad to talk with us. On the day we had arranged to
visit with her, during our trip from Albuquerque to the reservation, a summer
storm rolled through, making the dirt roads on the reservation impassable.
Before we could reschedule another trip after the rainy season, Trinidad
Colorada passed away.
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(Photograph courtesy A. E. "Bob " Roland)

Appendix 1
Corrido de Placida Romero
Music Composed by Rafael Abeyta y Romero
Words by Maria Gutierrez
Transcribed by Melquiades Otero37
A Dios le pido memoria
y permiso al mundo entero
para dictar esta historia
de la Placida Romero
que tal ves sera notoria
en y fuera de Cubero
(Estribillo)
A Dios ya me voy
sin duda a padeser
a mis padres y a mis hijas
cuando las volvere aver.
Ano de mil ochocientos
ochenta y uno llovioso
el dia de San Lorenso
quiso el todo poderoso
que me quedara sintiendo
a mi hijita y ami esposo.
ADios lla.
En el dia de San Lorenso
serea de las seis del dia
asi seria yo pienso
cuando esto nos susedia
que vi a mi esposo muriendo
como pues lo resistia.

I beg God for my memory
And permission of the entire world
To tell this story
Of Placida Romero
Who perhaps might become famous
Inside and outside of Cubero.
(Refrain)
Farewell I am going
Without doubt to suffer
My parents and my daughters
When will I see them again.
2. The year of 1881
A rainy San Lorenzo day
The Almighty wanted
To leave me feeling sorry
For my daughter
and my husband.
Farewell, etc.
3· It was the day of San Lorenzo
It must have been about 6 o'clock
Thus it was I believe
When this happened to us
That I saw my husband dying
Although he resisted it.

1.
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A Dios lla.
Hay esposo desgraciado
A' Dios fino companero
quiza no tenias cunado
ni parientes en Cubero
pueste quedastes tirado
adentro de un gallinero.
ADios lla.
Este mundo escandaloso
noes mas q[ue]. un aparato
Sevolla Rancho famoso
porque fuistes tan ingrato
donde matan ami esposo
Y ami q. me lleva el tato.
ADios lla'.
Sentandonos a almorsar
se nos llego Ia ocacion
Quien lo avia de pensar
que esta varbara nacion
nos quisieran cautibar
y pegarnos a traicion.
ADios lla
Hay esposo de mi vida
y con que dolor murio
con una mortal heriada
que aun ni sus harmas uso
viendome salir cautiba
ADios el alma entrego
A. Dios lla
Tan fuerte golpe le an dado
que con el fierro.de herrar
vi sus sesos derramados
sin poderlo remediar
hey Domingo desgraciado
como no te he de llorar.
A. D . lla
San Lorenso milagroso
por que escojistes tu dia
mostrandote reguroso
quisas lla me convenia
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Farewell, etc.
4- Unfortunate husband
Farewell fond friend
Perhaps you didn't have a brother-in-law
Nor relatives in Cubero
All of a sudden you were left
Tossed into a chicken house .
Farewell, etc.
5· This shameful world
Is nothing more than a show
Famous Sevolla Ranch
Why were you so ungrateful?
Where they killed my husband
Andel tato carried me off. 38
Farewell, etc.
6. We were sitting down to breakfast
When this danger arrived
Who would have thought
That this barbarous nation
Wanted to make us captive
And strike us down with treachery.
Farewell, etc.
7· Oh my beloved husband
Who died in pain
With a mortal wound
He never got to use his weapons
Although he saw me leaving captive
He gave up his soul to God.
Farewell, etc.
8. They gave him such a heavy blow
With the branding iron
That I saw his brains scattered
Without being able to save him
Oh Domingo unfortunate one
Why couldn't I weep for you .
Farewell, etc.
9· Miraculous San Lorenzo
Why did you choose your name day
Showing yourself to be so severe39
Perhaps I deserved
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que mataran ami esposo
tambien a Jose M[arfa].
A Dios lla,'
A Dios Madresita fina
duelase de mi desgracia
A' Dios todos mis vesinos
A' Dios mi ogar y mi casa
A' Dios tambien a mis parientes
A' Dios Madre M [arfa] . Cacia.
A Dios lla.'
Desde el dia que salid
del paraje mas sereano
con mucho cuidado fui
cuando encumbrava alg.n llano
aver si via benir a mi
Padre ho, a' mi Ermano.
A Dios lla'.
En la mesa de la Escoba
sequedo mi hija querida
Hay Sierra de la Sebolla
por que fuistes tan esquiba
las piedras los palos !loran
a verme salir cautiba.
A, Dios lla'.
Llegue al Ojito Salado
con aquel dolor ardiente
como es paraje mentado
llayi [alli] esperaba la gente
A' Dios Cubero afamado
se te acabo lo valiente.
A Dios lla.'
En las minas fue el acaso
pegue un suspiro velos
y como llegue despacio
hay bi que mataron dos
el hijo llamado Ygnacio
y su padre Juan de Dios.
A. Dios lla,'
El dia q[ ue ]. lla llegue
Serea de San Buenabentura

That my husband should be killed
And also Jose Marfa.
FareweV, etc.
10 . Farewell my dear mother
Grieve over my unhappiness
Farewell all my neighbors
Farewell my hearth and my home
Farewell also to my relatives
Farewell Mother Marfa Cacia. 40
Farewell, etc.
n. Since the day I departed
From that mountain camp
With great watchfulness I went
When I looked down on some plain
To see if my father or my brother
Were to come this way.
Farewell, etc.
12. On the Mesa de la Escoba
I stayed behind my beloved daughter
Oh Sierra de la Sebolla
Why were you so disdainful
The rocks and the trees weep
On seeing me captive.
Farewell, etc.
13. I arrived at the Ojito Salado
With that burning pain
Since it is a well-known camp
People were waiting there
Farewell famed Cubero
Your valor has ended. 41
Farewell, etc.
4 · In the mines there was an incident
I gave a great sigh
And since I arrived slowly
There I saw that they had killed two
A son named Ygnacio
And his father Juan de Dios.
Farewell, etc.
15. The day that I arrived
It was close to San Buena ventura
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A Dios le pedi mersed
I begged God's mercy
Like an unhappy creature
como una infelis criatura
And also of the Patriarch St. Joseph
y a! Patriarca San Jose
And of the pure virgin.
tambien a Ia Virjen Pura.
Farewell, etc.
ADios lla.'
16. My sorrowful mother
Madre mia dolorosa
Saint Joseph
Padre mio San Jose
Loving Mother
Ia pues madre amorosa
I beg you for mercy
te lo pido por mersed
Watch over my daughters with mercy
cuida a mis hijas piedosa
They are becoming orphans today.
pues huerfanas hoy seven.
Farewell, etc.
A Dios lla me voy
Madresita de Ia Lus
17. Sweet Mother ofLight42
Madre de mi corason
Mother of my heart
Ask your son Jesus
pidele a tu hijo Jesus
me saque de esta prision
To release me from this prison
pues q[ ue ]. su cumbio en Ia crus
Since he died on the cross
He will have compassion for me.
tenga de mi compasion.
A. Dios lla',
Farewell, etc.
18. I am feeling great pain
Boy sintiendo un gran dolor
Porq[ue]. Deje' a' mis hijitas
Because I left my daughters
Manuelita the oldest43
Manuelita Ia mayor
Care for your little sisters
cuida de tus ermanitas
They are missing my warmth
pues lla les falto el calor
quedaron huerfanitas.
They were left little orphans.
A. Dios lla',
Farewell, etc.
A mi padre y a mi Ermano
19. To my father and my brother
I commit my little daughters
les en cargo a mis hijitas
no te olvides Calletano
Don't forget Calletano
de tus caras sobrinitas
Your beloved little nieces
hay se quedan hu.erfanitas
They are left little orphans there
en este mundo tirana.
In this tyrannical world. 44
A. Dios lla',
Farewell, etc.
A Dios padres desgraciado
2o.Farewell unhappy parents
hechenme su vendicion
Give me your blessing
y esten siempre con cuidado
And always be careful
In whatever undertakings
en cualesquiera ocacion
con estos indios malvado
With these accursed Indians
esta varbara nacion.
This barbarous nation.
ADios lla',
Farewell, etc.
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ADios Madresita mia
ADios mi querido Padre
jusgen como quedaria
con este crecido alarde
viendo ayi mi campania
revoleandose en su sangre.
A. Dios lla',
Veite sinco de Setiembre
Ya Dios se compadecio
Ya le pedi humildem. te
y el mis suplicas hollo'
ayi nos sintio Ia gente
y a! momento nos sigio.
(Estribillo)
Ho Dios lla meciento libres
por tu gran poder
Y a mis padres y a mis hijas
espero volver aver.
Luego que reconocid
Ser gente Ia que venia
que salieramos de alii
parese llegado el dia
no te retires de mi
dije ha Procopio Garcia.
Oh. Dios lla', meciento libres
Si Ia corte selestial
esc! ame a' San Augustin
propucieron terminar
de mi cautiberio a! fin
me propongo no olvidar
el Cafion de San Juaquin.
Oh Dios lla.'
En que trabajos me he visto
con estos indios tiranos
ho Sierra Madre del Cristo
donde Dios me dio sus manos
y donde libre me he visto
y en las manos de Cristianos.
Ho. Dios lla .'
Ya yo quisas me olvide
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21. Farewell beloved mother
Farewell my dear father
Judge how it would be
With this growing cry
Seeing there my companions
Writhing in their own blood.
Farewell, etc.
22. The 25th of September45
God finally took pity
I had asked Him humbly
And he heard my entreaties
The people there heard us
And soon followed us.
(New Refrain)
Oh God I feel free
Because of your great power
I expect to see my parents
And my daughters again.
23 . Then when I recognized
The people who were coming
It seemed the day had come
That we could leave there
Don't leave me
I said to Procopio Garcia.
Oh God, etc.
24. If the celestial court
Exclaims to San Augustin
Proposing to end
My captivity finally
I resolve never to forget
San Joaquin Canyon.
Oh God, etc.
25. In what travail I've seen myself
With these tyrannical Indians
Oh Sierra Madre del Cristo 46
Where God gave me his help
And where I found myself free
And in the hands of Christians.
Oh God, etc.
26.! guess I've already forgotten
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lla no se acuerdan de mi
llo luego les noticie
desde el dia que sali
lla me toea padeser
con este signo nasi .
Oh Dios lla,
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Nor do they remember me.
Since I notified them
From the day I left
It is my lot to suffer
I was born under this sign. 47
Oh God, etc .

END
Appendix 2
The Mfidavit of Placida Romero48
Placida Romero of Cubero, Valencia County, Territory of New Mexico, being
duly sworn in according to law, under oath declares and states that she is the
widow of the deceased Domingo Gallegos, who was assassinated on the 8th of
August 1881, by Indians, on his Cebolla Ranch in the aforementioned county;
that she having been made captive was taken to the state of Chihuahua, Republic of Mexico and there, having escaped from the Indians, she fell into the
hands of Mexican authorities, where she remained until her return to New
Mexico in April1882. She says that on the 8th of August 1881, a party of Indians, 7 Apaches and 12 Navajos, most of the latter well known to her, arrived at
her husband's ranch and, after having eaten, the Indians challenged her said
husband to shoot at a target with them, and that when they'd finished and the
Indians were ready to leave, they shot her husband in the shoulder killing him
instantly. That her husband was hit twice, once by the Navajo named Cibusle
and second by an Apache. That among the Navajos were many she knew well,
among them Cibusle, Margarita, Cuero, Chino and others. That immediately
after killing her husband, the Indians also killed her husband's companion,
one named Jose Marfa, and that they took her and her nine-month-old baby
girl captive and took them to a place called Blue Water, close to the Pueblo
of Acoma where the Apaches and Navajos separated, the Apaches taking her,
and the Navajos h.er baby girl Trinidad. That the Navajo who took and has her
daughter is called Margarita. She says furthermore that she swears this statement
with the direct purpose of begging the government of the U[nited]. S[tates].
to force the return of her daughter and that the assassins of her husband be
punished according to the law.
Placida Romero.
Sworn and signed before me this 18th
day of April1882.
Gregorio N. Otero,
Justice of the Peace.
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Appendix 3: Newspaper Articles Pertaining to Navajo Agent Galen
Eastman

San Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle, 6 May 1882 49
Placida Romero, whose husband Domingo Gall~gos, was killed on the 8th
day of August, 1881, and since which time she had been captive, being now
returned home accuses the Navajoes [sic] to have helped the Apaches kill
her husband and states that a certain Margarita, a Navajo, still keeps her
child captive which she demands to have restored . She positively swears to
the names of certain Navajoe [sic] Indians implicated in the murder of her
husband and another man, his partner, and of abducting her child. Now let
District Attorney Barnes move in the matter.
"The Navajo Indians," San Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle, 24
June 1882
In our last issue we published, on the Spanish side, a letter from Mr. Gregorio N. Otero, Cubero, in Valencia County, about the outrageous conduct
of agent Galen Eastman. This thing ought to be investigated by proper
authorities. There is a sworn statement in existence, already published in
these columns formerly, where Placida Romero names several Navajo Indians
who helped the Apaches to kill her husband last year; steal her baby and take
the woman captive into Old Mexico, where she was rescued. The Governor
of New Mexico wanted to know something about the matter and sent the
sworn declaration to Agent Eastman, to investigate. Because the Navajoes
[sic], accused of this crime, as is natural they would, refuse to criminate [sic]
themselves in their testimony and deny the facts , as occurred, that scallawag
[sic] of Eastman comes out and says the sworn statement of the woman is
false and that the word of the accused Indians ought to be believed.
Of course Eastman wants to shield himself. He already reported his Indians
at home and peaceful: if the statement of the woman is given credit it shows
plainly that his reports were false ; that he stole the rations of the absent Indians
and that will prove him to be a perjured liar in making false reports and a thief
of public moneys. Is this thing to be dropped in this unsatisfactory manner?
We advise our Valencia County friends to take the matter in their own hands .
Of course it would be unlawful to advise them to make that hypocrite
Eastman suffer swift punishment; it is also against the laws of the country to
tie him to a stake, cut off limb after limb and roast his dirty heart in his own
body over a slow fire of green wood, but let them take the above mentioned
sworn declaration of the woman Placida Romero, gather up additional evidence of fraud of the scallawag [sic] Eastman and of depredations committed
by the Navajoes [sic] and send the whole outfit of documentary evidence,

r
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one copy to the President of the United States and others to the Secretary
of the Interior, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, presiding officers of both
houses of Congress and the Delegate to Congress from New Mexico, calling
for investigations of charges, punishment of the murderers, restoration of the
child and the indictment of that thieving liar who is now the agent. Bring
the matter to an issue, and redress to the poor widow.

San Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle, 1 July 1882
The scallawag [sic] Eastman says he is willing to open the door to investigation, and continues his assertion that the Apaches killed Placida Romero's
child. Now who is to be believed? A loving mother, who saw one of the
Navajoes [sic] carry away her little girl alive, to be kept a captive, or the accused Indian and his thieving, cowardly agent? The people are the jury and
will render the verdict.
"An Indian Agents' Crime," San Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle,

8 August 1882
Special Agent Howard, of the Indian Bureau, found out several things in
connection with the management of Navajo Indian affairs, which Mr.
Eastman would have preferred would have remained private. Mr. Eastman
has, since he has been the agent of the Navajos, persistently reported to the
bureau at Washington that all the Indians were on the reservation, with the
exception now and then of a small hunting party. Inspector Howard found,
upon examination, that over 8,ooo Navajos were off the reservation some of
whom had not been living within its line for two years. This is a contradiction
which it will be very hard for Mr. Eastman to explain. Again, Mr. Eastman
has frequently referred to the good effects of the policy of moral suasion [sic]
he was using and to the influence he had over the Indians. While Inspector Howard was at [Fort] Defiance the Navajos broke open and robbed the
storehouse, and Mr. Eastman was impotent to prevent it. These are but two
of the facts whi~h the report of Inspector Howard will contain; there are
others which will work equal disaster to Mr. Eastman's hope that he will be
allowed to remain as an Indian agent longer. He has but a short time more
as agent of the Navajos-Albuquerque Review.
This is really too bad. After upholding these Indian Agents persistently
as honest, pious men, gentlemen picked out by religious denomination for
their Christian character and moral persuation [sic], the Chronicle is forced
to acknowledge to have been mistaken. Poor Eastman! Now he will have to
get along on one ration, like other mortal sinners; after having got used to
big feasts of 8,ooo daily rations. Too bad.
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"Eastman and the Navajos," Las Cruces (N.Mex.) Rio Grande

Republican, 13 August 1881
Tragically, this was the second time Galen Eastman had been appointed
Nava jo Indian Agent. The following article from a year earlier (1881) explains:
Reports of trouble brewing among the Navajo Indians still continue to
circulate and it seems likely that it may culminate in a revolt after all. It
all comes of the reinstatement of Galen Eastman as agent. A little more
than a year ago the Navajoes [sic] made it so hot for Eastman that he was
forced to leave the agency for safety and take refuge in Albuquerque,
where he loafed about on full pay for several months. Capt. Bennett of
the U.S. Army, was made the temporary agent and all trouble ceased.
Eastman was advised by all interested to resign, it having been full y
demonstrated that he was not the man for the place, but he was not of
the resigning kind. He is a brother-in-law of Senator [Thomas W.] Ferry
of Michigan and an office must be provided for him, regardless of his
qualifications. If he is incapable of performing the duties of the office, he
must have the pay anyhow.
During C apt. Bennett's administration absolute peace and quiet
reigned on the reservation except in a few instances where whiskey was
smuggled in and sold to the Indians. Now the Department reinstates
Eastman and the trouble again begins and assumes a worse shape if
possible than before. Why was Eastman returned to the agency since
he had proven a failure after ample trial? Must the lives of hundreds of
good people be indangered [sic] to give Mr. Ferry's brother-in-law an
offi ce? The Secretary of Interior can certainly have no opinion of his
own in this matter.

Notes
1.

In Guts and Ruts: The Jewish Pioneer on the Trail in the American Southwest, a history of}ewish pioneers in the Southwest, Floyd S. Fierman quotes Nathan Bibo, an
older brother of Emil, Arthur "Arty" G. Bibo's father: "Emil's life and soul were to a
great extent devoted to the emancipation of th e Acoma Indians, who rega rded him
as their hon est advisor and best friend." Floyd S. Fierman, Guts and Ruts: The Jewish

Pioneer on the Trail in the American Southwest (New York: KTAV Publishing House,
985), 58.
John L. Kessell, "Arthur G. Bibo," New Mexico Historical Review 48 (April 1973):
16 5-66.
1

2.

3· Felipe Trujillo and Rosenda "Rosa" Trujillo were marri ed 19 May 1918, in th e church
of Saint Joseph in Winslow, Arizona . Rev. Ed Albany officiated the service. Witnesses
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were Iginio and Piedad Maestas. Rosenda "Rosa" Trujillo, interview by Arthur "Arty"
G. Bibo, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 17 October 1969.

4- A note accompanying the gift of the corrido states: "Original Corrido of Placida
Romero given to Arthur Bibo Oct. 1st 1969, by Rosa Trujillo. The original copy."
Rosa Trujillo's note of authentication, in A. E. "Bob" Roland's possession.
5· For an example, see Stephen H. Lekson, Nana's Raid: Apache Warfare in Southern
New Mexico, 1881, Southwestern Studies series, no. 81 (El Paso: Texas Western Press/
University of Texas Press, 1987), 22. Another apparent misjudgment was that Nana's
fight with the Mitchell party on 2 August 1881 occurred in East Red Canyon of the
San Mateo Mountains. Frank Bennett, Lt. John F. Guifoyle's chief of scouts at the
time, stated that the Mitchell fight took place in Red Rock Canyon of the San Mateos.
This account substantially differentiates Red Rock Canyon from either East or West
Red canyons, also located in the southern section of the San Mateos. Lekson, Nana's
Raid, 42 n. 82; and Dan L. Thrapp, Dateline Fort Bowie: Charles Fletcher Lummis

Reports on an Apache War (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1979), 158.
6. Many newspapers carried articles about Nana's raid, such as the Santa Fe New
Mexican; El Paso del Norte (Mexico) El Progresista; Deming (N.Mex.) Headlight; Las
Cruces (N.Mex.) Rio Grande Republican; San Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle;
Albuquerque (N.Mex.) Daily Journal and Albuquerque (N.Mex.) Review; Silver City
(N.Mex.) Miner Chronicle; and even the Chicago Times.
7· See Monroe L. Billington, New Mexico's Buffalo Soldiers, 1866-1900 (Niwot: University Press of Colorado, 1991); William H. Leckie, The Buffalo Soldiers: A Narrative of
the Negro Cavalry in the West (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1967), and
with Shirley Leckie, 2d ed. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2003); Charles
L. Kenner, Buffalo Soldiers and Officers of the Ninth Cavalry, 1867-1898: Black and
White Together (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999); Frank N. Schubert,
ed., Voices of the Buffalo Soldier: Records, Reports, and Recollections of Military Life
and Service in the West (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2003); Frank
N. Schubert, On the Trail of the Buffalo Soldier: Biographies of African Americans in
the U.S. Army, 1866-1917 (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 1995); and Frank
N. Schubert and Irene K. Schubert, On the Trail of the Buffalo Soldier, II: New
and Revised Biographies of African American Soldiers in the U.S. Army, 1866-1917
(Lanham, Md.: Scarecrow Press, 2004).
8. I rely on historian Eve Ball's extensive publications on the Apache Indians for the
spelling of Mangus and Mangas Coloradas. Eve Ball and James Kaywaykla, In the

Days of Victo~o: Recollections of a Warm Springs Apache (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 1970), 221; and Eve Ball, Nora Henn, and Lynda Sanchez, Indeh, An

Apache Odyssey (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1980), 331.
9· This information on Adolph F. A. Bandelier's adventures is from Charles H. Lange,
Carroll L. Riley, and Elizabeth M. Lange, eds., The Southwestern Journals of Adolph
F. Bandelier, 188o-188z, vol. 1 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1966),
2 97-3°5·

10.

Nana's raid took place in the final half decade of the U.S. wars with the western
Apaches. This conflict culminated in 1886 with the surrender of Geronimo and his
band ofChiricahuas. For more on the last decade of the U.S. wars with the Apaches,
see Dan L. Thrapp, Conquest of Apacheria (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
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1967); David Roberts, Once They Moved Like the Wind: Cochise, Geronimo, and
the Apache Wars (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1994); Kathleen Chamberlain,
Victoria: Apache Warrior and Chief, Oklahoma Western Biographies, vol. 22 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2007); and Edwin R. Sweeney, From Cochise to
Geronimo: The Chiricahua Apaches, 1874-1886, The Civilization of the American

11 .

Indian series, vol. 268 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2010). The standard
work on Nana's Raid is still Lekson, Nana's Raid.
According to the U.S. Census of 188o, Placida Romero and Domingo Gallego's
children were Felipa (fifteen years old), Manuela (twelve years old), Vicenta (ten .
years old), Carmel (nine years old), Pedro (five years old) , and Luverto or Roberto
(two years old ). Trinidad was not yet born as of the census in 188o, and Placida was
listed as twenty-eight, and Domingo as forty years old. Cubero, Valencia County,

New Mexico, 9 June 188o, Federal Census, 188o, p. 36.
12 . Anna Mae Starr (grandniece of Placida) remembered from family sources that 1881
was a very wet year in the Cebolla Canyon area and that a great deal of produce had
been raised at the ranch. Domingo's mother lived at the village of Los Castillos, about
two miles northwest of Cubero. Anna Mae Starr to Arthur "Arty" G. Bibo, 13 October
1970, in-f. E. "Bob" Roland's possession. These wet conditions were also commented
on by Capt. Charles Parker in a telegram describing the results of the battle with Nana's
forces at Carrizo Canyon. Parker reported, "Am water bound and cannot get my [pack]
train at Alamosa." Capt. Charles Parker to Assistant Adjutant General, Santa Fe, New
Mexico/Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 12 August 1881, via Socorro, New Mexico, file 4746,
1881, AGO, r. 44, microfilm, Letters Received by the Office of the Adjutant General Main
Series, I881- 1889, Microcopy 689 (Washington, D .C. : National Archives and Records
Administration, 1985), Records of the Adjutant General's Office, 178os-1917, RG 94,
National Archives, Washington, D.C. [hereafter file 4746, r. 44, M689, RG94, NA].
There is some question about the actual name ofJose Marfa Vargas. Some references refer to him as Jose Marfa Moral es, Jesus Marfa Bargas, or Juan Marfa Barga.
T he name Jose Marfa Vargas is used in this story for three reasons. First, his given
and middle name, Jose Marfa, are used in the original transcription of the corrido.
Second, his last name, Vargas, came from a brief article published by Anna Mae
Starr. See Anna Mae Starr, "Placida Romero: La Cautiva," La Herencia del Norte,
Summer 1999, 14, 15. Finally, Jose Marfa Vargas is used because Placida used this
name in her affid avit.
13. T his is the generally accepted pronunciation today since many early references
spelled the name Nane, Naneh, Naney, or Nanay. Harold Miller, "Nana's Raid
of 1881," Password 19 (1974): 69. Warm Springs Apaches are also known as Ojo
Caliente Apaches, Gilefio or Gila Apaches, Mimbrefio or Mimbres Apaches, Coppermine Apaches, and, in their own language, as Tcihene, the "red paint people,"
the eastern-most band ofChiricahuas. Born about 1815 , Nana was elderly when he
helped lead the remarkable and violent Apache raids in the southwestern United
States and northern Mexico from the late 187os to the mid-188os. Nana was absent
from Victoria's band when Mexican forces annihilated it at Tres Castillos, Mexico.
A biographical sketch ofNana is in Howard R. Lamar, ed., The New Encyclopedia

of the American West (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1998), s.v. "Nana."
For additional details on Nana, see Thrapp, Conquest of the Apacheria.
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14. In 1972 I was able to drive up this steep and rocky trail from the floor of Ceb~lla
Canyon north to the rim of Cebollita Mesa in a small Datsun pick-up truck. This
rise, from floor to rim, is about a thousand feet. It is impassable by vehicle today
and the Bureau of Land Management has fenc ed off the trail, further blocking any
wheeled-vehicle traffic.
15. Albuquerque (N.Mex.) Morning Journal, 12 August 188L
16. In the corrido, Cebolla is spelled with an "S," which is a common practice in Spanish. Some references also use a "y" instead of the double "1," and a "v" instead of a
"b," which is also common in Spanish-language substitutions. In the 1930s, Arty had
leased Blue Water Vega. He later said it was a good pasture on wh ich to graze cattle.
The meadow produced so much grass one year that he was even able to cut and sell
some hay. He leased this half-section of land (S !12 of Section 34, T6N, RSW) from
the homesteader Jim McCord, with whom he often partnered. McCord and his wife
later bu ilt a cabin and lived on Arty's ranch at the head of Cebolli ta Valley.
17. T he Alcon is a canyon in the ranching area that belonged to Carl Wi lson in the 197os,
Seis and Wilson before that, and now is the Bar 15 Ranch owned and operated by the
Acoma Land and Cattle Company. Kenneth Gunn originally established the ranch in
approximately 1900, with the headquarters located just north of Gunn Mesa, named
after the family.
18. Historian Stephen H. Lekson states that 6 people were killed and 117 horses were
taken during the Rancho Garcia raid . See Lekson, Nana's Raid, 22; M iller, "Nana's
Raid of J881," 51-70; and Thrapp, Dateline Fort Bowie, 158. Nine-year-old Procopio
Garcia was also kidnapped from this ranch. Portions of the large Garcia fami ly moved
to Pueblo del Gall o (cu rren tly San Rafael , south of Grants ) in the ea rly years of that
settlement (187os) from Cebolleta (Seboyeta). Rancho Garcia was on the west side
of the Rio Puerco, about twenty miles northwest of Los Lunas. See Gary L. Tietjen,

Encounter with the Frontier (Los Alamos, N.Mex.: self published, 1969), 62.
19. John M. Gunn, Schat-Chen: History, Traditions and Narratives of the Queres Indians
of Laguna and Acoma (Albuquerque, N.Mex.: Albright and Anderson, 1917), 6o, 62.
Gunn identifies this Pablo Pi no as a nephew of Guachino Pi no who settled at El
Rita in 1825, and claimed th e El Rita Grant just east of Laguna . Pablo was married
to an American woman, Frances Skinn er, who had come to this country in 1851 as a
companion and assistant to the wife of Samuel C. Gorman, the first Protestant missionary to Laguna . Gunn also identifies and thus corroborates other geograph ical
locations that are part of this story: C ienega Ranch, forty-five miles south of Laguna;
El Rita Valley; the Alcon, south end ofEl Rita Valley; and Seboya (Cebolla ) Springs
and ranch, about fifteen mil es west of the Alcon. Gunn correctly places the location
of Rancho Cebolla (Cebolla Springs Ranch) and Cebolla Springs. Had Lekson, in

Nana's Raid, consulted Gmm's book, he probably would not have assumed that the
Rancho Ceboll a massac re took place in the village of Seboyeta, New Mexico.
20. Some confusion is apparent in the name for the Alamocita Creek/Rio Salado drainage
system, which passes generally west to east through Alamo and th e Alamo Navajo
Indian Reservation and continues generally southeast. The Rfo Salado empties into
the Rfo Grande close to San Acacia, New Mexico. Most ea rly references call the
"Alamocita" water-course the "Alamosa." Agnus M. C leaveland, No Life for a Lady
(Boston: Houghton M ifflin, 1941), 32, 61, 71; Susan E. Lee, These Also Served: Brief
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Histories of Pioneers; Short Stories and Pictures Relative to Catron, Grant, Sierra,
Socorro, and Valencia Counties of New Mexico (Los Lunas, N .Mex.: self published,
Book C raftsmen Associates, 1960 ), 38, 39, 41, 42; Ben W. Kemp, Cow Dust and Saddle
Leather, with Jeff C . Dykes (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1968), 225,
230; and Langford R. Johnston, Old Magdalena Cow Town , ed. Jacky L. Barrington
(Albuquerqu e, N .Mex.: Bandar Log, 1983), 45, 87. Some early maps show th e Rfo
Salado as th e Alamocita Creek until it passes beyond th e Alamo Reservation , wh ere
it beco mes th e Rfo Salado. Most ea rly ranchers in the area considered the Rfo Salado
to begin at th e conjunction of the Alamocita C reek and Miguel Chavez Ca nyon.
However, modern maps show the Rfo Salado running up through Miguel C havez
Ca nyon and then into Cow Spring Canyon, its headwaters.
1.
T
hese Nava jos (Puertocito people) we re mostly people who had eluded or escaped
2
from the U. S. campaign and roundup commanded by G en. Christopher "Kit" Ca rson
in 1863 and 1864, and avoid ed th e Long Walk from C anyon de Chelly to th e federal
reserva tion at Bosqu e Redondo near Fort Sumner, New M exico Territory. This group
included som e Navajo slaves who had escaped their Hispanic and Angl o masters in
Socorro. The Navajos had also been joined by some Chiricahuas and other Apaches
who preferred living there instead of with th eir own people at their federal reservati ons in Ari zona Territory. Robert H . Julya n, The Place Names of New Mexico , rev.
ed. (Albuqu erque: University of New Mexico Press, 1998), 8; and Cleaveland, No Life

fo r a Lady, 300, 301. For more on Carson's operation , see Clifford E. Trafzer, The Kit
Carson Campaign: The Last Great Navaio War (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1982); and Lynn e R. Bail ey, The Long Walk: A History of the Navaio Wars,
1846- 1868 (Pasadena, C alif. : Socio-Techni cal Books, 1970).
22. T his battle location, northwest of Ril ey, has been described as "twenty-five mil es west
of Sab inal, New M exico" in military records and nea r a canyon nam ed C arri zo or
Carrizozo by Lekson in Nana 's Raid, 22. It is also known as the battle of C ienega
Ranch . Harold Miller surmises that, due to the number of warriors involved in this
fight, Nan a's forces were probably reunited at this tim e. Miller, "Nana's Raid of 1881,"
62. In a telegraphic dispatch , C apt. C harles Parker claimed, "Think hostil es will
cross at mouth of C arrizo Creek going east." This would place the actual battle site
somewhere slightly northwest from where th e Carrizo C reek enters the Rfo Salado.
After this battle, C aptain Parker's troops traveled to Sabinal with three wounded and
one dead. Their route would have been east and probably through th e Rfo Salado
Box. Captain Parker to Assistant Adjutant General, 12 August 1881, fil e 4746, r. 44,
M689, RG 94> NA.
23. During th e territorial days, when wagons and teams were the main mode of transportation, travelers going from the middle Rio G rande Valley west toward the Arizona
Territory followed th e Rfo Salado and headed up the Alamocita drainage. Early settlers
recall ed that in the 188os, these valleys we re lush with grasses, and the many cienegas
(marshes) provided rich pasturage for their teams, and plentiful firewood and water for
travelers. Also, when a traveler reached the head ofth e Alamocita drainage, the country
opened up, providing easy access north to Fort Wingate or south to Ojo Caliente or the
Black Range. Among other sources, Norman C leaveland, son of Agnes M . C leaveland,
provided this description during a conversa tion at his ranch in D atil (Whitehouse)
Ca nyon on 29 September 1979. See also Johnston, Old Magdalena Cow Town , 45·
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24· Apparently two different Ygnacio (or Ignacio) Bacas were killed during Nana's raid.
One died on Alamocita Creek on 6 or 7 August 1881. Gilberta Espinosa and Tibo J.
Chavez, El Rio Abajo, ed. Carter M. Waid (Pampa, Tex. : Pampa Print Shop, 1965),
173. The other was killed near Socorro on 14 August 1881. Albuquerque (N.Mex. )

Daily Journal, 15 August 1881.
25. U.S. Army, Division of the Missouri , Record of Engagements with Hostile Indians
within the Military Division of the Missouri, from 1868 to 1882, Lieutenant-General
P. H. Sheridan Commanding: Compiled from Official Records (1882; repr. , Bellevue,
Neb.: The Old Army Press, 1969), 99, 100. John Francis Guilfoyle was appointed to
the U.S . Military Academy and graduated fortieth in th e class of 1877. He was commissioned a second lieutenant in the Ninth Cavalry on 15 June 1877, and promoted
to first lieutenant on 1 November 1881. He was brevetted first lieutenant for gallantry
against Indians at White Sands on 19 July 1881, the San Andres Mountains on 25 July
1881, and Monica Springs on 3August 1881. All these fights transpired in New Mexico
Territory. Frances B. Heitman, Historical Register and Dictionary of the United States
Army: From its Organization, September 29, 1789 to March 2, 1903 (1903; repr. ,
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1965), 483. Scholar Dan L. Thrapp places the
Mitchell battle at Red Rock Canyon. Thrapp, Dateline Fort Bowie, 158. Thrapp also
reveals in this monograph that so uthwestern explorer Charles Fletcher Lummis
claimed Nana's band had a sixtee n-mile running battle with the troops when leaving Monica Springs and that Nana esca ped through th e Doth ill (D atil) Mountains
and killed several Hispanos on the way. Lummis's so urce for this information was
reportedly Frank Bennett, who at that time was Li eutenant Guilfoyle's chief of
sco uts. The route would have taken Nana through the Red Canyon in the Datils.
This mostly flat-bottomed ca nyo n starts at Blue Springs nea r th e top of the Datils,
runs down the north slope of the mountains, and then joins Alamocita Creek. It
was often used as a shortcut by horseback travelers and as a route for driving cattle
and sheep through the eastern end of the Datils. Not far west from the mouth of
the Red Canyon along Alamocita Creek, two graves are still visible today. Early
Datil-country ranchers and homesteaders recall that two New Mexican sheep
ranchers , who were freighting supplies back to their ranch near Quemado, New
Mexico, were kill ed and that their ox-drawn wagon was burned during Nana's raid.
This incident is desc ribed in Cleaveland, No Life for a Lady, 39· The site of the
graves is approximately seventeen straight-line miles (twenty trai l miles) south of
the Rancho Cebolla murder site.
The freighters traveled west along Alamocita Creek, and Nana's band likely saw
the fresh wagon and oxen tracks when the group entered the creek from Red Canyon.
Here, Nana may have divided his forces, dispatching one party to plunder the wagon,
which was three or four miles to the west, and then to travel north to Rancho Cebolla
in search of possible guns and ammunition. Nana sent th e other group northeast
to Rancho Garcia, which was known for raising horses: "Nana-his power was over
ammunition trains and rattlesnakes. Victoria's bravest, such as Kaytennae, might
make a raid for bullets and fail. But when Nana, long past eigh ty and crippled, rode
all night, he brought back ammunition ." These locations were also well known to the
Navajos who were raiding with Nana. Ball, Henn, and Sanchez, Indeh, An Apache
Odyssey, 9; and Ball, In the Days ofVictorio, 16.
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Further research into the grave sites of the two New Mexican freighters (number 2
on map 1) and an interview with a present-day descendant of the Baca family in Quemado indicate that one of the graves at this site is probably that ofTimoteo Baca. N. G.
Baca, interview by A. E. "Bob" Roland, Quemado, New Mexico, 4 December 2006.
According to Gilberta Espinosa and Tibo J. Chavez in El Rio Abajo, the other grave
probably belonged to Ignacio Baca, who was killed during Nana's raid. This source also
states that the date was 7 August 1881, although this may have been the day on which
the remains were found, with the actual killings occurring a day or two earlier. At least
three members were in this party-two of whom were killed on Alamocita Creek.
One member, Ramon Garcia, escaped initially on foot, until he could obtain a horse,
and hid from the pursuing Indian raiders. The story goes that he did not stop running
until he got into Colorado. Along the way, as the Indians looked for Garcia, his sheep
dog kept growling and barking whenever they got too close. Garcia had to kill his dog
with a rock to keep it from giving away his hiding places. Later, after the Indian raiders
were subdued, he returned to the Quemado area and continued to raise sheep there for
many years. The murder ofTimoteo Baca subsequently became known to his relatives
in the area of Belen, New Mexico, and became the subject of another New Mexican
ballad, El Corrido de Timoteo Baca. The composer, who was not an eyewitness to this
event, unsurprisingly introduced many factual errors in the corrido. The main goal
of this corrido appears to have been to commemorate and glorifY Timoteo Baca at his
funeral ceremony. N. G. Baca knew Garcia, who told him the story ofthe murders.
Garcia is believed to have died in Quemado in the 1940s. Espinosa and Chavez, El

Rio Abajo, 173; and N. G. Baca, interview.
A military report and contemporary newspapers stated that Lieutenant Guilfoyle's
detachment arrived at Ceboll~ Springs Ranch on the evening of u August. The
troopers found that two men had been killed and two women carried off. This information indicates that some members of Placida and Domingo's family had become
concerned when they did not show up in the area of Cubero on 8 August, as was
planned. They likely sent a party to find out what happened to them. The Cubero
search party might have been in the process of burying the remains at Rancho Cebolla
at the time the troopers showed up. In any case, communication between family or
friends and federal troops was necessary for the army to learn that, in addition to the
two dead men at the site, a woman and her infant daughter had also been abducted.

Albuquerque (N.Mex.) Morning Journal, 12 August 1881.
26. Colonel Hatch to General Pope and Adjutant General of the Army, 23 August 1881,
file 4746, r. 44, M689, RG 94> NA.
27. For some time I was curious as to whether an Apache rancheria could be identified
in the area of San Joaquin Cafi6n. In the spring of zooS, the opportunity came for an
investigation in that country. Sr. Luis Benevidez, employee of La Tienda Rosa (The
Pink Store) in Palomas, Mexico, was my guide for this trip. San Joaquin Cafi6n is
situated to the west across a low flat plain that shows evidence of being marshy during wet seasons, and is about ten miles from the small town of Galeana, Chihuahua,
Mexico. The canyon proper is narrow, with solid and steep rock walls. This geologic
formation offered the Apaches excellent positions for defense and ambush. The
mouth widens to provide a very habitable area with flowing or very shallow water,
cottonwood trees, and verdant undergrowth amid a considerable area of mesquite
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trees. The presence of a large and apparently long-used Apache rancherfa here is
evidenced by many six- to eight-inch diameter mortar holes in the exposed bedrock
as well as stone wickiup foundations, stone corral walls, and oval, cobblestone lined
roasting pits of varying sizes. Also noticed upon inspection were many broken fragments of metates and manos in the area of the mortar holes.
After the Apaches were evicted from the area (probably late in 1881), Mexican
settlers established a small village of one to two dozen houses. The new occupants
utilized adobe construction for their homes, but took advantage of the many stone
corrals that had been erected by the Apaches over many years. This village, named
San Joaquin, had a modern school and a small church. It appears to have been
a viable village for around fifty years, but has since been abandoned. The adobe
houses are falling into ruin, with the exception of one residence that appears to be
occupied, well maintained, and connected to a nearby cattle-ranching operation. A
small graveyard and the church receive periodic maintenance, as does the Capilla
del Sant~s (a little chapel that houses small statues of saints and where passersby can
worship) on a small hill overlooking the area. I believe I have been at the same spot
where Placida could have been forced to grind Mesquite beans during her captivity.
28. On 14 October 1881, the letter describing Placida's escape originally appeared in the
El Paso del Norte newspaper, El Progresista. A. P. Mata sent the letter from Valle de
San Buena Ventura [sic], Mexico, to El Progresista editor Mr. E. Medina on 30 September 1881. A. P. Mata, Letter to the Editor, El Paso del Norte (Mex.) El Progresista,
14 October 1881. It was subsequently reprinted by the Santa Fe New Mexican on 18
October 1881, and then by the Las Cruces (N.Mex.) Rio Grande Republican on 22
October 1881. This article, important to documenting the story, corroborates many
items that otherwise would be in speculation, although it does misquote Procopio's
name as "Probencio." I am indebted to Mary Stella and William Bledsoe of Fort
Collins, Colorado, for alerting me to the existence of this newspaper article. Mary, a
sister of Anna Mae Starr, provided much information to Arty and me. Mary and Will
have also done a great deal of research into this story through the family of Placida's
brother Calletano Romero. Although Calletano's name is properly spelled in Spanish with a "y," I use the double "1" because that spelling is used in the corrido. It was
my fervent hope that this manuscript could be published during Mary's lifetime.
Unfortunately, Mary passed away in January 2010.
Anna Mae later recounted Placida's harsh treatment by the Apaches and how she
finally escaped with the help of the Apache women. Starr to Bibo, 13 October 1970.
In the corrido, Placida states, "In what travail I've seen myself with these tyrannical
Indians." Other versions of the corrido tell a different story; some even describe an
Indian (El Tato?) falling in love with Placida, who was pregnant when she escaped.

As a strong ranch woman who could pack mules and horses very well, she was likely
worked hard by the Apaches.

29. At least two grave sites are visible at the ruin site of Rancho Cebolla. After exposure
to the August heat, farm chickens, and wildlife predators for three days, the bodies
of Domingo and Jose Marfa would have been in poor condition. The burial party
covered the bodies with soil and rocks at the locations where they were discovered, as
was common practice in remote areas. Rosa Trujillo also confirmed that the bodies
of Jose Marfa and her grandfather, Domingo, were buried at the ranch.
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At the ruins of Rancho Cebolla, the probable chicken house can still be id entified.
In one corner of the site stands an unusually high mound of rocks that appears to
have been placed there purposefully. This may be the burial locati on of D omingo.
Another apparent grave not far away and also und er rocks could be that of Jose Marfa.
Apparent upon close examination of this site is that Rancho Cebolla was probably
abandoned after this massacre. Recent evidence supporting this conclusion ca me from
Buddy Major. The Major famil y had settled not far from this location, near the top
of Cebollita M esa (then known as Putney Mesa), at Major Spring and subsequently
becam e large-scale ranchers and landowners in this area . Major indi cated that his
family arrived in 1916, and he is certain that no one inhabited the Rancho Cebolla
buildings thereafter. Cebolla Springs, after the ranch abandonment, was claimed
by the nearby Bodenh eim er Ranch (also spelled Bodenhamer and Bodenhammer).
The ranch , sold and bought seve ral times, became the M ertz Ranch , and then was
purchased by Major, and became known as the Mertz/Ma jor Ranch. H e has since
sold the ranch , whi ch is currently being operated by new owners. Cebolla Springs
and the Rancho Cebolla site have rece ntly been purchased by th e Burea u of Land
Management and are included in th e El Malpais National Conservation Area . Buddy
Ma jor, interview with A. E. "Bob" Roland, Wild Horse M esa, New Mexico, July 2006.
30. For the full act, see "Chapter 103-An Act for the Ransom and Transportation of
Certain Citizens of New Mexico, who were Captured by the Na ne [sic] Band of
Apache Indians, on the Tenth Day of August, 1881, and who are now in the Republic
of Mexico," in 1882 Acts of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico,

Twenty-fifth Session, General Assembly of the N ew M exico Territory (Sa nta Fe,
N .Mex.: Chas W. G reene, Public Printer, 1882), 192--93·
31. In a search for Placida's living experiences after her return from captivity, I sought
offi cial documentation of her family after 188o, but the census of 1890 was destroyed
in a fire. However, a special Valencia County, New Mexico, Territorial Census of 1885
exists. In this census I could not find PLicida in Cubero. In going through the entire
county census, I fin ally found her and her family in the village of La Vega . Initially
unfamiliar with th at town name in Valencia County, I learn ed that La Vega de San
Jose is now known as San Fidel and is not far from C ubero. Julyan, Place Na mes of

New Mexico , 192, 312. By this time Placida had a new daughter from her captivity
pregnancy listed as Trinidad, being two years old, although the census mistook this
child for a boy, and Placida was listed as still being a widow. According to church
records, Placida an d Victor Romero did not marry until14 January 1886, and by 1900
they were back in the area of C ubero.
32. Adolph F. Bandeli er states that his conversation with Placida took place on 27 May
1882, and the journal passage also indi cates that he was skeptical of her acco unt: "Her
story strikes me as doubtful in some points." Lange, Riley, and Lange, The Southwestern

Journals ofAdolph F. Bandelier, 305. Bandelier interviewed Placida during her effort
to recover Trinidad. At the tim e, she was receiving a lot of critical press coverage of
her conflict with th e Indian agent at Fort Defiance. She was even acc used of lying.
H er efforts to recover Trinidad exposed the agent's misconduct in office (see Appendix 3). In Bandelier's entry from 11 June 1882, he also states that he met Monico
Gonzalez of San Marcial, who claimed that the Apache who kill ed Placida's husband
also murdered Gonzalez's mother, son, daughter, and nephew. No date or location
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was given for these killings. Lange, Riley, and Lange, The Southwestern Journals of

Adolph F. Bandelier, 317.
33· W. G. (Walter G unn ) Marmon was th e brother of Robert G unn Marmon, who
was the grandfather of Leland "Lee" Marmon. Lee is the well-known photographer
fro m Laguna Pueblo, New Mexico, who produced most of the photographic work
for this story.
34- The location of the "Alamosa" mentioned in the dispatch is uncertain. A military
post at Canada Alamosa sat close to present-day Monti cello, New Mexico, but it was
too far away for Captain Parker to have engaged the Indians from there on 12 August
as was reported. Historian Jerry D. Thompson locates Canada Alamosa on the west
bank of the Rio Grande at th e mouth of Alamosa C reek, over one hundred miles
away and at the south end of the San Mateo Mountains. Jerry D . Thompson, Desert
Tiger: Captain Paddy Graydon and the Civil War in the Far Southwest, Southwestern
Studies seri es, no. 97 (EI Paso: Texas Western Press/University of Texas at El Paso,
1992), 27. Another possibility is an old military outpost located on the Alamocita Creek.
Since several old references call the Alamocita Creek "Alamosa," perhaps this outpost
(improved military encampment area) is the location referred to in the dispatch. This
site is only some thirty miles west of the Carrizo Canyon/Cienega Ranch battle area.
The location of this military station was made known to me through interviews with a
local rancher, and military artifacts have been seen at this site by_me. This site would
have been well wi thin Captain Parker's range for th e 12 August engagement near
Carrizo Canyon and was probably the encampment used by army troops patrolling
the area of the Rfo Salado an d Red Canyon of the D atils for rampaging Indians. The
site contained four well-made, widely spaced stone buildings: a small store house/
shop; a multiroom mess building with officers' quarters; a small stable shed; and a
possible guard house at the main entrance. The area was fenced, with a large space
between the buildings that could be used as a tent encampment for the troops. The
area is sited on a rise that gives clear views in all directions, and there is evidence of
a guard post on a higher rise overlooking th e whole enclosure area. In their book,
New Mexico Frontier Military Place Na mes, authors Daniel C. B. Rathbun and David

V. Alexander note, "French, Camp - The exact location of this camp is unknown,
but it was probably named for Lt. Jam es Hansel French, 9th U.S. Cavalry, who was
killed by the Ojo Caliente Apaches in the San Mateo Mts. on 17 January 188o. In

The Conquest of Apacheria, written in 1967, author Dan Thrapp places the camp on
the Alamosa River." This editor believes that the location "at Alamosa" refers to the
former Camp French located on Alamocita Creek- then known as "Alamosa." Daniel
C. B. Rathbun and David V. Alexander, New Mexico Frontier Military Place Names,
Military Place Names Series (Las Cruces, N.Mex.: Yucca Tree Press, 2003), 70.
35· During this sea rch, every stone and marker was examined minutely. One wellmaintained gravesite is marked with the nam e ofPolicarpio Romero, who was one of
the sons of Placida's brother, Calletano. Some present-day descendants believe that
Placida is buried in an unmarked plot on the north side of this monument. We also
found and photographed another gravesite significant to this story, that of Gregorio
N. Otero, the juez de paz (justi ce of the peace) in C ubero in 1882. He took Placida's
affidavit of h er captivity and subsequently had it published in th e newspapers.
Genealogical data collected in th e 196os indicate that Otero was also th e fath er of
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Melquiades Otero, the man who transcribed the original Corrido de Placida Romero.
6. Anna Mae Star supplied this family information about Trinidad Colorada and Maria
3
Trinidad "La Apacha" Chavez. Starr to Bibo, 13 October 1970.
. The information on the composition ofthe corrido came from Rosa Trujillo, grand37
daughter of Placida. Rosa Trujillo, interviews by Arty Bibo, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, summer 1966; Albuquerque, New Mexico, 17 October 1969; Cubero, New
Mexico, 3 D ecemb er 1969, notes in A. E. "Bob" Roland's possession. Some other
members of th e famil y think the corrido was written by Placida's brother, Calletano.
In fact there is a version of the corrido that could have been written by Calletano.
Markedly different from the original, this version has fewer stanzas per verse and a
lack of rhyming in the stanzas. Many words and expressions are the same or similar
in both versions, although the alternate variant is considerably shorter with only seven
verses. This may have been Calletano's narrative from what he remembered of the
original, and is what the music is based on. The Spanish transcription of the corrido
is reproduced here exactly as it appears in the original.
8.
Although
some people believed "el tato" referred to a particular person, Arty be3
lieved this was not the case, particu larly since th e words are not capitalized in the
origi nal. The phrase in Spanish is often used as a nickname for "grandfather," and ,
as I discovered, was also used as a nickname for Nana, the leader of the Indians in
the raiding party. Las Cruces (N. Mex. ) Rio Grande Republican, 22 October 1881.
39· The actual date of th e massacre, as related in the deposition given by Placida to J. P.
Gregorio N . Otero was 8 August 1881, and was reprinted in the San Lorenzo (N.Mex.)
Red River Chronicle on 13 May 1882 (see Appendix 2) . Because the raid happened to
coincide with Dia de San Lorenzo, the celebration of th e patron sai nt of Cubero, 10
August is the day used in the corrido.
40. Placida's mother was Maria Acacia. An error in transcription is probably responsible
for the shorter last name Cacia. In some other versions of the corrido, it appears as
Marucasia. Other spellings in church records appear as Eucarsia, Eufrasia, and Eucasia.
41. Acco rding to the corrido, Placida's nin e-month-old daughter Trinidad was left in th e
vicinity of Ojo (Ojito) Salado with the Navajos. The Navajos, however, should have
been on their federall y established reservation, not camping where they were, near
Ojo Salado.
42· This line is Placida's plea to th e patron Virgen of Cubero, Nuestra Senora de Ia Luz.
The Catholic Church in Cubero is still called "Our Lady of Light."
43· Manuelita was Placida's daughter who went to Cubero with her uncl e the day before
th e massacre. Placida's eldest daughter was actually Felipa. Reported as fifteen years
old in the Census of 188o, she was three years older than Manuelita. Felipa might
have been away from home and not available to care for her younger siblings around
the time of the raid. In the church records for 24 September 1883, both Manuelita
and Felipa were reported as marrying on the same day.
44· As reported by Starr and in accordance with this verse of the corrido, while Placida
was held captive in Mexico, her children were ca red for by Placida's fath er Pedro
Molina Romero and her brother, Call etano, who supplied provisions. Starr to Bibo,
13 October 1970. The last two lines in this verse are reproduc ed as they occu r in the
original text. However, this order appears to be a transcription error, for they should
be switched to preserve the rhyme sch eme of the corrido in Spanish.
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45· The importance of 25 September 1881signified th e day Placida escaped from captivity. She was enslaved by a group of Apaches for less than two months. Las C ruces
(N.Mex.) Rio Grande Republican, 22 October 1881.
46. Sierra Cristo is the mountain group in the Sierra Madre Range northwest of Buenaventura, Mexico, that contains Canon del C risto, the location where Nana's group
of raid ers took so me stolen horses as th ey were chased by Mexican authorities, an d
where Placida found th e opportunity to escape.
47· A month or more may have passed before her famil y in Cubero could get Placida.
This phrase seems to be an expression of sorrow. Perhaps she thought her family had
abandoned her? This verse could also refer to when she realized that she would not
be able to retrieve her daughter, Trinidad, from the Navajos.

48. "The Story of Placida Romero Pertaining to Her Experiences with the Indians," San
Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle (Spanish edition ), 13 May 1882. Translated by
Irma Belle Bibo Floersheim.

49· The San Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle was a small, short-lived newspaper first
published in San Lorenzo, then in San Hilario, New Mexico, between 188o and 1882.
These towns were located in eastern San Miguel County close to present-day Conchas
Dam. Edited and published by Louis Hommel, the bilingual newspaper produced a
weekly E nglish and Spanish issue. Unaffiliated politically, the paper championed small
ranchers and homesteaders and was adamantly opposed to the illegal fencing of public
lands. In 1882 the editor changed the paper's name to the Daily Chronicle and moved
it to Las Vegas, New Mexico. Porter A. Stratton, The Territorial Press of New Mexico,

1834-1912 (Albuquerque: University of New M exico Press, 1969), 161, 284.

Francisco Vázquez de Coronado at Doubtful Canyon
and on the Trail North
the 2011 report including lead isotopes, artifact
interpretation, and camp description
Nugent Brasher

T

he Spaniards tell that Capt. García López de Cárdenas—maestre de
campo of the advance party of the Coronado Expedition—reached the
boulders in the Río Zuni above Ceadro Spring at Dangerous Pass with his
small force of expeditionaries for the second time on the Julian Tuesday of 6
July 1540. Earlier that day, Capt. Gen. Francisco Vázquez de Coronado had
sent the force to reconnoiter the area. After they reported their findings to
Vázquez de Coronado, the captain general sent López de Cárdenas and his
men back to Dangerous Pass to secure the passage while the advance party
remained camped at Río Bermejo. In darkness, about a hundred warriors
from Cíbola attacked the López de Cárdenas force, shooting arrows into some
of the horses and turning others loose. After the startled Spaniards mounted
their steeds, they drove the warriors away from Dangerous Pass. A messenger
immediately galloped away to the Río Bermejo camp to apprise Vázquez de
Coronado of what had happened. López de Cárdenas later reported that the
Hawikku warriors “attacked like courageous men” during the brief skirmish.
Chronicler Pedro de Castañeda de Nájera, who was not an eye witness,
reported that some surprised Spanish soldiers were so disoriented that they
put their saddles on backward.
The following morning Vázquez de Coronado and most of his starving,
fatigued troops moved out in the best order they could. Heading toward
Hawikku, they periodically saw smoke clouds alerting the warriors of the
Spaniards’ location. Once the invading men-in-metal army reached the
Nugent Brasher is a petroleum exploration geologist who resides in Glenwood, New Mexico.
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expansive flats southwest of Hawikku, Vázquez de Coronado dispatched
López de Cárdenas and Capt. Melchior Pérez; friars Juan de Padilla, Luis
de Úbeda, and Daniel; scribe Hernando Bermejo; and some horsemen as
an advance group with orders to deliver the revered requerimiento. Vázquez
de Coronado and his accompanying horsemen, bearing trade goods, saw
that the Hawikku warriors welcomed the advance group with nothing more
than flying arrows. They joined López de Cárdenas and the others at a location the distance of a crossbow shot from Hawikku. The gilded metal men
and the gray robes failed to engender homage from the warriors. During the
second reading of the requerimiento, several hundred homeland defenders
bearing shields and weapons confronted the captains and the clerics. These
men threw dirt and stones at the Spaniards, and marked lines in the ground
to declare a boundary not to cross before sending a hail of arrows into the
invaders, wounding horses and piercing the robe of one of the friars.
The men in metal responded with a treble-phased attack. First, mounted
lancers charged the defenders, who retreated into the walled pueblo of
Hawikku, which was empty of women and children since they had been
evacuated to safety days before. Second, the invaders approached the stone
slab walls and again shouted the obligatory requerimiento, all the while
ducking arrows shot by the defenders atop Hawikku roofs. When the men
in metal rushed afoot to scale the walls, they were met by a barrage of rocks
and arrows. The invaders’ crossbows proved ineffective because their bastard
strings broke when they hurried to cock their bows during the fracas, and the
Spaniards’ arquebuses proved too cumbersome to use in such close quarters.
Last, repulsed by the homeland defenders, the men in metal backed away
from the walls and bombarded the pueblo with crossbow and arquebus
projectiles. During the salvo of metal arrows and lead shot, the defenders
cleverly slipped away from Hawikku in a planned retreat from the invaders.
The captain general presented himself in flamboyant battle attire that day
on 7 July 1540. His groom, Juan de Contreras, dressed the captain general in
brilliant, golden armor and placed a fancy plume on his helmet. In this eyecatching habiliment, Vázquez de Coronado naturally became a marked man
as he led the charge into Hawikku. After stone slabs slung by the defenders
had twice knocked him down, Vázquez de Coronado was finally rendered
inoperative when a sharp rock smacked him off a ladder as he tried to reach
the flat roofs. The strike decorated his feathered helmet with a jagged dent
and left him unconscious; he was hauled away and placed in a tent for about
three hours, during which time befell the excitement of the light artillery
fusillade and victorious seizure of Hawikku. Vázquez de Coronado suffered
stone wounds on his head, shoulders, and legs; two facial gashes; and an arrow
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puncture in his right foot. His greatest trauma, however, was his realization
that, while lying supine and unconscious in an improvised field hospital, he
had missed the drama of the triumph at Cíbola.1
In addition to being a colorful moment in history, the battle at Hawikku
produced lead shot discharged from arquebuses. These nondescript artifacts
contain isotope codes that can be measured and interpreted to predict the
source of the lead used to mold the shot. In this report, I will show that the
atomic signature of those little lead balls left at Kuykendall Ruins, Doubtful
Canyon, Hawikku, Piedras Marcadas, and Jimmy Owens mark the trail traveled by Vázquez de Coronado and his invaders. Concurrently, I will present
the historical context of Spanish explorations into New Mexico to illustrate
that the presence of Spanish lead at these sites further confirms the presence
of Vázquez de Coronado and his men in metal. Since September 2004, I have
devoted my time almost exclusively to exploration, between the international
border with Mexico and Zuni Pueblo in New Mexico, for evidence of the
route of the Coronado Expedition, 1540–1542. During this time, I assembled
an exploration team that remains active and experienced at the time of this
writing. The New Mexico Historical Review has previously published three
reports describing my team’s methods and findings.2 This fourth report provides an account of the exploration program to June 2010. Since this paper
will focus on new information, I encourage interested readers to refer to the
earlier publications as antecedent material.
Lead Isotope Ratio Analysis
In my 2009 report, “The Red House Camp and the Captain General: The
2009 Report on the Coronado Expedition Campsite of Chichilticale,” I
recommended that lead-isotope ratios be obtained for four lead balls my
team discovered at Kuykendall Ruins, and that these ratios be compared to
ratios from lead shot found at other accepted or proposed Coronado sites.3
In 2010 my article, “Spanish Lead Shot of the Coronado Expedition: A
Progress Report on Isotope Analysis of Lead from Five Sites,” reported that
geochemist Franco Marcantonio used Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry (TIMS) to measure isotopes of lead shot from the suggested Coronado
sites of Kuykendall Ruins (Chichilticale), Doubtful Canyon (Advance Party
Camp, 23 June 1540), Hawikku-Kyakima (Cíbola), and Jimmy Owens (the
great hailstorm site in Blanco Canyon, Texas).4 I also added to the dataset
the isotope ratios presented by Charles M. Haecker for two lead shot found
at the proposed Coronado site of Piedras Marcadas Pueblo in Tiguex (LA
290, Mann-Zuris site).5 In total the team measured or examined twenty-seven
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lead shot: four from Kuykendall Ruins, thirteen from Doubtful Canyon, four
from Hawikku, two from Piedras Marcadas, and four from Jimmy Owens.
Using published data, I assembled a database of worldwide isotope ratios to
use as a baseline against which to compare my measurements. Following
several robust statistical and visual analyses, the team determined that these
twenty-seven shot were composed of lead from Spain, the Middle New World
(hereafter defined as modern Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean
Islands), and the United States.
Intriguingly, shot composed of lead originating in Spain were present at
all five proposed Coronado camps (see map 4 and table 1 insert). Although
I anticipated finding lead balls at these sites because the written evidence
suggests that firearms were present during and used by the Coronado Expedition, it is the finding specifically of Spanish lead that is compelling. Accounts
of firearms with the expedition include 22 February 1540, in Compostela, in
modern Tepic, Nayarit, Mexico, “the muster was made of all the people going [with Vázquez de Coronado] to the land newly discovered.” I counted
twenty-six arquebuses in this roll. In addition to the arquebuses fired at the
battle of Hawikku, Castañeda de Nájera reported that the Spanish fired these
weapons both at the fracas on the Río del Tizón (Colorado River), where
“the arquebusiers also were making good shots,” and at the siege of Tiguex,
where Spaniards were “making good shots with arquebuses.” Given the
motive, means, and opportunity for shot to be a product of the expedition,
my team interpreted the existence of Spanish lead as a nexus among these
five otherwise disparate locations. Moreover, I concluded that Spanish lead
found within specific geographical corridors is diagnostic of the route of the
Coronado Expedition.6
Historical Support for Spanish Lead Found in New Mexico being of
Coronado Origin
Isotope analysis strongly supports the conclusion that members of the Coronado Expedition carried shot that included balls made from Spanish lead
sources. In addressing the issue of whether the Spanish lead found in New
Mexico arrived with Coronado or with later Spaniards, I reason that lead
from Spain arrived in Mexico less frequently after 1521 because of how the
Spanish developed their local mineral sources. Indeed, Spanish lead exports
to the Middle New World eventually ceased altogether.
Historians Richard Flint and Shirley Cushing Flint point out “the collapse of the Spanish economy in the last half of the 1500s,” after which “the
country did not fully recover for about 400 years.” The combination of influx
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of American [New World] silver and [Spanish] military adventurism brought
inflation followed by ‘offshore out-sourcing’ that nearly killed Spanish industry
and mining on the peninsula and then caused three successive bankruptcies
of the royal treasury.” At the beginning of this economic failure there were
active Spanish lead mines, but “when the economy collapsed, much mining in peninsular Spain simply stopped and didn’t [resume] again until the
very late 1700s. In the 1600s and at least the first half of the 1700s, much of
the lead used in Spain was coming from England.” Thus, they conclude, it
is likely “lead balls from Spain at presumed Coronado route locations are
from the 1500s and not later.”7
Historian Clarence Henry Haring describes Spanish maritime transport
from Spain to the Middle New World as irregular at best, eventually trickling
to almost nothing. By 1526 French corsairs threatened Spanish maritime
transport. In 1537 Spain sent a royal armada to the New World for the purpose of protecting the riches transported back to Europe. Five years later, the
year the Coronado Expedition returned from Cíbola to Mexico City, Spain
dispatched another armada, and the ships did not return to Spain until May
1543. In August 1544, the Crown decreed that protected fleets should sail
annually to the New World, and by 1550, the Spanish instituted this policy.
Commenting on the impact of these regular voyages, Haring states, “Annual
sailings were not the invariable rule, although they were the ideal striven
after, and sometimes achieved.” After 1580, however, Spain began sending
these ships perhaps once every two years. And “toward the middle of the
seventeenth-century, as the monarchy declined, the sailings became more
and more irregular.” After 1651 Haring reports, “Mexico was no longer able
to support an annual flota; and that whereas formerly the fleets attained to
a size of eight or nine thousand tons . . . if one of three thousand could be
dispatched every two years, it was considered a miracle.” Haring’s analysis of
the Spanish fleet’s activity confirms the decreasing supply of Spanish lead
arriving in the Middle New World after the Coronado Expedition.
Despite the decreasing quantity of Spanish lead arriving into the New
World, different forms of Spanish lead continued to arrive from Spain into
Mexico until the mid-seventeenth century. In 1522 Spanish ships were required by ordinance to carry arms and ammunition. Haring writes, “For each
large gun there were to be supplied three dozen shot, and for each of the
pasavolantes six dozen, with molds and lead to make bullets for the espingardas. There were likewise two hundredweight of powder, ten crossbows with
eight dozen arrows . . . none of this equipment might be sold or left [in the
Middle New World].” The ordinance of 13 February 1552 required vessels,
depending upon their tonnage, to carry twelve, twenty, or thirty arquebuses
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and crossbows. Twenty to fifty lead balls were required for each gun. Haring
reports, “molds for making lead bullets” were mandatory. The requirement
of both lead shot and molds suggests that unfashioned lead was also likely
carried on the ships. The Statement of Provisions for the Armada of Pedro
de las Roelas, 1563–1564, lists “two hundredweights of lead for shot for the
arquebuses,” thereby providing evidence of crude lead aboard Spanish ships.
Thus there is certainly a possibility that Spanish lead arrived in the Middle
New World until at least the middle 1600s. Exactly how much lead actually
made it off the ships and into Mexico, however, remains unknown.
In addition to the economic collapse of the latter sixteenth century, Spain’s
capacity to export lead to the New World was constrained by increasing
domestic demand for the metal. Spanish mining historian Francisco Gutiérrez Guzmán details a number of factors that increased lead demand and
subsequent shortages. He reports that beginning in 1514, the hulls of ships,
especially those crossing the Atlantic, were lined with lead for the first time.
Further increasing the demand for lead was a building-construction boom
that occurred in Spain during the middle sixteenth century. During this
time, lead was used frequently in the manufacture of roofs and conduits for
water supplies. Spanish lead production, however, was so diminished that
lead was purchased from Flandes (Flanders). In 1564 the fledgling Linares
mining district in Spain produced such an insignificant amount of lead that
the town was not named as a center. Instead, Linares was included in the
Alcudia-Almodóvar district. Nonetheless, due to increasing demand for lead
and the concomitant depletion of the Alcudia-Almodóvar lead mines, by
December 1565, Linares had become the largest de facto lead producer in
Spain and remained so through the last quarter of that century.
At the end of the sixteenth century, especially from 1572 through 1579,
demand for lead by military and maritime interests increased despite the
low output of Spanish mines. In 1578 the Spanish Crown’s demand for
lead from Linares was so great that national projects consumed all the lead
produced there. This situation was also repeated between 1593 and 1598. By
the seventeenth century, the output of Spanish mines had so declined that
Spain was forced to buy ships from Holland, copper from Germany, and tin
and lead from England. Spain was cast into the dubious posture of being
wholly dependent on foreign imports to satisfy its metal requirements. These
shortages continued into 1752, when lead production had declined to the
extent that only one of Linares’s thirty lead mines remained active. In 1778,
in an example of the desperation of this situation, the general administrator
of maritime mail in Havana, Cuba, requested from Spain lead plates for
preservation of mail ships. The request was denied because there was no
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more lead of such dimensions in the government stockpile. Under conditions of restrained domestic supply and hindered maritime transportation, it
seems likely that little, if any, lead was exported by Spain to Mexico after the
middle of the sixteenth century. Given this history, coupled with the route
followed by post-Coronado travelers to New Mexico, it is more likely than
not that Spanish lead found in New Mexico originated with the Coronado
Expedition.8
Developments at Kuykendall Ruins since Autumn 2008
Isotope analysis identified two shot of Spanish lead and two of midwestern U.S.
lead at Kuykendall Ruins, located in modern-day southeast Arizona (table
1). In a previous report I suggested that the Coronado Expedition visited this
site and that Spaniards did not return to the Chichilticale region until about
1690, some 170 years after the Spaniards conquered Mexico City.9 This hiatus
in Spanish presence, coupled with evidence of a diminishing or terminated
supply of lead from Spain, suggests that the shot of Spanish lead found at
Kuykendall Ruins originated with Coronado expeditionaries, rather than
with one of the few travelers arriving after 1690. This reasoning reinforces
the association of Kuykendall Ruins with Chichilticale.
My team continued metal detecting at Kuykendall Ruins in 2009. On
25 March, the Geronimo range fire burned 2,600 acres in Cochise County,
Arizona, including the sites of Kuykendall Ruins and FF:2:6.10 Six days later,
two team members and I conducted field reconnaissance and observed that
areas previously occupied by tall sacaton and catclaw had been almost totally
cleared by the blaze. During the next several weeks, strong spring winds swept
the exposed surface clean, creating a unique opportunity to pull our Blennert
sleds across terrain previously inaccessible due to obstructive vegetation. On
19 April, eight team members from three states converged on Kuykendall
Ruins and conducted a three-day search of conscientiously selected locations
in Ruins Arroyo, Ruins Plain, and Clearings Arroyo. The team employed
two Blennert sleds in the gridded search areas, and utilized handheld metal
detectors where burned catclaw stumps prevented sledding.
On the north bank of Ruins Arroyo in a burned catclaw thicket, team
member Loro Lorentzen discovered an iron staple of the La Isabela style.
Two iron staples of this fashion found at Kuykendall had been discovered
and reported previously.11 Figure 1 shows three La Isabela-style iron staples
found at Kuykendall Ruins.
Previously I wrote that optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating
“should be conducted on a significant number of thermal features (piles
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of burned rocks) suspected to be Coronado
campfires. The number of dates obtained
must be sufficient to provide a statistically relevant conclusion.”12 To evaluate the feasibility
of expensive OSL dating of a meaningful
number of samples, I submitted two burned
rock fragments from the ruins for test dating.
OSL is sometimes effective in determining
the most recent date that a rock reached a
temperature sufficient to reset it from geologi- fig. 1. la isabela style staples
cal time. The fragment taken from a buried from kuykendall ruins
fire near where the iron bolthead was found For a discussion of this style see
(bolthead fire) dated between 1642 and 1712. Nugent Brasher, “The Red House
The fragment from a surface fire near where Camp and the Capt ain General,”
several iron hooklets were found (hooklet New Mexico Historical Review 84
fire) tested as “>9000: insufficient heating.” (winter 2009): 24 fig.12, 25.
This result means that the hooklet fire rock (Photograph courtesy author)
had not reached a temperature sufficient to
reset the geological date. I have suggested that many of the thermal features
in the region were “fires of only a brief duration” because they were Coronado Expedition fires. The OSL result for the hooklet fire cautiously supports
this assumption. The bolthead fire cannot be excluded as a Coronado fire
because post-Coronado visitors may have reheated the rocks.13 As we cannot
make any strong conclusions from these findings, we have delayed any further
OSL-dating efforts.
The Captain General in Doubtful Canyon
My team has found thirteen lead balls at Doubtful Canyon, which is located
on the Arizona–New Mexico state line, northwest of Lordsburg, New Mexico.
Subsequent analysis of these artifacts has shown that five of these shot are
composed of Spanish lead (table 1). That this shot originated in Spain supports assertions suggesting Coronado camped in Doubtful Canyon during his
expedition. This discovery was predicted by my original exploration model of
the expedition (map 1). In January 2005, my team decided to explore Doubtful
Canyon before Whitlock Cienega (Cienega Salada) as the next camp north
of Apache Pass. I suspended consideration of Whitlock Cienega after local
ranchers, mountain lion hunters, and prospectors declared that a climb onto
the Mogollon Rim through the Summit Mountains would have been unattainable for Vázquez de Coronado. These same natives proclaimed that Blue
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map 1. topography and place names in doubtful canyon in
southwestern new mexico and southeastern arizona
(Map by and courtesy author)

Creek is the only place such an expedition could climb onto the Mogollon
Rim and proceed toward Cíbola. Compelled by my model, I obtained exploration permission from the private landowners of the canyon, and in February
2005, I began a handheld-metal detector search at the western end of Doubtful
Canyon on the Mary Honorhea Braidfoot homestead. On 9 March 2005, I
discovered lead shot ID number Doubtful Canyon CZ, which analysis later
revealed is composed of Spanish lead (table 1). This single lead shot was the
only artifact of interest I found during my few, brief metal detector searches
of the western canyon in 2005. In January 2006, my team began exploration
at another Coronado site, Kuykendall Ruins, which temporarily suspended
any further activity at Doubtful Canyon.14
In January 2009, we recommenced our search at Doubtful Canyon. At
that time, four Kuykendall Ruins-exploration veterans searched a portion of
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the canyon’s eastern end, located on the Fred and Vera Braidfoot homestead
at a unique spot called Tsisl-Inoni-bi-yi-tu, which in the Apache language
means “Rock-white-in-water.” This locale is appropriately named because
geological conditions there cause white, impervious rhyolite lava (ignimbrite)
to outcrop in Doubtful Arroyo, creating surface bedrock and forcing water to
spring, resulting in white rocks in spring water. I recognized the site in 2005,
when my field exploration had discovered a series of six widely spaced piles
of white signal stones aligned to indicate an extinct trail from Lyall Pass on
the north side of Doubtful Canyon to Doubtful Arroyo. This triumvirate of
favorable geological conditions for water, signal stones marking a trail, and an
Apache place name recognizing the waterhole, suggested this site is an old,
reliable, and well-known fountain, one suitable for the Coronado Expedition
and worthy of exploring for signs of the captain general.15
During the search at Rock-white-in-water, the team discovered twelve lead
shot. Isotope analysis subsequently identified four of these shot as being composed of lead from a Spanish-source location. Closely associated with three
of these Spanish lead shot (Doubtful Canyon 3, 9, 10) the team also found
seven wrought iron nails. I sent these nails to the South Carolina Institute of
Archaeology and Anthropology, where collections specialist James B. Legg
examined the pieces and reported their similarities in form, function, and
craftsmanship with sixteenth-century nails found at Santa Elena, on modernday Parris Island, South Carolina (figs. 2–6). The Doubtful Canyon nails also
showed similarities to nails found at Bayahá, a sixteenth-century settlement
in modern-day Haiti (fig. 7).
Additional exploration at Doubtful Canyon in September 2009 resulted in
the discovery of three wide, round-headed, short-shanked tacks. Historian and
nail expert Eugene Lyon identified these as estoperoles. These nails exhibit

fig. 2. nail comparison
Doubtful Canyon nail on left; Sant a
Elena nail on right. The nails show
great care in bending the excess
length into a st aple, which with the
nail head, forms the equivalent of a
rivet.
(Santa Elena nail courtesy South
Carolina Institute of Archaeology
and Anthropology, Columbia;
photograph courtesy author)
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fig. 3. nail comparison
Doubtful Canyon nail on left; Sant a
Elena nails middle and right.
(Santa Elena nail courtesy South
Carolina Institute of Archaeology and
Anthropology, Columbia; photograph
courtesy author)

fig. 4. nail comparison
Doubtful Canyon nail on left; Sant a
Elena nails middle and right.
(Santa Elena nail courtesy South
Carolina Institute of Archaeology and
Anthropology, Columbia; photograph
courtesy author)

fig. 5. nail comparison
Doubtful Canyon nail in middle;
Sant a Elena nails on left and right.
(Santa Elena nail courtesy South
Carolina Institute of Archaeology and
Anthropology, Columbia; photograph
courtesy author)
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fig. 6. nail comparison
Doubtful Canyon nail on top; Sant a Elena nail on bottom.
(Santa Elena nail courtesy South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and
Anthropology, Columbia; photograph courtesy author)
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fig. 7. comparison of doubtful canyon nails and bayahá, haiti, nails
The nail heads in the top row correspond to the nails in the middle
row; all are from Doubtful Canyon. The bottom drawing illustrates
nail heads and their corresponding nails from Bayahá, Haiti.
(Photographs in top and middle rows courtesy author; bottom
illustration courtesy Kathleen Deagan, ed., Puerto Real: The
Archaeology of a Sixteenth-Century Spanish Town in Hispaniola,
Ripley P. Bullen series (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1995),
409 fig. 12.15, drawing by William Hodges)

the same characteristics as Spanish-South Carolina tacks dating from 1566
to 1587 that were excavated from Santa Elena. Figure 8 compares the tacks
found at Doubtful Canyon to the estoperoles excavated at Santa Elena. The
totality of the Doubtful Canyon nails and tacks exhibiting characteristics
comparable to such pieces found at Santa Elena and Bayahá, and the five
lead shot from a Spanish-source location, plus the close proximity of three
Spanish balls to the iron artifacts, offers compelling, tangible evidence that
the Coronado Expedition passed through Doubtful Canyon.16
The length of the artifact array stretching along Doubtful Canyon indicates the minimum extent of the Coronado camp. Suspected artifacts of the
Coronado camp are stretched along 1.87 miles of Doubtful Arroyo’s 5.5-mile
total length. The Doubtful Arroyo water source is best described as a laguna,
a term used by ranchers in modern Sonora, Mexico, to indicate intermittent
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fig. 8. estoperoles
Estoperoles are short tacks with wide round heads. The diameter
of the head is about 80 percent of the length of the shank. Top left:
estoperoles from Santa Elena, South Carolina. Top right: estoperoles
accenting shanks from Doubtful Canyon. Middle: estoperoles accenting
round heads from Doubtful Canyon. Bottom row: estoperoles in various
positions.
(Illustration top left courtesy Stanley South, Russell K. Skowronek,
and Richard E. Johnson, Spanish Artifacts from Santa Elena,
Anthropological Studies, no. 7 (Columbia: South Carolina Institute of
Archaeology and Anthropology, 1988), 45 fig. 20; photographs top right,
middle, bottom row courtesy author)

pools of water in an otherwise dry arroyo. The word charco is often used in
New Mexico for this geomorphology. A similar setting existed at Kuykendall
Ruins (Chichilticale).
Doubtful Canyon would have been an obvious location for the Coronado
Expedition. Level grassland east and west of Steins Peak would have nicely
accommodated campsites and grazing. Trees provided fuel wood and the
arroyo’s vegetation was a good source of shade. In late October 1858, newspaper correspondent J. M. Farwell passed through Doubtful Canyon on the
westbound Butterfield Stage and recorded the utility of the canyon as an ideal
place for grazing livestock along a major trail. He reported that at the stage
station, located on the east flank of Steins Peak, was “encamped a very large
American train from the west.” One mile east of the station were “25,000
sheep owned by a Mexican who is with them on their way to a California
market.” These sheep were grazing at the same location as the Coronado
Expedition’s animals over three hundred years earlier, in the level grassland
around the Tub and Doubtful Boulder. The sheep Farwell saw would have
been watering in Doubtful Arroyo.17
The climate Vázquez de Coronado’s advance party experienced while
at Doubtful Canyon also helps decipher the conditions of their presence in
the area. Using the modern Gregorian calendar, we know that the advance
party was in the canyon on 3 July 1540. Referencing the climate reconstruction
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proposed by dendrochronologist Henri D. Grissino-Mayer, 1540 was a wet year.
The Southwest’s summer monsoon was likely underway when the party arrived,
and it provided water to both the arroyo and Cozzens Lake, creating a fairway
of favorable camps beside grassland greening from the rains.18 The following
army passed through the canyon in early October. Being a wet year, Cozzens
Lake probably held water, and the arroyo and springs were likely well charged
from the monsoon that would have normally lasted into September, but may
have extended into October, and the grassland would have been bountiful from
the largess of summer rains. The retreating army occupied the canyon on the
return journey in late April 1542, after the seasonal winter rains had ended in
March. The climate was cold during those years, meaning there might have
been winter snow on the canyon mountains, and spring would have brought
snowmelt to charge the water supply. Spring grazing would have been on
dry grass grown the previous summer or from springtime green shoots. Like
Kuykendall Ruins, Doubtful Canyon provided visitors good grazing along an
extended linear watercourse, containing fuel wood and shade.
Given the presumed discovery of Chichilticale at Kuykendall Ruins, the
location of Doubtful Canyon as a Coronado camp fits the temporal record
of travel by the advance party as presented in expeditionary Juan Jaramillo’s
narrative. Moreover, the artifacts my team discovered at Doubtful Canyon
offer tangible evidence of the captain general’s presence there. The entirety
of this evidence suggests that Vázquez de Coronado first entered modern-day
New Mexico on the Julian calendar date of 23 June 1540, and that he did so
along a prehistoric Indian trail that, some three hundred years later, became
part of the Butterfield Trail.
The history of Doubtful Canyon is essential for the purpose of dating the
artifacts found there. In a previous report, I described the region including
Doubtful Canyon as being seldom visited by Spaniards. After Coronado,
Spanish explorers did not appear in the region until the 1690s; even then
they visited an area far southwest of the canyon.19 Beginning in the early
1780s, however, a number of excursions occurred in the Doubtful Canyon
region; historian Alfred B. Thomas reported some of these forays. The diary
of Capt. Don Joseph Antonio de Vildósola, detailing his campaign of 1780,
reveals the reconnaissance techniques utilized by the Spanish military of
that time. According to his diary, the commanding officer ordered scouting patrols to reconnoiter specific locations and then rejoin the main party,
thereby examining more terrain than possible with the entire detachment.
The map Thomas presents includes his interpretation of the routes traced by
the Spanish military expeditions’ main parties, but does not include scouting
patrols.20
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Thomas shows that, in the Doubtful Canyon region, the area east of the
Chiricahua Mountains experienced the most traffic from Spaniards. This
eastern area includes the San Bernardino Valley, the San Simon Valley, the
Peloncillo Mountains, Animas Valley, and the south side of the Río Gila
(map 2). Considering the reconnaissance techniques of the Spaniards, and
recognizing that Doubtful Canyon was an important passage through the
region, Spanish soldiers had probably visited the canyon by 1780, and if not,
then did so shortly thereafter. Spanish military and domestic artifacts could
be present in Doubtful Canyon as a consequence of two windows of Spanish
presence in the region (one dating 1540–1542, the other spanning 1690–1821).
Following independence from Spain in 1821, the Mexican military occasionally visited the Doubtful Canyon region until the mid-century. In 1831
American mountain man David Jackson led a party of eleven men from
Santa Fe to California. According to scholar Carl D. W. Hays:
Each man had a riding mule; there were seven pack mules [and] five of
the pack mules were loaded with Mexican silver dollars . . . Their route
proceeded from water hole to water hole by way of Doubtful Canyon,
Apache Pass, and Dragoon Wash to the San Pedro River just north of
present St. David, Arizona . . . This direct route had been traversed
in sections over its complete length by various Spanish and Mexican
military parties . . . [until 1851] on account of Indian hostilities.21
Thus, Mexican military articles dating from 1821 to 1851 could be present in
Doubtful Canyon.
After Jackson opened the Doubtful Canyon route, there is no record of
any Anglo emigrants traversing the trail again. During the rush to California
in 1849, potential prospectors preferred following the Gila Trail, a portion
of which led southwest from the south end of the Burro Mountains, New
Mexico, to San Bernardino Ranch, Arizona, and then turned west. The Frémont Association was the first recorded party to break from that traditional
route. After Pres. James K. Polk confirmed the discovery of gold in California
in late 1848, organizations were established to travel there and to engage
in cooperative mining ventures. In 1849 the Frémont Association began its
trip to California. After reading the historical record, my interpretation is
that Frémont’s men traveled near Soldier’s Farewell Mountain; to the water
pools on the northeastern side of the Pyramid Mountains near modern-day
Lordsburg; to a dry camp on the western side of South Pyramid Peak; to a
crossing of the Peloncillo Mountains near Granite Gap; to the Cienega San
Simón (El Sauz); to a San Simón Valley dry camp in the San Simón, Wood
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map 2. coronado trail from chichilticale to rio balsas in
southeastern arizona and southwestern new mexico
Flat terrain refers to mostly level, non-mount ainous topography
providing easy walking.
(Map by and courtesy author)
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Mountain area; to a watered camp in the Wood Canyon area; and to Apache
Spring (see map 2). My reading of the record did not favor a passage through
Doubtful Canyon. If I am correct in my interpretation of the route, and if
emigrants following the Frémont Association traced the same route, then
Doubtful Canyon hosted few wagoneer gold rush travelers, suggesting that
artifacts of that emigration event should not be expected in the canyon.22
Following the U.S.-Mexico War, the treaty-makers at Guadalupe Hidalgo established the boundary between the United States and Mexico on
2 February 1848. The effort to effectuate this boundary brought U.S. Land
Commissioner John Russell Bartlett to the Southwest, and he produced an
illustrated account of his travels. Using this account, I conclude that Bartlett
camped at the foot of Sugar Loaf Hill (Steins Peak) in Doubtful Canyon the
morning of 1 September 1851. On 2 September, Bartlett split his party into two
groups, deliberately sending the wagons through modern-day Steins railroad
pass while he and the pack mules followed Doubtful Canyon to its western
side at the Roostercomb.23
Despite their presence in the canyon, neither Bartlett nor Jackson brought
a wagon through Doubtful Canyon. Possibly their wagons could not maneuver
over the terrain. Only later did the first wagons penetrate the canyon, likely
in 1857 when the San Antonio and San Diego Mail Company traversed the
gorge. The Butterfield Overland Mail Company began operation a year
later. Both these lines had stations in Doubtful Canyon. As a meal stop, the
Butterfield station maintained a minimum staff, which included a cook and
a station master. The station probably included a farrier-wagoner-harness
cowboy as well. The presence of a station and personnel represented a
sustained occupation of the canyon, and 1857 provides a benchmark for the
beginning of an increased American presence in Doubtful Canyon.24 Wagons
and coaches frequented Doubtful Canyon until the Butterfield Overland
Mail Company and the San Antonio and San Diego Mail Company ceased
operations in the spring and the summer of 1861, respectively.25 Stagecoaches
and freight wagons returned to the region in 1867, however, when the National
Mail and Transportation Company established a station at Mexican Springs,
renamed Shakespeare in 1879, and operated there until 1881.26 This Anglo
history suggests that metal artifacts representing eighteen discontinuous years
of stagecoach and freight wagon traffic should be expected in the canyon.
An increasing American military presence began in Doubtful Canyon
in 1861. The Bascom Affair of that year initiated war with the Apaches and
resulted in the construction of Fort Bowie in Apache Pass, Arizona, in 1862.
Between February 1862 and December 1864, various companies of the Union
California Volunteers Fifth Regiment were stationed at both Fort Bowie and
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Fort Cummings, New Mexico. In 1871 Pres. Ulysses S. Grant sent a peace
commission to Arizona Territory with orders to establish Indian reservations.
Within a year, five reservations had been designated. Not all Apaches elected
to move onto reservations, however, and openly resisted military attempts
to engage them and to corral them onto reservations. By 1877 conflict had
erupted between the U.S. military and the Apaches. The conflict lasted until
a peace treaty in 1886, and Fort Bowie was subsequently abandoned in 1894.27
Throughout the thirty-three years warring with Apaches, the U.S. military
infrequently, but periodically, visited Doubtful Canyon. Metal military
objects from this period should be expected in a representative sampling of
discovered artifacts.
A Mr. Gould was the first Anglo-American resident of Doubtful Canyon,
arriving before 1902. He created a dugout in the side of the canyon in the
narrows at a spot of permanent surface water. As early as 1902, and before
1910, Margaret Catheryn Eshom Lyall, at that time in her fifties and known
as Kate, bought the Gould dugout and moved into Doubtful Canyon. Her
homestead was patented on 24 June 1924. In 1912 Elmer Archer Lyall, known
as Arch, joined his mother Kate and patented his Little Doubtful homestead
in May 1924. By 1914 Fred and Vera Fuqua Braidfoot had arrived in the
canyon; they patented their land in 1919. Arch Lyall moved to San Simón in
1922, leaving his Little Doubtful ranch unoccupied. Kate Lyall remained in
Doubtful Canyon until May 1928. No Lyall lived in the canyon after Kate
left; only the Braidfoot family remained. Mary Honorhea Braidfoot, daughter
of Fred and Vera, patented a homestead west of her parents in 1937, the same
year her father died. Widow Vera lived until 1953. Four years later, Honorhea,
the only surviving Braidfoot, died, causing both Braidfoot homesteads to be
abandoned, leaving Doubtful Canyon empty of human occupation.28 The
homestead period in the canyon lasted from about 1900 to 1957 and included
three home sites. Consequently, homestead-era artifacts should be expected
in the canyon.
Historical artifacts expected in Doubtful Canyon lend themselves well to
temporal categorization. Given that artifacts discovered in Doubtful Canyon
were not transported there by secondary bearers, the following assessment
seems reasonable. If Coronado were truly present with his hundreds of metal
bearers, there should be an expectation of finding domestic and military
artifacts from 1540 to1542. My team found seven nails and three tacks that
are representative in form, function, and craftsmanship of this period. We
also discovered five shot composed of Spanish lead and interpreted them
to be from the sixteenth century. Few Spanish pieces dating between 1542
and 1780 should be expected because the Spanish presence in the region
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was slight. Spaniards may even have been absent from the area altogether.
Spanish military pieces dating between 1780 and 1821 could be present, but
should not be expected because the Spanish presence was minor, considerably less than the number of metal bearers in the various Coronado parties.
Likewise, Mexican military pieces dating from 1821 to 1849 could be present, but since Mexican presence was slight, such artifacts should not be
anticipated. Supporting this contention, my team found no iron objects that
could conclusively be identified with the post-Coronado Spanish or Mexican
periods, and, most notably, isotope analysis found no conclusive Mexican
lead among the thirteen shot found in the canyon, lending support to the
scarcity of post-Coronado Spanish or Mexican visitors. American passenger
and freight artifacts dating from 1857 to 1894 should be anticipated. American
military artifacts should be expected to range in dates from 1861 to 1894. My
team found American military and civilian personal items dating from 1850
to the twentieth century, as well as wagon bolts, barrel straps, horse and mule
shoes, and cut and wire nails. Homesteader artifacts should date from shortly
before 1902 until 1957, and, as expected, the area is littered with samples from
that period.29
Of consequence to artifact dating, the historical calendar suggests that
any domestic Spanish artifact, available in the sixteenth century, cannot
be excluded as possibly being from the Coronado Expedition inventory. In
favor of Spanish artifacts found in Doubtful Canyon being of a Coronado
origin is that the variety and number of metal bearers with Coronado, if he
passed through the canyon at all, far exceeded the total of all subsequent
Spanish metal bearers, reinforcing the suggestion that any Doubtful Canyon
Spanish artifact, especially if it is domestic in nature, is more likely than not
a residual of the expedition. This association becomes even more probable
as the number of domestic items increases.
The evidence of Spanish lead, when added to the history of the canyon and
to the presence of the compelling nails and tacks, significantly strengthens
the likelihood of these being vestiges of the sixteenth-century adventure and
the concomitant likelihood that Doubtful Canyon was a campsite along the
Coronado Trail.
The current exploration model predicts that from Doubtful Canyon,
Vázquez de Coronado crossed sparse grassland to the Río Gila to camp
at Hidden Valley the night of 24 June 1540. Hidden Valley hides between
two major box canyons. It is an “only” spot—the only place travelers can
reach or depart the river on both sides to proceed in a direction other than
alongside the river. This forces the regional trail to be there. The northern
salida from Hidden Valley is Blue Creek, which joins the Río Gila from the
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north, providing a corridor pointing toward Cíbola. After two days of travel
through meager grassland, Vázquez de Coronado reached the Mule Creek
savanna north of Blue Creek, extending northward to the Slash SI Ranch on
Big Dry Creek. There the grass disappeared and the terrain became doblada
(up-and-down) until the expedition reached Alma, New Mexico, on the Río
San Francisco (another “only” spot, and the location of the celebrated Río
Balsas crossing). From Hidden Valley to Alma, the trail lay almost exactly due
north. This route was predicted in January 2005 and remains in effect after
two apparent affirmations of the exploration model. Our current exploration
proceeds along this trace.30
The Trail to Nuevo México after Coronado
Lead isotope analysis concluded that Spanish and Middle New World lead
were used to make shot found at both Hawikku and at Piedras Marcadas in
Tiguex, and that midwestern U.S. lead was found in a ball from Kyakima.
The post-Coronado history of the land within modern-day New Mexico
provides insight into who most likely carried the Spanish-lead balls. There
were multiple sixteenth-century Spanish expeditions into New Mexico. Only
about forty years separate the departure of Vázquez de Coronado from Río
Arriba and the arrival of the Chamuscado-Rodríquez and the Espejo-Beltrán
parties, and only about fifty-six years separate Vázquez de Coronado from the
arrival of Juan de Oñate in New Mexico in 1598. All of these parties carried
sixteenth-century objects. Differentiating these later Spanish parties from the
Coronado Expedition, however, is the likelihood that they carried lead from
northcentral Mexico rather than Spanish or Tarascan lead. By examining the
routes and the duration of presence of post-Coronado Spanish explorations
into New Mexico, I will show that Spanish shot found in New Mexico almost
certainly originates with Vázquez de Coronado and his men.
In 1546 Spaniards discovered a bonanza of mineral wealth at Zacatecas,
Mexico. Historian John Francis Bannon states that the discovery made
Zacatecas the “first boom town” in North America:
Other [mining discoveries] followed in quick succession—some along
the eastern face of the Sierra Madre, such as Guanajuato [in 1559] and
Aguas Calientes [in 1575], and farther to the east on a line northward
from Querétaro, such as San Luis Potosí [in 1592] and Mazapil [in
1569]. . . . A new province, Nueva Vizcaya, was established in the early
1560s [with Durango as its capital]. . . . From Durango the Spaniards
pushed . . . into [modern] Chihuahua . . . to Santa Bárbara [founded
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in 1567 and located fifteen kilometers southwest of modern Hidalgo del
Parral]. This last outpost, on the headwaters of one of the tributaries of
the Río Conchos [and where silver had been discovered in 1567], was
the center from which several expeditions to the farther north pushed
out in the 1580s, expeditions which set the stage for the occupation of
New Mexico.31
Historians George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey described Santa Bárbara
as “the most renowned spot on the northern prong of Spanish advance in
Mexico. It was the magnet that attracted a swarm of frontiersmen . . . [It was]
the end of the line . . . and the home base for fitting out new prospecting
ventures.”32 Fittingly, Santa Bárbara was the northern terminus of the Camino
Real de Tierra Adentro (Royal Road of the Interior Land) (map 3).
Following the Coronado Expedition, Spaniards that arrived at Hawikku
or Tiguex traveled after the discovery of silver at Zacatecas in 1546. These
northbound Spaniards would have followed the Camino Real, the supplyline road of the central corridor of Mexico that connected the rich mines in
Querétaro to Santa Bárbara, in the new northern province of Nueva Vizcaya.
In 1550 construction began on the Camino de La Plata, the stretch of the
Camino Real, running between Querétaro in the south and Zacatecas in
the north. By 1552 this trade route accommodated carts and wagons. In 1582
a traveler described the road as “through the mines of Zacatecas.” Lead was
a valuable byproduct of mining along the Camino de La Plata.
Francisco Vázquez de Coronado did not travel the Camino Real (see map 3).
The Coronado Expedition departed west from Mexico City toward Compostela.
Castañeda de Nájera described the route in his report of the travel of viceroy
Don Antonio de Mendoza to Compostela: “[He] departed for Compostela
accompanied by many caballeros and noblemen, and he had New Year’s Day
of 1540 in Pasquaro (Pátzcuaro) . . . [and from there] he crossed all the land
of Nueva España to Compostela.” The route to Compostela passed through
northern Tarasca (the modern-day states of Jalisco and Michoacán), and it is
almost certain that the expeditionaries moved along a pre-conquest Tarascan
trail connecting trade, administrative centers, and copper mines. From Pátzcuaro the route continued west to Colima. There the trail turned north to pass
through another region of Tarascan copper mines, the farthest northwestern
outposts in Tarasca, before reaching Compostela. Between Compostela and
San Miguel de Culiacán, the northwestern outpost of New Spain, the trail
hugged the coast, passing west of the future mines in Sinaloa. Map 3 shows
that, by virtue of their route, members of the Coronado Expedition were likely
exposed to many opportunities to acquire lead from Tarascan sources.33
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map 3. coronado trail and the camino real de tierra adentro in
mexico
The route traveled by Vázquez de Coronado passed through Tarasca,
thereby offering the Coronado Expedition access to lead from the
Tarascan copper mines. The Camino Real did not enter Tarasca, so
Tarascan lead was likely not carried by travelers tracing that route.
(Map by and courtesy author)
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Sixteenth-Century Spanish Explorations of New Mexico after Vázquez de
Coronado
Chamuscado-Rodríquez and Espejo-Beltrán parties
On 5 June 1581, a hopeful group of thirty-one Spaniards, led by Francisco
Sánchez Chamuscado and Franciscan Augustín Rodríquez, departed Santa
Bárbara (see map 4). First, they followed the Río Conchos in Mexico downstream to its junction with the Río Guadalquivir (Río Grande); then they
traveled up that river to the pueblos in the upper valley in the region of Río
Arriba; and finally they trekked west to Hawikku. The party drove six hundred
head of stock and ninety horses while transporting trade goods.
Reaching Tiguex about 1 September, Chamuscado did not linger there,
and instead continued north and then east to the buffalo country of eastern
New Mexico, before returning to Tiguex in Río Arriba. At the beginning of
this eastward trip, around 10 September, fray Juan de Santa María attempted
to return to New Spain, but was killed by Indians after only two or three days
traveling south. After returning to Tiwa country, the party then explored to the
west, appearing in Zuni on 15 December, where they stayed for an unknown
period of time, probably measured in days rather than weeks.34 Chamuscado
again returned to Tiguex and then proceeded to the southeast to observe
some reported salt deposits, after which he again returned to Tiwa country.
As with his sojourn in Zuni, Chamuscado stayed for a short period of time
in Tiguex, almost certainly less than two weeks.
On 31 January 1582, Chamuscado departed Río Arriba to return south
without the two remaining friars who opted to remain in Tiguex. At this
time, Chamuscado was ill and was being bled by his companions. He died
on the trail. On Easter Sunday, 15 April 1582, the small party reached Santa
Bárbara. Immediately, Hernán Gallegos, an expedition member, rushed to
Mexico City with news of the adventure. Included in his report was that “the
land is flat and can be traveled on foot or on horseback with pack animals,
and it is suitable for wagons.”35
Franciscan authorities in Mexico City expressed alarm upon learning that
one friar had been killed and the other two friars had opted not to return with
Chamuscado. In response fray Bernardino Beltrán organized a rescue party,
financed by the wealthy Antonio de Espejo. On 10 November 1582, a group of
about forty travelers, including some twelve to fourteen soldiers, fray Beltrán,
and “captain” Espejo, departed Santa Bárbara via the Río Conchos route.
One hundred fifteen horses and mules, plus arms and munitions, traveled
with the party. Before reaching Tiguex in mid-February 1583, Espejo had
already learned that the two friars had been killed. Espejo found that the
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map 4. northern new spain 1795
Trails and routes from Mexico to Rio Arriba are shown on the map.
Captain José de Zúñiga reached Zuni in 1795, following the Coronado
Trail between Hidden Valley and Red Hill. He was the first Spaniard to
arrive there from the southwest since the Coronado Expedition 255 years
earlier. The history of isolation of the stretch of the Coronado Trail
between Lewis Spring and the Rio Bermejo campsite suggests that any
Spanish lead found along that part of the route is more likely a product
of the Coronado Expedition than from later Spaniards. The numerous
Clovis artifacts found along the Coronado Trail from Vacapa to Lewis
Spring suggest that the route was old and well established.
(Map by and courtesy author)
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Pueblos had abandoned Tiguex, probably because they feared retaliation by
the advancing Espejo party.
Despite objections by Beltrán, Espejo used his time in the northern
periphery for financial gain by prospecting for minerals as far west as the
central region of modern-day Arizona. At the end of February, the explorers left the Río Grande north of Tiguex, near modern-day San Felipe, and
turned west. They passed through Zia and Acoma Pueblos before reaching
Hawikku on 15 March 1583. About three weeks later, Espejo and nine soldiers
departed Hawikku and continued west, while Beltrán remained in Hawikku
with most of the expedition. Espejo passed through the Hopi pueblos in his
search for mines. On 30 April 1583 at Aguato (Awátovi), the Espejo group
partitioned into two parties of five men. One party continued west towards
modern-day Jerome, Arizona, where the Indians showed Espejo mines.
The other party, including “friendly Indians,” returned to Zuni. Espejo was
back at Zuni on 17 May 1583. He returned using a different route because
he wanted to observe and appraise the land. Traveling on this alternate
path, Espejo found a more level route from Zuni to the mines. In modern
Zuni (then called Halona), he learned that the five soldiers who returned
from Aguato “had not yet met the father or the other five companions.”
Nevertheless, Beltrán was there with some three to five soldiers plus another
two dozen people. They had spent two months in the Hawikku-Zuni area,
making their visit the longest of any Spaniards since Vázquez de Coronado
withdrew from the area in 1542 with 1,550–2,350 people and approximately
6,220 livestock.
Nine days after Espejo returned to Zuni, Beltrán resolved to return south
to the “land of peace.” Despite the objections of Espejo, the friar and about
thirty followers headed toward Santa Bárbara shortly after 26 May 1583. A
few days later, on 31 May, Espejo, with eight fighting men and some servants,
also began the return trek to Santa Bárbara. Espejo likely retraced his route
to Acoma, and near there his party skirmished with local Querecho Indians.
Continuing on the party reached Tiguex on 19 June 1583. The trail between
Acoma and the Río Grande near Puala Pueblo (Puaray) was new to Espejo
because he had not followed that route on his journey toward Zuni. As for
Beltrán, Hammond and Rey report that he and his followers “reached Santa
Bárbara, safe and sound, before Espejo’s group, but we have no record of their
journey.” Espejo remained in Tiguex only a few days, during which time he
burned Puala Pueblo before he headed east to Pecos. On 5 July 1583, Espejo
departed Pecos and turned south, forging a new trail to the Río Conchos,
via the Río Pecos, reaching Santa Bárbara on 10 September 1583.36 The sum
total of Espejo’s time in Tiwa country was about two weeks.
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Gaspar Castaño de Sosa
On 27 July 1590, the expedition of Gaspar Castaño de Sosa departed Almadén
(modern-day Monclova, Coahuila, Mexico). He was accompanied by more
than 160 men, women, and children and their livestock, which included
more than 250 oxen. The party’s convoy contained at least ten carts bound
for Río Arriba, an area the travelers fully intended to colonize. Castaño had
sought permission from the viceroy for his expedition, but he had been
denied; nevertheless, he proceeded defiantly with his plan. About 10 March
1591, by way of west Texas, eastern New Mexico and Pecos Pueblo, the party
reached modern Santo Domingo, New Mexico, where they established a
center of operations. Castaño’s people were the first Spaniards to venture
north employing wheeled carts. With twenty men, possibly on 12 March,
Castaño rode south in search of mineral deposits. He reached the Río
Grande near modern-day Bernalillo on about 13 or 14 March. He crossed
the river for a brief visit before returning to the east side and turning south.
On 14 or 15 March, Castaño ordered thirteen of his men to return to Santo
Domingo. During the next two days, the eight remaining Spaniards visited
Pueblos on both sides of the river near modern-day Alameda and Corrales.
They passed one night on the west side of the river, possibly at or near Piedras Marcadas. On 15 or 16 March, Castaño began his return along the east
side of the Río Grande to Santo Domingo. Upon return his unauthorized
adventure crumbled when Capt. Juan Morlete arrived with fifty men to arrest Castaño and his people. As per the viceroy’s orders, Morlete impounded
all the expedition’s goods and brought them back to Mexico City. The total
elapsed time of Castaño’s presence in Tiguex was less than a week. Castaño,
of course, never reached Zuni.37
Gutiérrez de Humaña and Francisco Leyva de Bonilla
Following Castaño de Sosa by three years, the unauthorized party of Antonio
Gutiérrez de Humaña and Francisco Leyva de Bonilla and an unknown
number of followers settled in Río Arriba at San Ildefonso Pueblo. The
Spaniards traveled among the pueblos for a year. While it can be presumed
that they likely visited Tiguex, there is no record of them visiting Zuni. Since
the party was looking for mines, however, it is reasonable to consider that
they may have traveled to Zuni.38
Juan de Oñate
On 26 January 1598, when colonist Juan de Oñate departed the Río San
Gerónimo near the Todos Santos mines, he rejected the traditional route
and followed another trail to Río Arriba. Historian Marc Simmons suspects
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Oñate chose an alternate route because Spanish “slaving expeditions raiding
[Indian] villages” along the Río Conchos had provoked hostility among the
Native inhabitants of the river valley. Riley described the route: “[Oñate]
struck out from a base in northern Chihuahua in a northwesterly direction,
roughly following the line of modern Mexican Highway 15, but intercepting
the Río Grande somewhat to the south and east of modern El Paso.” Geographer Hal Jackson offers three places where Oñate could have crossed the
Río Grande—all near modern-day Fabens, Texas. Oñate then followed the
Río Grande to Río Arriba.39
Anthropologist David H. Snow reports that Oñate was joined by between
560 and 700 persons, mostly men, on his journey. Using Hammond and Rey’s
translations of the Spanish documents covering the expedition, I counted
8,149 animals traveling with the group. Oñate’s advance party reached Tiguex
by 24 June 1598, and, finding the country mostly deserted, the colonists arrived
at Santo Domingo on 30 June, where they established their first settlement.
The carts and wagons arrived on 18 August, and that date marks the greatest concentration of Europeans and their provisions in Río Arriba since the
Coronado Expedition. The date also marks the beginning of the flood of
European articles into the region.40
On All Saints Day 1598, on his expedition to discover the South Sea,
Oñate first arrived in Zuni. He and his military party reached Hawikku on
3 November, remaining until 8 November. During that time, Capt. Marcos
Farfán de los Godos traveled to Zuni Salt Lake. Afterward, the party continued
west to the Hopi villages where Oñate was told of people to the south who
painted their bodies with colors of the earth. Oñate sent Captain Farfán to
investigate while Oñate returned to Hawikku about 23 November 1598. On
11 December, Farfán reported to Oñate that he had found silver mines. The
following day, due to the coming winter and concern for his party, Oñate
abandoned his quest for the South Sea and departed Zuni for Río Arriba.
The Oñate party had frequented Zuni for a period of about three-and-a-half
weeks. Six years later, in October 1604, Oñate returned to Zuni on his second attempt to reach the South Sea. Accompanying Oñate were two friars,
a military captain, and thirty soldiers. The party found four of the six Zuni
Pueblos in ruin, but inhabited, with Hawikku being the principal Pueblo.
Oñate successfully reached the mouth of the Río Colorado where it enters
the Sea of Cortés, which he believed to be the South Sea. In April 1605 the
party passed through Zuni on its return to Río Arriba. Oñate likely spent less
than five total weeks in Hawikku during his respective journeys in 1598, 1604,
and 1605.41
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Don Juan Bautista de Anza, Don Manuel de Echeagaray, and José de
Zúñiga
Colonization of New Mexico and conversion of local Indians began when
Oñate arrived at Río Arriba in 1598, even though missionaries were not sent to
Zuni until 1629. That year fray Francisco de Porras and fray Roque Figueredo
founded a church at Hawikku. Four years later, the Zunis killed two missionaries
and some soldiers, forcing the Spaniards to abandon the mission. By 1643 the
Spaniards had returned to Hawikku and the Zunis helped rebuild the mission.
Only in 1670, when Apaches killed the missionary, did the Spaniards abandon
Hawikku forever. The mission at Zuni lasted a further decade, until the Pueblo
Revolt of 1680, when the missionary was killed. In 1699 the Spaniards built a
new church, but the Hawikku mission was not recreated because the Zunis
adopted a more compact settlement. After 1700 military and religious traffic
increased between Río Arriba and Zuni, although the Pueblo remained far
removed from Spanish, then Mexican, and finally Anglo influence.42
In 1780 Gov. Don Juan Bautista de Anza was credited with blazing a trail
from Santa Fe to Arizpe, in modern-day Sonora, Mexico. The route followed
the Río Grande southward to near modern-day Hatch, New Mexico, then
southwest to the New Mexico Bootheel, then west to Las Nutrias, and, finally,
south to Arizpe. The Anza route stayed south and east of the Coronado trail
that passed through modern-day southeastern Arizona and western New
Mexico.43 Seven years after the Anza adventure, Don Manuel de Echeagaray
attempted to “open a route which would facilitate the exchange of goods
[between Sonora and Santa Fe].” Using Hammond and Rey’s summary of
Echeagaray’s excursion, I have attempted to reconstruct his route. I estimate
that the party reached the plains of San Agustín, near Horse Springs, New
Mexico, before backtracking to Apache Creek and turning north to reach
Hardcastle Gap in New Mexico, before returning to the southwest.44
In 1795 Capt. José de Zúñiga arrived at Zuni from the southwest, the
same direction as had Vázquez de Coronado, rather than from the central
corridor. Zúñiga’s party was exploring for a road connecting the Spanish
colony at Tucson, Arizona, with Río Arriba (see map 4).45 At Zuni Zúñiga
reported a missionary in the “Pueblo de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de
Zuni.” Zúñiga also mentioned departing Zuni to the southwest and camping
at “an abandoned pueblo known as el agua caliente del Pueblo antiguo de
Zuñi,” likely Hawikku. Zúñiga did not proceed east of Zuni.46
Firearms and Lead in Río Arriba and Zuni, Post-Coronado
Motive, means, and opportunity should be addressed when considering lead
shot found in Río Arriba and Zuni. Written history reveals that balls of Middle
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New World or Spanish lead could have appeared at Hawikku and Tiguex as
soon as forty years after Coronado. Evidence supports the likelihood that one
or all of the Chamuscado-Rodríquez, Espejo-Beltrán, and Oñate parties carried firearms and lead and discharged their weapons at Zuni. Some Hawikku
visits were lengthy and offered greater opportunity to leave shot there. Beltrán
and some two dozen people, including several soldiers, remained at HawikkuZuni for two months, while Espejo roamed to the west in 1583. Shot from
that visit are possible at Hawikku. The Oñate visit to Hawikku in 1598 lasted
over three weeks, followed by other visits of unknown duration in 1604 and
1605, and shot could have come from those occasions. Other lead balls could
have appeared at any time after Oñate arrived in 1598.
After Coronado departed and before Oñate arrived, opportunities for lead
carried by Spaniards to appear at Tiguex occurred during brief visits by a few
people. The thirty-one members of the Chamuscado-Rodríquez party were
there less than two weeks; Espejo-Beltrán and his group of forty were there
about two weeks; and Castaño, with twenty or fewer men, was there less
than a week. Humaña was likely at Tiguex, but with an unknown number
of people for an unknown length of time. Although lead found at Tiguex
could have originated with any of these travelers, the Oñate colonization of
New Mexico provided an even greater opportunity for lead to appear in Tiwa
country. Given the presumed wide range of the colonists, lead from those
settlers could be the source for shot found at Tiguex.
The written record of these expeditions is rife with references to arquebuses. Testimony by Chamuscado-Rodríquez expedition members Pedro de
Bustamante and Hernando Gallegos, for example, states that each person
carried arquebuses and that such firearms had been used to kill buffalo. Gallegos wrote, “We fired quite a few arquebus shots, at which the natives were
much frightened,” and “the arquebuses roared a great deal and spat fire like
lightening,” and “[Pedro de Bustamante] picked up a bit of hay, started a fire
by means of an arquebus, and prepared to burn the pueblo.” Historian John
Kessell reports that on occasion, the Spaniards of the Chamuscado-Rodríquez
party “inspired both respect and friendship by firing their arquebuses.” Gallegos reported that when the Chamuscado-Rodríquez expedition arrived back
in Santa Bárbara, “we were well received . . . and given a warm welcome.
We fired a salute to the town with our arquebuses.” The Espejo party also
employed arquebuses on their expedition. Kessell writes, “The Spaniards
camped two arquebus shots away [from Pecos] . . . When they asked for
food, the natives . . . pulled up their ladders and refused to come down . . .
Espejo and five soldiers, threatening to burn the place, entered and began
firing their arquebuses in the plaza and streets.” Castaño reported that the
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raising of the cross at pueblos in Río Arriba was accompanied by “the sound
of trumpets and arquebus shots.” Simmons writes that during a festival for
the dedication of Oñate’s church at San Juan Bautista in September 1598: “At
week’s end, the festival concluded with a thunderous volley of artillery.” These
examples illustrate that Spaniards frequently discharged arquebuses—and
thus distributed lead shot—at many sites in Río Arriba and Zuni, and for a
variety of reasons.47
The inventory of materials carried by the Oñate party reveals the importance of lead and firearms to the expedition, as well as information on
where at least some of the lead was obtained: “[On 9 February 1597], at the
mines of Todos Santos, the governor [Oñate] presented [to the inspector] 100
quintals of lead. It had been bought from Diego de Zubía, alcalde mayor.”
On 3 January 1598, an inventory found that only seventy-eight quintals
and eight pounds of lead remained. About three weeks later, after the final
inspection, the Oñate Expedition departed Arroyo San Gerónimo, north of
Santa Bárbara. On the second day of the march the expedition passed by
El Torrente de la Cruz and reached “the mouth of the Todos Santos mine,”
where the party spent the night. Jackson provided a verbal location for these
mines, and I understand them to be about forty kilometers north of modern
Parral, Chihuahua. Although there are no records confirming these facts, it
is not inconceivable that Oñate bought still more lead at Todos Santos. If he
did not, then the last recorded amount of lead carried by Oñate was 17,168
pounds, all from Todos Santos mine.48
In addition to the lead for the unified expedition, individual members
carried personal lead and powder. Expedition members made references to
the equipment they took on the Oñate Expedition, including “two molds
and a gunner’s iron ladle for making balls”; “eight pounds of ammunition”;
“twenty-five pounds of powder”; “two pounds of powder and four of shot”;
“half an arroba (~12.5 lbs.) of powder”; “one barrel of powder containing about
half a quintal (50 kg, 110 lbs.)”; “twenty-five pounds of lead”; “one mold for
making shot”; “twenty-five pounds of lead made into bullets and buckshot”;
and “one arroba (25 lbs.) of powder and half an arroba (~12.5 lbs.) of ball.”
The records include numerous instances of expedition members carrying
tools for gunsmithing.49
This evidence provides the means for lead shot and firearms to arrive
from Mexico, as well as a motive for the discharge of them, as early as 1581,
and the consequential opportunity for lead shot to appear at Hawikku and
Tiguex. The reports show that Oñate purchased Todos Santos lead near Santa
Bárbara. Consequently, Santa Bárbara, then, provided a potential source of
lead to any northbound traveler.
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Respecting the written history, the availability and use of firearms, and
the convenience of lead mines along the road, I reasoned that although the
early Río Arriba explorers, or those even later, could not be excluded as the
bearers of the Spanish lead balls from Hawikku and Piedras Marcadas, that
it was most likely these late sixteenth-century adventurers carried Middle
New World lead, particularly Mexican, rather than Spanish shot. The shortage of lead that existed in Spain at that same time, coupled with irregular
maritime transportation, suggests that Spanish lead was probably not exported
to Mexico. As for the source of the late sixteenth-century explorers’ Middle
New World lead, it seems reasonable that lead arriving in Río Arriba after
Coronado was more likely from northcentral Mexico than from Tarasca or
Central America because of the different travel route. Moreover, lead from
northcentral Mexico was probably unavailable to the Coronado Expedition.
He did, however, travel through the Tarascan mining region and could have
obtained lead along that route. Given these parameters, just being able to
confidently identify Tarascan lead (Coronado route) and northcentral Mexico
lead (post-Coronado route) provides compelling evidence for assigning a
relative date to balls of Mexican lead.
Unfortunately, lead isotope analysis was inconclusive as to whether the
two Middle New World lead shot found at Hawikku and the single Middle
New World ball found at Piedras Marcadas were specifically Tarascan,
northcentral Mexican, or Central American because the shot appears among
all three imprecisely bounded isotope populations. Consequently, I cannot
assign the Middle New World lead found at Hawikku or Piedras Marcadas
to a particular expedition or event—it may or may not be from the Coronado
Expedition. On the other hand, because of historical reasons, I am confident
in assigning the Spanish lead found at Hawikku and Piedras Marcadas to the
Coronado Expedition.
Temporal Interpretation of Artifacts
The written history of post-Coronado Spaniards arriving in Río Arriba impacts
any temporal interpretation of metal artifacts found in that region. Given that
only about forty years separate the departure of Coronado from Río Arriba
and the arrival of the Chamuscado-Rodríquez and the Espejo-Beltrán parties,
and that only about fifty-six years separate Coronado from the Oñate’s arrival,
it follows that sixteenth-century objects were carried by all these parties. This
timeline complicates any effort to assign a Coronado presence based purely
upon the presence of sixteenth-century artifacts.
When interpreting the age of metal artifacts specifically from Hawikku, it
is important to consider the number of people, the dates, and the duration of
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their presence in the region. The Flints estimate that 2,000 to 2,800 people
began the Coronado Expedition. Europeans, not Indios Amigos, were almost
certainly the dominant metal-bearers of the excursion. When the expedition
conquered Hawikku, however, its members were divided. Beginning on 7
July 1540, the advance party, consisting of 80 to 110 European metal-bearers
and more than 700 Indios Amigos, began the occupation of Hawikku. Some
three months later, on about 8 October 1540, the following army joined the
advance party, and increased the population of metal-bearers to 400 European men-at-arms plus European women and children. The following army
stayed for twenty days before departing toward the east. In total this first large
occupation lasted nearly four months and is likely the biggest occupation
ever of Hawikku.50
The next and final Coronado occupation of Hawikku occurred when the
retreating army, composed of 1,550 to 2,350 people, arrived in early spring
of 1542 on its return to Mexico. The expedition was undivided at that time,
thereby providing a second large gathering of European metal-bearers. Because of normal usage and attrition, these men and women likely bore less
metal than those expeditionaries of 1540. On 5 April 1542, the retreating army
departed Hawikku for New Spain, having occupied the pueblo for a number
of days, a time span that provided another opportunity for European articles
to have been lost and to become future artifacts.51 In total Coronado and at
least one hundred metal-bearers occupied Hawikku for about four months.
During one month in particular, more than four hundred metal-bearers
occupied Hawikku.
In contrast to the Coronado occupations, the first measurable European
presence at Zuni after Coronado occurred when about thirty members of
the Espejo-Beltrán party sojourned for two months at Hawikku-Zuni in 1583.
There is no record of a larger expeditionary party arriving after Espejo-Beltrán.
These numbers show that the Coronado Expedition stayed longer and contained more European metal-bearers than any other non-Native American
presence ever at Hawikku. The cargo of the Coronado Expedition included
many domestic items, and such a concentration of European domestic items
did not occur again at Hawikku. This temporal reality significantly elevates the
likelihood of domestic artifacts found at Hawikku belonging to the Coronado
Expedition, rather than to later travelers.
Interpretation of the age of metal artifacts found in Tiwa country, just
as at Hawikku, must consider the number of people, the dates, and their
duration, as well as conditions at Tiguex itself. Of all the groups of metalbearers arriving prior to Oñate in 1598, the Coronado assemblage was by far
the most numerous and of the longest duration. In comparison the smaller
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Chamuscado-Rodríquez, Espejo-Beltrán, Castaño, and Humaña parties were
in Tiwa country only briefly. Consequently there was less opportunity for expeditionaries to lose or discard objects. Respecting this history, it is most likely
that sixteenth-century Spanish artifacts found in Tiguex are from Vazquez
de Coronado, although one cannot exclude such artifacts being from a later
Spanish presence, such as those carried by a settler arriving with Oñate.52
Spanish and Mexican Lead Shot at Jimmy Owens
Lead isotope ratio analysis identified one shot found at the Jimmy Owens
site as Spanish lead and three balls as being Middle New World lead. In my
attempt to determine the event(s) that caused this lead to be at the location, I
could find no written evidence that the Jimmy Owens site was ever occupied
or visited by Spaniards after Vázquez de Coronado departed there in 1541.
Archaeologist Jonathan E. Damp reported, “The Owens site is a Coronado
campsite in Texas that has no later component so all artifacts found at the
site should pertain to the Coronado Expedition.” Despite Damp’s claim,
however, I reported previously that a Spanish military copper button, dated
between 1710 and 1750, was discovered at the site.53 How the button arrived at
the site remains unknown, but it offers evidence of Spanish metal at Jimmy
Owens that is unrelated to the Coronado Expedition.
While no written record exists of Spanish explorations of the Jimmy Owens site itself, historical evidence suggests that Spaniards visited the larger
geographical region. Spanish military excursions to the east commenced as
soon as Oñate arrived in Río Arriba and continued until Mexican independence in 1821. As early as September 1598, Oñate sent scouts from Río Arriba
to the headwaters of the Canadian River near modern-day Amarillo, Texas,
and Oñate led an expedition that reached central Kansas in 1601.54 These
excursions at the turn of the seventeenth century are consistent with the age
of the button found at the Jimmy Owens site.55
Lead isotope analysis was inconclusive as to whether the three Middle New
World lead shot found at Jimmy Owens were Tarascan, northcentral Mexican, or Central American because, similar to the Hawikku and one Piedras
Marcadas balls, the shot appears among all three imprecisely bounded isotope
populations. Given the post-Coronado Spanish presence in the Jimmy Owens
region, the likelihood that these Spaniards carried lead from Mexico, and
acknowledging that the Jimmy Owens site was a water source that attracted
long-distance travelers, one cannot exclude post-Coronado Spaniards as possible bearers of the three balls under consideration. Given the association
of the three Jimmy Owens shot with accepted Coronado artifacts, however,
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and the isotopic possibility that the lead could be Tarascan, it is much more
likely that the balls of Middle New World lead found at Jimmy Owens are
indeed from Tarasca and the Coronado Expedition rather than from a later,
unreported Spanish excursion. With respect to the shot of Spanish lead found
amongst dozens of accepted Coronado artifacts, I concluded that it almost
certainly belonged to one of Coronado’s expeditionaries.
Conclusion of Lead Isotope Discussion
Lead isotope analysis concluded that balls of Spanish lead were present at
all five confirmed or suspected Coronado Expedition sites that my team analyzed—Kuykendall Ruins, Doubtful Canyon, Hawikku, Piedras Marcadas,
and Jimmy Owens. As a consequence of the lead analysis, I modified my
ever-evolving exploration model to include the likelihood of Spanish lead
at Coronado sites.
The historical record best interprets the bearers of Spanish lead. This
record shows that firearms, therefore lead, traveled with the Coronado Expedition. I have pointed out that the expedition had access to Tarascan, not
north-central Mexican lead, thereby increasing the likelihood that Mexican
lead of that expedition was from western Mexico. Lead and lead shot were
also among the inventory of the post-Coronado expeditions to Río Arriba. I
have demonstrated that this lead was most likely from north-central Mexico,
readily available as a by-product of the extensive post-Coronado silver mining in that region, thereby essentially eliminating it from being a Coronado
residual. I have reasoned that it is unlikely that post-Coronado expeditions
carried Spanish lead to Río Arriba because of the lead shortage in Spain and
the availability of Mexican lead along the travel route.
Exactly where a particular lead shot was found strengthens or weakens its
relationship to Vázquez de Coronado. I previously proposed that “Spanish
lead found within specific geographical corridors is diagnostic of the Coronado Expedition.”56 My team currently considers Spanish lead shot, found
along the route of the Coronado Expedition from the Río San Pedro to the Río
Bermejo campsite (Río Zuni southwest of Hawikku), to be artifacts that are
temporally restricted to the sixteenth century. The presence of these shot as
well as crossbow boltheads, and certain bells and beads, are decisive evidence
of Vázquez de Coronado along that trace. The team’s current hypothesis for
lead shot found at Hawikku and beyond is that shot made of north-central
Mexican lead are almost certainly of post-Coronado age, and that lead shot
of Tarascan or Spanish sources are more likely than not a product of the
Coronado Expedition. Consequently, when Spanish lead is discovered with
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generic artifacts that could be sixteenth century, especially if found on land
between Hawikku and the U.S.-Mexico border, the lead serves to elevate the
likelihood of these non-temporal artifacts being residuals of the Coronado
Expedition.57
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ICP-MS: A Comparison of Acid Dissolution and Laser Ablation Techniques,” Journal
of Archaeological Science 29 (September 2002): 1043–53; Casilada Ruiz, Antonio
Arribas, and Antonio Arribas Jr., “Mineralogy and Geochemistry of the Masa Valverde
Blind Massive Sulphide Deposit, Iberian Pyrite Belt (Spain),” Ore Geology Reviews
19 (January 2002): 1–22; J. F. Santos Zalduegui, S. Garcia De Madinabeitia, and J. I.
Gil Ibarguchi, “A Lead Isotope Database: The Los Pedroches–Alcudia Area (Spain);
Implications for Archaeometallurgical Connections Across Southwestern and Southeastern Iberia,” Archaeometry 46, no. 4 (2004): 625–34; Fernando Tornos and Massimo Chiaradia, “Plumbotectonic Evolution of the Ossa Morena Zone, Iberian
Peninsula: Tracing the Influence of Mantle-Crust Interaction in the Ore-Forming
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Processes,” Economic Geology 99 (August 2004): 965–85; Michael B. Rabinowitz, “Lead
Isotopes in Soils Near Five Historic American Lead Smelters and Refineries,” Science
of the Total Environment 346 (June 2005): 138–48; A. M. Thibodeau, S. J. Killick, J.
Ruiz, J. T. Chesley, K. Deagan, J. M. Cruxent, and W. Lyman, “The Strange Case of
the Earliest Silver Extraction by European Colonists in the New World,” Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences 104, no. 9 (2007): 3663–66; Sanghamitra Ghosh,
“Heavy Stable Isotope Investigations in Environmental Science and Archaeology,”
(PhD diss., Florida State University, 2008); and James K. Mortensen, Brian V. Hall,
Thomas Bissig, Richard M. Friedman, Thomas Danielson, James Oliver, David A.
Rhys, Kika V. Ross, and Janet E. Gabites, “Age and Paleotectonic Setting of Volcanogenic Massive Sulfide Deposits in the Guerrero Terrane of Central Mexico: Constraints
from U-Pb Age and Pb Isotope Studies,” Economic Geology 103, no. 1 (2008): 117–40.
Richard Flint, e-mail message to author, 10 November 2009. British historian John
H. Elliott is a world-renowned writer on Spain and its economy. Readers wanting
a more detailed description of the Spanish economy during the sixteenth century
should consult J. H. Elliott, Imperial Spain 1469–1716 (New York: St. Martin’s Press,
1964), 172–91, 279–315.
Clarence Henry Haring, Trade and Navigation Between Spain and the Indies in the
Time of the Hapsburgs (Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 1964), 208, 215, 272, 274,
280, especially 16, 71, 201–15, 272, 274, 280; Francisco Gutiérrez Guzmán, Minería
en Sierra Morena (Linares, Spain: Colegio Oficial de Ingenieros Técnicos de Minas
de Linares, Granada, Jaén, y Málaga, 2007), 171–201, especially 171, 181, 183–84, 186,
189–92, 195, 200–1; Ramón Fernández Soler, El distrito minero Linares: La Carolina
(Madrid: 1954), quoted in Minería en Sierra Morena, Guzmán, 195; and Archivo
General de Indias [hereafter AGI], Correos, 457B, R. 2, N. 6. Both Clarence Henry
Haring and Francisco Gutiérrez Guzmán note that the Spanish started to line ships’
hulls with lead beginning in 1514. For a measure of the amount of lead required, see
Haring, Trade and Navigation, 277–78.
Brasher, “The Red House Camp and the Captain General,” 40–48.
“Several Wildfires Burn In Region: One Near Sunsites Brings Evacuations,” Sierra
Vista (Ariz.) Herald, 26 March 2009; Gordon Fraser, e-mail message to author, 25
March 2009; and Clay Riggs, e-mail message to author, 27 March 2009.
Brasher, “The Red House Camp and the Captain General,” 12, map 2 (number 23);
24, fig. 12.
Ibid., 54. Dr. Jean-Luc Schwenninger at the Research Laboratory for Archaeology
and the History of Art, University of Oxford, performed these tests.
Brasher, “The Red House Camp and the Captain General,” 4, 12.
Mary H[onorhea]. Braidfoot, U.S. Patent 1094636, 20 December 1937; Brasher, “The
Chichilticale Camp of Francisco Vázquez de Coronado,” 461; and Brasher, “The
Red House Camp and the Captain General,” 10, 44.
Fred Braidfoot, U.S. Patent 67013570, 15 March 1919. “The papers of Gerenville
Goodwin, written in the mid-1930s, contain the place name Tsisl-Inoni-bi-yi-tu,
which is the Apache name for ‘Stein’s Pass,’ or Doubtful Canyon.” Edwin R. Sweeney,
personal communication with author, 21 August 2009.
James B. Legg writes, “Your nails are very nice—they are easily 16th century, although
they could be later as well. In any case they are very much like our Santa Elena nails,
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except in much better condition than most of ours. We only see them this nice when
they have been heavily burned.” James B. Legg, e-mail message to author, 26 January 2009. Jennifer M. Hamilton and William H. Hodges, “The Aftermath of Puerto
Real: Archaeology at Bayahá,” in Puerto Real: The Archaeology of a Sixteenth-Century
Spanish Town in Hispaniola, ed. Kathleen Deagan (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 1995), 409, fig. 12.15; and Eugene Lyon, e-mail message to author, 17 October
2009. For a discussion and photographs of estoperoles see Stanley South, Russell K.
Skowronek, and Richard E. Johnson, Spanish Artifacts from Santa Elena, Anthropological Studies series, no. 7 (Columbia: South Carolina Institute of Archaeology
and Anthropology, 1988), 34, 39–40, 44–45, especially 57–58.
Walter B. Lang, The First Overland Mail: Butterfield Trail; St. Louis to San Francisco
1858–1861 (privately printed, 1940), 1:119.
Data used for my climate reconstruction is from Henri D. Grissino-Mayer, “El
Malpais Precipitation Reconstruction,” www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/drought/drght_
grissno.html and ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pob/data/paleo/treering/reconstructions/
newmexico/malpais_recon.txt. Cozzens Lake is my name for the spot in Doubtful
Canyon referred to by Samuel Woodworth Cozzens as “Stein’s Peak Lake, about
three miles from the [Steins Butterfield] station . . . a little lake scarcely a hundred
and fifty feet in breadth.” In his exaggerated portrait of the location, Cozzens claimed
that fifty-foot tall saguaro cacti were located around the lake and a “snow-clad” Steins
Peak reflected in the water. With the help of Edwin R. Sweeney, I confirmed that
Cozzens was at the spot in mid-August 1859, casting doubt upon snow being atop
the 5,867-foot mountain. My field reconnaissance found no evidence of saguaro
cacti, alive or dead. Verified, however, is Cozzen’s claim that the lake drains in
two directions. The lake, hidden from the view of Butterfield Trail travelers by a
low hill, is formed by a shallow depression at the western head of Doubtful Arroyo
that captures rainwater. The lake normally drains eastward down Doubtful Arroyo,
but when it is full, water also spills over the edge to the west and escapes out of
West Doubtful Arroyo. Cozzens happened to see the lake full of water because he
was there during the peak of the summer monsoon. Samuel Woodworth Cozzens,
The Marvelous Country or, Three Years in Arizona and New Mexico, the Apache’s
Home (Minneapolis: Ross and Haines, 1967), 225–34; and Edwin R. Sweeney, letter
to author, 5 February 2006.
Brasher, “The Red House Camp and the Captain General,” 40–48.
Alfred B. Thomas, Forgotten Frontiers: A Study of the Spanish Indian Policy of Don
Juan Bautista de Anza, Governor of New Mexico, 1777–1787 (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1932), 207–15, map in sleeve. Notable as temporal benchmarks,
Capt. Manuel de Echeagaray and Capt. José de Zúñiga passed through the region
in 1788 and 1795, respectively.
Carl D. W. Hays, “David E. Jackson,” in The Mountain Men and the Fur Trade of
the Far West: Biographical Sketches of the Participants by Scholars of the Subject
and with Introductions by the Editor, 10 vols., ed. LeRoy R. Hafen (Glendale, Calif.:
Arthur H. Clark, 1972), 9:232–33.
Overland to California on the Southwestern Trail, 1849: Diary of Robert Eccleston,
ed. George P. Hammond and Edward H. Howes, Bancroft Library Publications, no.
2 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1950), 174–86.
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23. John Russell Bartlett, Personal Narrative of Explorations and Incidents in Texas, New
Mexico, California, Sonora, and Chihuahua, Connected with the United States and
Mexican Boundary Commission during the Years 1850, ‘51, ‘52, and ‘53, Rio Grande
Classic series (1854; repr., Chicago: Rio Grande Press, 1965), 367–70. Of interest is
John Russell Bartlett’s reference to Steins Peak: “Our guide here pointed out to us
El Peloncillo, or Sugar Loaf, a mountain of this form in the high range alluded to,
with an opening near it.” Bartlett, Personal Narrative, 364. Peloncillo means “little
bald ones,” or “little baldies,” from the word pelón, meaning bald, as in bald head.
Bartlett wrote peloncillo as “sugar loaf.” The correct word for sugar loaf is spelled
piloncillo. The Spanish letter i is pronounced like the English letter e as in “seed.”
I suspect that Bartlett heard the Spanish word piloncillo, with an i, but apparently
spelled what he heard, meaning he spelled the word with an English-sounding e,
which resulted in peloncillo. Mexican sugar-loaf candy called piloncillo is brown,
granular, and cone-shaped. The mountains called the Peloncillo are brown and barren of vegetation; they are bald. The word peloncillo fits them perfectly. Steins Peak
is brown, granular, and cone-shaped; the word piloncillo fits it nicely. By chance,
therefore, both words are appropriate for either the range or the individual peak.
Spanish-speaking readers who see the actual mountains would readily accept the
moniker Peloncillo Mountains. Nugent Brasher, “The Search for Chichilticale”
(unpublished manuscript, in author’s possession, 2006), 122–23. In 1583 on the night
before the Espejo Expedition entered Zuni, diarist and soldier Diego Pérez de Luxán
described camping at a “very high rock in the shape of a sugar loaf we named El Real
del Pilón.” George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, The Rediscovery of New Mexico,
1580–1594 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1966), 183. For a similar
description of the Peloncillo Mountain range, see Robert Julyan, Place Names of
New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996), 261–62.
24. George Hackler, The Butterfield Trail in New Mexico (Las Cruces, N.Mex.: Yucca
Enterprises, 2005), 13–15; and George Hackler, personal communication with author,
2 February 2009. North of Margaret Catheryn Eshom “Kate” Lyall’s house, the canyon
narrows forcing post-Bartlett wagoneers to trim away part of the canyon side to allow
passage of their rigs.
25. Hackler, The Butterfield Trail, 190, 196.
26. Nugent Brasher, “The Bootheel: A Critique of Southwestern Archaeological Exploration” (unpublished manuscript, in author’s possession, 2004), 191–92.
27. Ibid., 194–97.
28. Nugent Brasher, “Pioneers of Doubtful Canyon” (unpublished manuscript, in Special
Collection of Lordsburg-Hidalgo Library, Lordsburg, New Mexico, 2006), 1–18; Kate
Lyall, U.S. Patent 940394, 20 June 1924; and Elmer A[rch]. Lyall, U.S. Patent 938296,
15 May 1924.
29. Table 2 was generated from the report provided by Legg in 2009. The table shows a
positive correlation between artifacts and historical periods as predicted by interpreting
the written history. Additional evidence of nineteenth-century American military or
civilian artifacts are seven lead shot ranging from 0.31 caliber to 0.51 caliber identified
by isotope ratios as composed of midwestern U.S. lead.
30. A detailed discussion of the exploration model and the predicted campsites is included in Nugent Brasher, “The Coronado Exploration Program: A Narrative of
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the Search for the Captain General,” in The Latest Word from 1540: People, Places,
and Portrayals of the Coronado Expedition, ed. Richard Flint and Shirley Cushing
Flint (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, forthcoming October 2011),
229–61. Three hundred and five years after Coronado departed Hidden Valley on
his return to Mexico, Lt. William H. Emory conducted a military reconnaissance of
the Río Gila. My interpretation of his map shows him to be at Hidden Valley on 21
October 1847. Emory, who was following the Río Gila, crossed from the north side
to the south side of the river at that spot because it was the only passage between
box canyons. William H. Emory, “Military Reconnaissance of the Arkansas Rio del
Norte and Rio Gila,” (Washington, D.C.: Wendell and Van Benthuysen, 1848). As
this report goes to press, I can announce that the team has discovered at the Slash
SI Ranch on Big Dry Creek, New Mexico, a ball of Spanish lead and several metal
artifacts consistent in form, function, and craftsmanship with the sixteenth century.
We consider these findings a discovery of a third Coronado Expedition campsite.
Details of this discovery will be presented in an article published in a future issue of
the New Mexico Historical Review.
John Francis Bannon, The Spanish Borderlands Frontier, 1513–1821, Histories of the
American Frontier series (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1974),
28–29. Additional silver strikes near Zacatecas, Mexico, included Sombrerete in 1558,
Fresnillo in 1566, and Indé in 1567. Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, Triumphs and Tragedy:
A History of the Mexican People (New York: W. W. Norton, 1992), 74; and Carroll
L. Riley, Río del Norte: People of The Upper Rio Grande from Earliest Times to the
Pueblo Revolt (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1995), 226.
Hal Jackson, Following the Royal Road: A Guide to the Historic Camino Real de Tierra
Adentro (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2006), 158; and Hammond
and Rey, The Rediscovery of New Mexico, 140.
Castañeda de Nájera, “Relación,” 442; Antonio de Mendoza, “The Viceroy’s Letter to the King, Jacona, April 17, 1540,” in Documents of the Coronado Expedition,
Flint and Flint, 234, 239; Elinore M. Barrett, The Mexican Colonial Copper Industry
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987), 5, 7; and J. Benedict Warren,
The Conquest of Michoacán: The Spanish Domination of the Tarascan Kingdom in
Western Mexico, 1521–1530 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1985), 2. PostCoronado mines in Sinaloa are shown by George L. Cumming, Stephen E. Kesler,
and D. Krstic, “Isotopic Composition of Lead in Mexican Mineral Deposits,” 1396,
fig. 1.
Carroll L. Riley, The Frontier People: The Greater Southwest in the Protohistoric
Period, rev. ed. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987), 23; Riley, Río
del Norte, 227–33; Carroll L. Riley, “Puaray and Coronado’s Tiguex,” in Collected
Papers in Honor of Erik Kellerman Reed, Papers of the Archaeological Society of
New Mexico, no. 6 (Albuquerque, N. Mex.: Albuquerque Archaeological Society
Press, 1981), 197; Albert H. Schroeder and Dan S. Matson, A Colony on the Move:
Gaspar Castaño de Sosa’s Journal, 1590–1591 (Santa Fe, N.Mex.: School of American
Research, 1965), 168–75; John L. Kessell, Kiva, Cross and Crown: The Pecos Indians
and New Mexico, 1540–1840 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987),
37–39; Bannon, The Spanish Borderlands, 29, 30, 32; and Hammond and Rey, The
Rediscovery of New Mexico, 8–9, 12–13, 88–92, 104, 131, 137. Interestingly, when the
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party reached Tiguex, they were not confronted by the Tiwas despite Coronado’s
ravaging of the pueblos forty years earlier.
35. Hammond and Rey, The Rediscovery of New Mexico, 13–14, 106–7, 109, 111–12, 131–32,
137–38.
36. Riley, The Frontier People, 167; Riley, Río del Norte, 233–39; Riley, “Puaray and
Coronado’s Tiguex,” 199–200; Kessell, Kiva, Cross and Crown, 41, 43; Bannon, The
Spanish Borderlands, 32–33; Hammond and Rey, The Rediscovery of New Mexico, 25,
153–55, 174–86, 194, 198–99, 203–7, 215, 225–28; Schroeder and Matson, A Colony on
the Move, 167–68; and Edward H. Spicer, Cycles of Conquest: The Impact of Spain,
Mexico, and the United States on the Indians of the Southwest, 1533–1960 (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 1962), 156. Dates and corresponding days reported by
Pérez de Luxán are from the Julian calendar. With respect to numbers of people and
livestock on the Coronado Expedition, I have previously estimated that the undivided
membership was composed of 400 to 500 Europeans, 1,300 indios amigos, and 6,500
livestock. Brasher, “The Chichilticale Camp of Francisco Vázquez de Coronado,” 435;
and Brasher, “The Red House Camp and the Captain General,” 55. Per my request,
Richard Flint kindly provided a revised count: “For several years now we have been
estimating the size of the expedition when it began as most likely between 2,000
and 2,800 (400 European men-at-arms, 400 slaves and servants, unknown number of
European women and children, 1,200–2,000 Mexican Indian allies). Attrition during
the expedition is known even less well. As an educated guess we suggest that the loss
through death and desertion was about 100 European men-at-arms (this includes
those who were killed and those who fled from San Gerónimo, as well as 1 person
who went with fray Juan de Padilla to Quivira), at least 100 servants and slaves (their
exposure to danger may well have been greater than that of their masters), unknown
number of European women and children, at least 250 Indian allies. Thus, minimum
losses, we think, would total 450. That yields a returning expedition size of perhaps
1,550–2,350. The number of livestock [present with the Retreating Army in 1542] would
truly be a wild guess. They would have wanted to conserve some of the livestock for
meat while on the return trail, if they could. In addition, some investors purchased
livestock to bring on the expedition. They also would have wanted to return with as
many as they could, if they couldn’t cash out by selling them. There was certainly
some loss of horses (perhaps 100). Mules probably died at a similar rate (100/558 or
18 percent). Since the expedition began with perhaps 1,000 mules, that means a loss
of something like 180.” Richard Flint, e-mail message to author, 21 August 2009.
Castañeda de Nájera counted the number of livestock present with the expedition
on the Great Plains at “one thousand horses and five hundred of our cows and more
than five thousand rams and ewes.” Castañeda de Nájera, “Relación,” 490. Richard
Flint’s suggested loss of animals diminishes this count to 6,220 head of livestock with
the retreating army.
37. Schroeder and Matson, A Colony on the Move, 11, 13, 38, 54, 65, 108, 111, 130, 141, 143,
146, 149–51, 159–76; Riley, The Frontier People, 167; Riley, Río del Norte, 242–44; Kessell, Kiva, Cross and Crown, 47; Hammond and Rey, The Rediscovery of New Mexico,
245, 289, 291–95, 301, 305, 308, 312; and Samuel Temkin, “Gaspar Castaño de Sosa’s
‘Illegal’ Entrada,” New Mexico Historical Review 85 (summer 2010): 269, 280 n. 29.
On 4 May 1598, at modern-day El Paso, Texas, Oñate reported that his northbound
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party found “the ruts made by the ten carts that Castaño and Morlete took out from
New Mexico.” George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, ed. and trans., Don Juan de
Oñate: Colonizer of New Mexico, 1595–1628, 2 vols. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1953), 1:316. Hammond and Rey report “Monday of Holy Week, March
29” as the date of Morlete’s arrival in New Mexico, matching the date provided in the
testimony of Juan Calderón on 18 March 1592. Hammond and Rey, The Rediscovery of
New Mexico, 44. If New Mexico is considered to be Santo Domingo, and if the date
is accepted without question, then Castaño took two weeks to travel only some thirty
miles from Alameda to Santo Domingo, thereby increasing his time in the region
by that duration. My check of the Julian calendar for that period confirms the claim
of 29 March 1591 being the Monday before Easter Sunday on 4 April. However, my
reading of the tone of Castaño’s Memoria, the paucity of information offered for his
journey between Alameda and Santo Domingo, and the out-of-character slow travel
of the usually rapidly moving Castaño, cause me to distrust the date of 29 March.
Riley, Río del Norte, 245–46; Hammond and Rey, The Rediscovery of New Mexico, 323.
Marc Simmons, The Last Conquistador: Juan de Oñate and the Settling of the Far
Southwest, Oklahoma Western Biographies series (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1991), 49, 91; Riley, The Frontier People, 23–25; Riley, Río del Norte, 226–28,
247; Bannon, The Spanish Borderlands, 32–33; Kessell, Kiva, Cross and Crown, 77;
and Jackson, Following the Royal Road, 93–94.
David H. Snow, e-mail message to author, 17 November 2009; Hammond and Rey,
Don Juan de Oñate, 215–16, 220, 224, 228–89; and Riley, “Puaray and Coronado’s
Tiguex,” 200. Livestock consisted of horses, mules, oxen, sheep, goats, swine, and
cattle. Provisions were carried by pack animals as well as carts and wagons. While I
tallied sixty-seven carts and wagons, the “Record of the Marches by the Army, New
Spain to New Mexico, 1596–98” reports, “Of the eighty-three carts and wagons which
began the expedition, sixty-one arrived.” This apparent inventory discrepancy, as well
as an incomplete count of people, should not be unexpected. The count of Monterrey reported to the king about Juan de Frías Salazar’s inspection, writing, “there
were some men in the neighborhood who had absented themselves . . . and [the
inspector] was sure that they would join the expedition.” “Record of the Marches by
the Army, New Spain to New Mexico, 1596–98,” in Don Juan de Oñate, Hammond
and Rey, 320, 390. The Coronado Expedition did not utilize carts; almost certainly
the quantity of provisions arriving with Oñate far exceeded that of Coronado. After
Oñate’s arrival, pack trains supplying the missions ensured there was a regular flow
of provisions into the region. Carroll L. Riley, personal communication with author,
20 November 2009.
Simmons, The Last Conquistador, 127–32, 173–75; Hammond and Rey, Don Juan de
Oñate, 327–28, 393–97, 1013; Bannon, The Spanish Borderlands, 39; and Riley, The
Frontier People, 317, 325.
Spicer, Cycles of Conquest, 187–88, 197–98; Riley, The Frontier People, 167–68; and
Carroll L. Riley and Joni L. Manson, “The Cibola-Tiguex Route: Continuity and
Change in the Southwest,” New Mexico Historical Review 58 (October 1983): 357–59.
Thomas, Forgotten Frontiers, 171–207, map in sleeve.
George P. Hammond, ed., “The Zúñiga Journal, Tucson to Santa Fé: The Opening
of a Spanish Trade Route, 1788–1795,” New Mexico Historical Review 6 (January
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1931): 40, 42–47. Anthropologist Bernard L. “Bunny” Fontana states, “The likelihood
is very strong that the mortal remains of Echeagaray are under glass and on display
for all to see beneath the floor of the church in Arizpe. Two University of California
archaeologists (Bob Heizer and Ted McCown) and a U[niversity of] C[alifornia]
geologist (Howel Williams) were present when locals ripped out the old wooden floor
of the church in Arizpe and were satisfied that Juan Bautistia de Anza the younger
had been found when they came on a guy whose 18th-century officer’s uniform was
still somewhat intact. I had made the arrangements to get the Berkeley guys flown
down there. A few years after the remains were exposed, someone discovered the
actual burial record of Anza and found out that he was buried in a different place in
the church (in a side chapel rather than in the nave). The officer—as identified by
his clothing—actually exposed was very probably Echeagaray. I think the remains
are still labeled as those of Anza in the church and by the townspeople.” Bernard L.
Fontana, e-mail message to author, 13 February 2010. Carroll L. Riley adds, “Quite a
number of years ago, [my wife] Brent and I were on one of the Gran Quivira tours.
We stopped at Arizpe and my old friend and Jesuit Father Charlie Polzer was giving
a lecture about Anza. He suggested that the remains in the church floor were really
those of Echeagaray. A local young woman in the audience, I think she was head of
the local historical society, vigorously disagreed with Charlie and there was a shouting
match that went on for several minutes.” Carroll L. Riley, e-mail message to author,
30 May 2010.
45. José de Zúñiga, “Una expedición militar de Tucson (Arizona) a Zuñi (Nuevo
México),” in La España ilustrada en el Lejano Oeste: viajes y exploraciónes por las
provincias y territorios hispánicos de Norteamérica en el siglo XVIII, ed. Amando
Represa, Estudios de historia (Valladolid, Spain: Junta de Castilla y León, Consejería
de Cultura y Bienstar Social, 1990), 89–100. Editor Amando Represa incorrectly
reports the year of the expedition as 1791; the actual year was 1795.
46. Zúñiga, “Una expedición militar,” 95. For a map of the Zuni area, see Madeline Turrell Rodack, “Cibola, From Fray Marcos to Coronado,” in The Coronado Expedition
to Tierra Nueva Flint and Flint, 105, Map 2. On 22 August 2009, I asked Riley and
Richard Flint whether they thought that the abandoned pueblo known as “el agua
caliente del Pueblo antiguo de Zuñi” was Hawikku. Riley responded, “sounds like
Hawikuh [sic]or Kechipawan though the latter is unlikely, being tucked away on the
mesa-top. Kwakina is out in that area, but I don’t recall that there are obvious ruins.
But Hawikuh [sic] certainly [is likely].” Carroll L. Riley, e-mail message to author, 23
August 2009. Richard Flint countered, “[Riley] referred to Kechiba:wa (or Kechibawan
or Kechipawan) which would have been long abandoned at Zúñiga’s time. But it
was near the spot most commonly called Ojo Caliente on the Zuni Reservation.
Near there, in the eighteenth century a ‘refugee village’ was established. I imagine
that’s what Zúñiga was referring to. See Ferguson and Hart, A Zuni Atlas, numerous
pages.” Richard Flint, e-mail message to author, 24 August 2009. A couple of days
later, Riley wrote, “Well, yes, as Ferguson and Hart among others point out, Ojo
Caliente (Kyana-a) was a farming village in historic times. But, even if Ojo Caliente
was deserted at the time he came through, Zúñiga would probably think of the nearby
impressive RUINS of Hawikuh [sic]when mentioning the site.” Carroll L. Riley,
e-mail message to author, 26 August 2009. The question is relevant in determining
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which direction Coronado entered Hawikku. I believe that Coronado and Zúñiga
traveled much of the same trail, with an important exception being that northbound
Zúñiga departed Coronado’s trail at the Red Hill cinder cone and lava flow near
modern-day Red Hill, New Mexico. Zúñiga wrote that after crossing a “sexa [ceja]
de malpais” (eyebrow-shaped flow of lava rock), and bearing to the north-northeast,
he reached Zuni Salt Lake, which he described as “very beautiful salt flats with
footprints and trails headed in various directions.” From there Zúñiga continued to
Zuni (Halona), arriving from the southeast. Zúñiga, “Una expedición militar,” 94–95.
By departing Halona to the southwest and reaching Hawikku, Zúñiga would have
rejoined Coronado’s presumed route. Richard Flint interprets the Spanish word sexa:
“Probably the word is ‘ceja,’ which is used frequently in geographical/topographical
contexts to refer to a surface stratum of rock visible in an escarpment that is usually
significantly different in color from the underlying rock strata. More generically, it
can refer to a cliff or steep bedrock face of any sort.” Richard Flint, e-mail message
to author, 23 August 2007. I responded to Flint, noting, “The lava flow at Red Hill
forms an escarpment of BLACK rock sitting on BUFF-COLORED Colorado Plateau
bedrock. The contrast is striking—this is the only place such occurs along the route
most likely followed by Zúñiga.” Nugent Brasher, e-mail message to Richard Flint,
23 August 2007. The word ceja most commonly means eyebrow; the Red Hill lava
flow is so shaped. The route taken by Zúñiga in 1795 may have been known long
before. In 1760 Bp. Pedro Tamarón y Romeral of Durango made an expedition of
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So What’s Truth Got to Do with It?
reflections on oñate and the black legend
John L. Kessell

N

ear the end of volume one in the series, Harry Potter pleads with Prof.
Albus Dumbledore, headmaster of Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry, for the truth about his life. “‘The truth.’ Dumbledore sighed. ‘It
is a beautiful and terrible thing, and should therefore be treated with great
caution.’”1
At the foundation, somewhere, lies absolute truth—wars take place,
Miguel de Cervantes lived, planet earth revolves around the sun. On top of
such unassailable facts, however, as time passes, we slather layer upon layer
of interpretation, opinion, and emotion. Then we dig back down to pry out
“the truth.” We want to know who to blame for a war, how did Cervantes
survive captivity by Barbary pirates, what is causing global warming?
First off let us ignore the postmodernists’ claim that none of us can possibly
know objectively what actually happened, only subjectively what is said to
have happened. As historians, that is our business—to say what happened, to
pursue historical truth as objectively as possible. Historians Jacques Barzun
and Henry F. Graff suggest in The Modern Researcher (1992) that practitioners
of the craft apply six rules: accuracy, orderliness, logic, honesty, self-awareness,
and imagination (I might add calmness). Evidence gathered in this way,, one
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bit reinforcing or challenging another, provides us with the probability upon
which to base our “truth,” that is, the probability that something actually
happened pretty much the way we say it did.2
So what about the Black Legend? Finally, the twenty-third edition of the
Diccionario de la lengua española, first published by the Real Academia
Española in 1780, has defined the term “black legend (leyenda negra): 1.
Anti-Spanish opinion spread since the 16th century. 2. Unfavorable and
generalized opinion about anyone or anything, generally unfounded.”3
In a way, it is a shame that in 1914 Spanish historian Julián Juderías suggestively titled his book La leyenda negra (The Black Legend), and not more
literally “La denigración de España (The Blackening of Spain),” surely
more fact than legend.4 Juderías was referring of course to the exaggerated
anti-Spanish propaganda of other nations, which he showed convincingly
was mostly a hateful legend. Spaniards were simply not that bad, especially
when compared with other imperialists.
Black Legends are as natural and visceral as human hatred. With what
other color might we expect Spain’s jealous sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury international rivals to have painted the western world’s overbearing
Roman Catholic superpower? What other way to stereotype Spaniards than
as monstrously bigoted, crafty, cruel, and greedy? And surely nowhere did
the propaganda mills grind more noisily than in Protestant England or more
persistently than in English North America. Documenting the process, historian Phillip Wayne Powell chose an unequivocal synonym for the Black
Legend, Tree of Hate, subtitling his classic work Propaganda and Prejudices
Affecting United States Relations with the Hispanic World.5
Black legends are easily born. Yet they are harder to kill than a snake.
A recent and venomous example is the blatant anti-Hispanic tone of the
television production “The Last Conquistador,” which, in 2008, set out to
chronicle the production of John Sherrill Houser’s monumental statue of
Juan de Oñate. Through clever editing, innuendo, and untruth, the documentary’s producers cast New Mexico’s founder as an archvillain.6
Obvious as such prejudice is, hunters of the snake beware. Our understandable tendency is to jab at its writhing body, driving untruth too far in
the other direction, exchanging its black skin for an equally flawed whitened
version. Today, some descendants of New Mexico’s Hispanic colonists go too
far in their efforts to counter the Black Legend, excusing the transgressions
of their ancestors too readily. It is a sensitive matter of degrees: yes, like most
of humanity, they may have acted badly, but not that badly.7
With historical truth, not legend, as our goal, how then do we approach
New Mexico’s Juan de Oñate? Despite the Ordinances for New Discoveries,
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promulgated in 1573, which substituted the term pacification for conquest,
Oñate was in every way a conqueror.8 In 1598 with six or seven hundred culturally Hispanic but racially mixed primeros pobladores—children, women,
and men, hardly any of them soldiers—Oñate broke into an interlocking
Pueblo Indian world of perhaps eighty towns and sixty thousand people.
Nine frustrating years later, his funding exhausted and his dreams sunk in
empty assay reports, New Mexico’s founding proprietor and first governor resigned. In our day, however, certain events of Oñate’s administration have taken
on a new and contentious life. Reviewing these occurrences fairly demands of
us the above-mentioned accuracy, orderliness, logic, honesty, self-awareness,
and imagination (as well as calmness) if we are to arrive at the probability that
such events actually happened pretty much the way we say they did.
These lightning-rod events include the death of Maese de campo Juan
de Zaldívar late in 1598, the battle at Acoma Pueblo in January 1599, and the
subsequent trial of Acoma prisoners. Oñate’s colony had arrived uninvited in
a marginal land of little rainfall, just as other groups had for centuries. The
great difference was that the Spaniards’ sudden migration came from so far
away in distance and in culture. In their persons and in their baggage came
much that was new, both attractive and frightening to the Pueblo Indians.
Some of these aliens were likely nasty individuals who considered themselves
superior in every way to Native peoples, but the majority, we can fairly assume,
were ordinary folk who, like colonists and migrants everywhere, sought a new
and better life elsewhere. Still, their goal was to impose a foreign sovereignty
over the Pueblos’ homeland.
The acts of obedience dutifully documented by legalistic Spaniards at
Pueblo Indian gatherings were in no sense “treaties” between consenting
nations.9 Despite the efforts of designated Indian interpreters, it was impossible to convey European concepts of law and sovereignty to New Mexico’s
Native inhabitants. Nevertheless, at the base of their imposing rock on 27
October 1598, a concourse of the Acoma people looked on as Governor Oñate
administered the ritual of vassalage to both majesties, God and king. Spiritual
salvation, peace, and justice were to be the Acomas’ rewards. “The governor
reminded them,” reads an English translation of the act, “that they should
realize that by rendering obedience and vassalage to the king our lord they
would become subject to his will and laws, and that if they failed to observe
them they would be punished as transgressors of the orders of their king and
natural master.”10
Evidently other Pueblo Indians considered the Acomas overbearing,
which stands to reason, given the apparent invulnerability of their mesa-top
stronghold. We cannot know for certain whether a faction of Acomas began
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to plot against the Spanish invaders right away, as poet-captain Gaspar Pérez
de Villagrá wants us to believe. Riding past Acoma alone, Villagrá fell into a
horse trap but survived. Then, in mid-November, Juan de Zaldívar, Oñate’s
nephew and second-in-command, with a contingent of men-at-arms pressed
westward to overtake the governor, who had set out in the hope of reaching
the Gulf of California. The circumstances under which Zaldívar and a dozen
of his men died at Acoma are also uncertain, since only Spanish testimony
survives.11 Was their intent to trade peaceably for needed supplies, or did their
unreasonable demands provoke the Acomas to violence? Was the killing
premeditated or self-defense? On the basis of existing documentation, we
simply cannot know.
Following the death of Juan de Zaldívar, Oñate was left with only two
choices: withdraw his vulnerable colony—probably outnumbered in the
Pueblo world a hundred to one—or attempt to bring the Acoma perpetrators
to European justice, while the rest of the Pueblo world looked on. He chose
the latter. Adhering to his culture’s legal and ecclesiastical requirements,
Governor Oñate consulted the Franciscans of the colony who declared the
campaign a just war by a Christian prince “to attain and preserve peace . .
. not for mere craving for power, revenge, or greed.” And the friars’ opinion
referred more than once to Oñate as conqueror.12
Considering available living space atop the mesa, probably not many more
than a thousand Acomas dwelled there. According to eyewitness Villagrá,
the three-day battle, fought between 22 and 25 January 1599, was a bloody
affair. Treasurer Alonso Sánchez, also present, reckoned “that more than
eight hundred persons died, and the prisoners taken numbered five hundred
women and children, and eighty men.”13
The notorious trial of the Acoma captives, staged at centrally located
Santo Domingo Pueblo, followed European precedents for dealing swiftly
with rebellion. Oñate’s brutal sentence aimed to dissuade further violence.
He condemned male prisoners who appeared to be at least twenty-five, the
full legal age under Spanish law, “to have one foot cut off”, then, counterproductively, to “twenty years of personal servitude.” Males twelve through
twenty-four and females over twelve would serve without mutilation for twenty
years. The governor declared Acoma children under twelve innocent of their
parents’ crimes, yet he orphaned them. He entrusted the girls to fray Alonso
Martínez, the Franciscan superior, who escorted them to Mexico City to be
distributed among convents. The boys remained in New Mexico to either
escape or be raised among colonist families.14
While the abduction of Acoma children probably caused the deepest
immediate grief, the image of dismemberment is what most offends today’s
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sensibilities. This practice was, however, standard penal procedure among
Europeans of Oñate’s day. To excuse in part the severing of a foot by alleging, on the basis of a supposedly missing document, that Oñate’s sentence
applied only to the toes is an example of beating the Black Legend snake
with a white stick.15
The sentence, dated 12 February 1599, and preserved today in the Archivo
General de Indias, Sevilla, Spain, reads unequivocally “a los yndios de beynte
y cinco años para arriba a que se le corte un pie y en beynte años de serbicio//
personal” (“Indian men twenty-five years of age and older are to have one
foot cut off and to render twenty years of personal servitude”). At least three
other contemporary documents proclaim “se les cortaron los pies.”16
Yet, just ten days before the battle at Acoma began, Governor Oñate
instructed commander Vicente de Zaldívar, surviving brother of the slain
Juan, to recognize the uncivilized nature and incapacity of the Indians and
therefore “to make more use of royal clemency than of the severity that the
case demands.” Zaldívar had full authority, in the event of a Spanish victory,
to execute publically captive males of fighting age or to show mercy. In the
case of mercy, Oñate demanded: “you should seek all possible means to make
the Indians believe that you are doing so at the request of the friar with your
forces. In this manner they will recognize the friars as their benefactors and
protectors and come to love and esteem them, and fear us.”17
Would the granting of such mercy not have served Oñate’s purposes
after the well-publicized trial? A methodical note in the proceedings does
say, however, that the sentence was executed in Santo Domingo and other
pueblos, “where the Indians whose hands and feet were to be cut off were
punished on different days.”18 But just how, we should ask, was this intentionally brutal sentence actually carried out? In what way were the prisoners punished? Did armed Spaniards repeatedly gather the onlookers, raise
high the sword or axe, then on cue have a Franciscan intercede? Here was
a theatrical act scripted by Oñate himself in his instructions to Zaldívar.
What better method to reinstall the friars in Pueblo communities after the
Acoma war?
Two further witnesses for the prosecution, seeking to discredit Oñate, gave
ambiguous second-hand testimonies that imply the foot chopping. Yet, the
historical record makes no mention of a one-footed Acoma slave. Cutting
off a foot, after all, rendered a potential worker all but useless. The second
witness concluded that within a year “most of the slaves had run away, that
they had tried to reestablish the pueblo,” a remarkable project for one-footed
men.19 Oñate’s Spaniards may indeed have performed the mutilations, but a
close reading of the documents raises reasonable doubt.
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To the suggestion of reasonable doubt, author David Roberts registered
immediate offense, branding the idea “not only sophistry at its feeblest, but
a deep insult to the Acomans themselves.”20 By all means let us condemn
past brutality, but why is it insulting to the descendants of alleged victims to
learn that perhaps the particulars were not as bad as they thought?
Elsewhere, I have been accused of perpetuating the Black Legend. One
Amazon.com reviewer of Spain in the Southwest: A Narrative History of
Colonial New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, and California (2002) bristled at my
statement that Oñate’s colonists “willed to dominate,” signing her review,
“One very disgusted Spanish girl.”21 Let us face it, colonization is domination.
And as noted before, this is a sensitive matter of degrees: bad but not that
bad. Like it or not, conquest would seem to be the innate human behavior
of those of us who enjoy greater numbers and superior technology.
No matter how Oñate’s brutal sentence played out, is it not time, four
hundred years later, to forgive? Put bluntly to get over it? Unforgiveness—
enshrining one’s victimhood—does provide a satisfying power over the
accused. By claiming moral high ground, unforgivers also grab attention.
But they do so at a price. Not to forgive demands that one remains mired in
negativity. A few vocal Acomas and their sympathizers attempted to halt the
production of John Houser’s huge equestrian statue of Oñate , but despite
considerable press coverage they failed. Earlier, New Mexico Hispanics and
their sympathizers tried to usurp the placement of a statue of Po’pay, leader of
the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, in the National Statuary Hall of the U.S. Capitol,
but their efforts also proved futile. And those two failures greatly enhanced
the historical landscape of New Mexico.
So, what has truth got to do with it? Obviously not as much as forgiveness.
But who goes first? Those Acoma descendants who charge Oñate with racist genocide, or the descendants of Oñate’s colonists who would change the
name of the Pueblo Revolt to the St. Lawrence Day Massacre? Just get over
it! But who goes first?22
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ewspapers are an important and often underutilized research tool for historians. They have certainly entered prominently into my own research
concerning the effort to grant full statehood to New Mexico during the
second session of the Thirty-sixth Congress from 1860 to 1861, the secession
winter session. In 2009 my article on that subject appeared in the spring
issue of the New Mexico Historical Review, since then I have continued to
research the debate over New Mexico’s statehood in the U.S. Congress just
prior to the Civil War.1 This research has acquainted me with two newspaper accounts relating to New Mexico’s territorial delegate Miguel A. Otero.
These articles included informative reports about him personally and his
particular role in the crisis.
At the time of the statehood debate, Otero, a thirty-one-year-old Democrat,
had served his territory’s interests conscientiously during his two terms, working
hard to secure federal funding for New Mexico. However, Otero did not seek
reelection following the election of Republican president Abraham Lincoln
and was a “lame duck” congressman during the winter session. Republican
John S. Watts, his successor as territorial delegate, was already in Washington.
Otero realized that in this session, he and New Mexico sat on the periphery of
the essential topics of debate: Union or disunion, peace or civil war. Congres-
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sional politicians would have probably ignored New Mexico altogether, except
the proposition for New Mexico statehood provided Republicans a means to
avoid painful concessions on the slavery issue in national territories, while also
displaying Republican goodwill to border slave states through their support of
statehood for a territory with a nominal slave code.
Otero must have felt almost totally isolated under the circumstances. Even
the moderate Republicans advocating the New Mexico-statehood scheme
had not consulted him but had instead interviewed delegate-elect Watts at
length. Republicans disliked Otero for his close association with southern
Democrats, his proslavery views and his support for New Mexico’s legalization
of slavery in 1859. Otero owned none of New Mexico’s handful of black slaves,
but he had married into a family of Charleston, South Carolina, disunionists. Yet, Otero must have also experienced some sense of alienation from his
traditional Southern associates because, despite his proslavery sympathies,
he remained a Unionist as long as the new administration did not commit
some overt act of aggression against the South.2
In spite of his relegation to the role of supernumerary in the crisis, New
Mexico’s delegate was not entirely inactive. Although he delivered no prepared speech in the House during these months and assumed no public stand
for or against the statehood bill, in mid-January Otero seemed to favor the
measure to give New Mexico a state government. According to one reporter’s
account, Otero began telling everyone he conversed with that New Mexicans
would “gladly embrace the opportunity to become a State.” Despite this
report, any reservations Otero may have harbored about his territory’s ability
to shoulder the increased costs of a state government or any resentments he
possessed at not having been consulted on the framing of the proposition he
withheld from public discourse. He also vigorously defended New Mexico
and its people whenever newspaper editors or congressional Republicans,
opposed to the New Mexico statehood bill, attacked either one as unfit for
admission to statehood. The most significant example occurred when Otero
penned a long essay, originally published in the Washington Constitution on
12 January 1861, and later reprinted in the Santa Fe Gazette on 16 February
1861, in response to the vicious anti-New Mexico editorializing of Horace
Greeley in the New York Tribune.3
No Republican in Congress insulted the character of the New Mexican
people as extremely as Greeley did, but on occasion congressional Republicans described that territory and its people in obviously pejorative terms. One
such occasion occurred in the House on 18 January 1861, during a speech on
the secession crisis delivered by John Sherman of Ohio, chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee and one of the most powerful Republican leaders in
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the House. Until only a few days prior to his speech, Sherman had not only
favored the New Mexico statehood bill, but had also attempted to persuade
some of the more radical House republicans of the bill’s merits.4 By the time
of his address, Sherman discovered that the radicals were impervious to his
arguments and adopted their view asserting that New Mexico and its people
were unfit for statehood. Near the end of his address on 18 January, Sherman
ridiculed the character of New Mexico’s populace, prompting a spirited response from Otero.5 The report of their exchange in the Congressional Globe
conveyed the words, but otherwise failed to describe adequately the scene in
the House or the frustration and anger of Otero. While several reporters who
witnessed the event provided some commentary, none opined more completely
and colorfully than Republican correspondent Benjamin Perley Poore of the
Cincinnati Daily Commercial, who signed his letters with the pseudonym
“Sigma.” The relevant part of his letter, dated 19 January, is as follows:
Mr. Sherman was describing the poverty and insignificance of
the territory, about which Southern gentlemen were raising so
unreasonable a row. He said it was filled with Mexicans and Peons,
and Quadroons and half-breeds—when MIGUEL A. OTERO, the semiSpanish gentleman who represents New Mexico in Congress, sprang
up fiercely, and stigmatized Mr. Sherman’s words as a malicious
libel upon the people he represented. The little Spaniard is a young,
tight-built, creamy-faced gentleman, with a fierce mustachio, and an
elegant walking stick. Instantly the House and galleries were in a roar
of laughter. There stood the defiant MIGUEL, his brow knit, and his face
dark with wrath, sputtering his charming broken English, and violently
gesticulating in the direction of Mr. Sherman. There stood Sherman,
calm as a summer’s morning, smiling at him with a deprecating wave of
the hands, and assuring him he designed to cast no reflection upon his
constituents, but simply to state the facts as to the races who constitute
that population. He went on to say he was told by the census that there
were but twelve negro-slaves in New Mexico, with a large number
of Peons and others—when Mr. Otero cried out, “The Peons are the
gentleman’s peers.” The laugh was now on the other side, but was
speedily changed when Mr. Sherman instantly retorted—“The Peons
are the peers of the gentleman and they have a right to be—for they
elected him;” and quickly passed on with his argument.
The Hon. Miguel sat fuming in offended dignity for a time,
condoled with by southern members (he is a strong pro-Slavery man)
and nursing his wrath, till it was eventually cooled off by a good supper
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at the National [Hotel], where the honorable member for New Mexico
boards. There was no one who seemed to enjoy this ludicrous scene
more hugely than the Hon. Tom Corwin [Republican from Ohio], who
shook with glee till his burly form rocked again. There was a ridiculous
story afloat in the city that evening, that Otero would send a challenge
to Mr. Sherman.6
Ten days or so after Sherman’s speech, newspaperman John Greiner,
visiting Washington D.C., from Columbus, Ohio, called upon Miguel
Otero and later printed an account of the interview. Greiner’s wife Laura
probably accompanied him to the nation’s capital. The newspaperman was
John Greiner, probably accompanied by his wife Laura. He was then editor
of the Columbus Gazette, a weekly devoted primarily to news of local interest
in that city. The fifty-year-old Greiner had previously worked as a painter,
a songwriter for the temperance movement and Whig political campaigns,
and state librarian for Ohio. Under the Zachary Taylor–Millard Fillmore
administrations, Greiner had received an appointment to New Mexico as
Indian agent and as territorial secretary. During his tenure in New Mexico
Territory, Greiner became acquainted with Otero, then a young lawyer and
aspiring politician in Albuquerque.7
The Greiners encountered a more subdued and frustrated Otero than the
impassioned young territorial delegate who had responded to Sherman on
January 18. Otero also had to answer retorts from other Republicans. In his
speech on 22 January, Cadwallader C. Washburn of Wisconsin argued that
the “white” population of New Mexico totaled 1,000 or less and implied that
the rest of New Mexico’s populace was an inferior mix unsuited for statehood. Delegate Otero challenged Washburn’s statistics on who was “white”
in the territory. Washburn also referred to Otero’s alleged role in instigating
New Mexico’s slave code of 1859. Although he did not directly address the
slave code issue, Otero denied any personal connection with slave-owning.
On 29 January, Rep. Thaddeus Stevens of Pennsylvania, a noted Republican antislavery radical, renewed the Republican assault on black and white
servitude in New Mexico (i.e., slavery and peonage). Otero interrupted to
explain that under New Mexico’s peonage laws, masters could employ only
mild forms of punishment against dilatory peons.8
Since the date of Greiner’s meeting with otero is unclear, their interview
may have taken place a day or two before Otero’s reply to Stevens. Nonetheless, Otero revealed to Greiner his doubts as to why the United States had even
wanted to take possession of New Mexico, given all the negative comments he
heard in Congress about the territory and people he represented. Disheartened,
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Otero shifted from his recent acceptance of the statehood bill to a generally
unfavorable attitude toward the measure. Here follows Greiner’s account:
This young gentleman who has been twice elected a delegate to
Congress from New Mexico, from his fine social qualities and
gentlemanly bearing, has become one of the most popular men in the
House, and to the strong hold he has gained upon the affections of his
colleagues may be attributed the secret of his success in gaining such
liberal appropriations for his Territory. He is a native of New Mexico,
connected with the wealthiest and most influential families, was
educated at St. Louis, and married there a charming and accomplished
young lady, and no man possesses a greater influence in the country
where, Mr. Sherman says “a turkey buzzard would starve in flying
over.” We were glad to meet him as an old acquaintance, and while
conversing upon the admission of NEW MEXICO AS A STATE, he earnestly
protested against any such action by Congress, until provision was
made in the enabling act to afford her the means of paying the expenses
of a State government.
He admitted that much of the territory was poor and sterile, in some
places sandy, in others mountainous, and that there was a great scarcity
of water—that many of the people were poverty stricken and not as
intelligent as they might be; yet, he contended, that was no reason why
she should be incessantly abused, why the finger of scorn should be
constantly kept pointed at her; she could not help it, nature had dealt
hardly by her, and to him it looked rather ungenerous, that a great and
powerful nation should thus treat her with contumely and contempt.
She was made subject to the United States against her will, came in
only as a conquered province, and if she was not to be protected and
supported, why was General [Stephen Watts] Kearney [Kearny] sent
into the country to conquer and subdue it, as he did? This reminded
us forcibly of a reply we received, while traveling over the Jornada [del
Muerto], near the Cimmaron [Cimarron], on our first trip to Santa Fe.
“What a poor, miserable, heaven forsaken country this is, you live in,”
we remarked to our peon companion one day, as we were crossing the
desert. “Si Senor,” replied he, sorrowfully, “what a pity the Americans
would not let us retain possession of it for ourselves, when they have
such a rich country of their own to live in.”9
My own previously published judgment that Otero probably did not oppose New Mexico statehood in the session of 1861 appears erroneous, or at
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least incomplete, in light of this recently discovered interview. Otero had
taken no direct stand on the issue and his political friends in New Mexico
strongly supported the move. By the time of the Greiner interview, however,
Otero had become opposed to New Mexico statehood, unless the federal
government provided the financial support necessary to sustain the economic
burdens of a state government. This was the basic argument used by those in
New Mexico who opposed statehood, that New Mexico’s population simply
could not and would not pay the increased taxes needed for state government.
Otero may have accepted New Mexico statehood earlier in the congressional
session. He never actively opposed statehood, but by late January, given the
constant Republican criticism of New Mexico as unfit for statehood and his
own marginalization from the development of the bill, Otero was willing to
express a decidedly negative view of New Mexico statehood.10
A little over a month after the Greiners visited Otero, the secession winter
session ended, with no overall compromise settlement enacted by Congress.
The New Mexico statehood bill failed to pass the House and New Mexico
maintained its status as a territory under the federal government. Both
Otero and Greiner were soon back in the territory. Ex-delegate Otero and
his family waited until winter snows no longer blocked the Santa Fe Trail,
and thus traveled back home to New Mexico in April. In July 1861, Pres.
Abraham Lincoln appointed Henry Connelly governor and Otero secretary
of New Mexico. Although Otero was a Democrat with strong Southern associations, Lincoln considered the young Hispanic leader Unionist enough
for the appointment in a territory with a huge Hispanic majority. The U.S.
Senate confirmed Connelly’s appointment, but Senate Republicans refused
to confirm the proslavery Democrat Otero as secretary on 19 July on a roll
call vote of 14–23. During the Civil War, Otero and his wife did collaborate
with Confederates when they invaded New Mexico under Gen. Henry H.
Sibley, but after the Confederate defeat at Glorieta Pass and retreat back to
Texas, the Lincoln administration took no action to punish the Oteros for
aiding the enemy. Meanwhile, Greiner, with his previous territorial work and
solid Whig-Republican credentials, easily achieved appointment as receiver
of public monies for land distribution in Santa Fe.11
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In Memoriam
thomas j. steele, s. j. (1933–2010)
Thomas E. Chávez

M

any of his friends called him “Father Tom”; others “Tom.” Those who
did not know him or were in awe of him, addressed him formally as
“Father” or “Father Steele.” His quiet, almost soft-spoken demeanor and the
undivided attention he focused on whomever he conversed with, spoke of a
gentle, caring man. He was known for his many real-life roles. He was a Jesuit
priest, university professor, collector of art, museum curator, writer, philosopher, historian, and cowboy. In between the lines, he was a humorist as well.
Father Thomas J. Steele, S. J., died in Denver, Colorado, on 25 October
2010. He left a personal, professional, and pastoral legacy hard to match, and
the results of his life’s work as a professional scholar and Catholic pastor will
continue to touch minds and lives for decades to come. He was born in St.
Louis, Missouri, on 6 November 1933 and grew up in this Midwestern city;
“the wrong end of the Santa Fe Trail,” as he described it. He entered St.
Stanislaus Seminary on 8 August 1951, thus joining the Society of Jesus. He
attended St. Louis University, where he received BA, MA, PhL (Licentiate
in Philosophy), and STL (Licentiate of Sacred Theology) degrees and then
was ordained at St. Mary’s College in Leavenworth, Kansas, on 16 June 1964.
Characteristically enough Father Steele wrote that his life’s work became
obvious to him when he inherited from his mother a thin, dittoed, handcolored booklet entitled God’s Saints. The book had a hand-colored saint for
every letter of the alphabet, and the person who haphazardly did the coloring
was a young Tom Steele, while attending Christ the King Grade School in St.
Louis. Not even the nuns teaching him could keep him and his colors between
the lines. Nevertheless, Father Steele saw in the book the connection of saints,
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“holy males and holy females,” with art and then history. As he progressed
through his formal education, the germ of a book about these Catholic holy
people took root and grew in him.
In 1965 he moved to Albuquerque, where he attended graduate school at
the University of New Mexico and received a PhD in English and American
Literature. While in Albuquerque, he became acquainted with New Mexican
Spanish colonial art, especially the famous retablos (flat paintings on pine
boards) and bultos (carved wooden sculptures) depicting various Catholic saints
and religious scenes. He also befriended the famous New Mexican folklorist
and scholar Gilberto Espinosa who, Father Steele recalled, “bent the twig of
my nascent interest” in that art and its history. In 1969 with the aid of money
received from a National Endowment for the Arts and Humanities Fellowship,
Father Steele was able to start a personal collection of New Mexican Spanish
colonial art. Among his many skills, Father Steele was good with his hands
and restoration of his prized art collection became an occupation important
to him. A little-known aspect of his many talents was that he was also an artist,
despite his protestations about “staying within the lines.”
Before long, however, the value of his art pieces priced themselves beyond
his personal means and his sixty-piece collection became, in his own words,
“too valuable for my vow of poverty to be comfortable with.” So he let the
devil out the side door by donating the collection of Spanish colonial art
to the Regis Jesuit Community, which turned the collection over to Regis
University in Denver in 1989. Father Steele did not lose control of his collection. He moved to Denver to teach English at Regis University, which, at
first, housed the works in his room. Although Father Steele could not afford
to buy more pieces, he was able to solicit the Jesuit community to purchase
additions.
When his collection was transferred to Regis University, it had grown to
128 pieces and was eventually moved into a special room in the university’s
Dayton Memorial Library. Father Steele became the collection’s official
curator. Over the years, he organized many exhibitions, and, before his
death, the collection had expanded to almost four hundred items. As Father
Steele noted, his santo collecting transformed over the years from a passing
interest to a hobby, an avocation, “and finally [to] the epicenter of a whole
second career.” (Maybe he meant the third or fourth career, for he already
was a priest, teacher, and artist.) Expanding his collection became, as he put
it, “one of the more socioculturally-acceptable forms of obsessive-compulsive
behavior.” He subsequently believed that he could write some pertinent
articles on New Mexican santero art because of his “peculiar vantage points
and abilities.” His theological training, “insider” experience in the Catholic
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Church, interest in art, “skills at reading and interpreting literary symbols that
might transfer into art,” and especially his immersion in the santero world
shaped his perspective.
Those first articles grew into a classic book, Santos and Saints: The Religious Folk Art of Hispanic New Mexico, which was published in 1974 and
issued in revised editions twice since. That book is still a standard work on
santero art for any student of New Mexico and the Southwest. From these
initial works, Father Steele eventually expanded his bibliography to over sixty
publications, some demonstrating his aversion to “keeping in the lines.” In
addition to his scholarship on santero art, he wrote books on history, architecture, music, philosophy, and translation (see selected bibliography).
To say his scholarly career was prolific is an understatement. Among his
many contributions was an important book on alabados, the religious songs
of the New Mexican religious confraternities, La Hermandad Nuestro Padre
Jesús Nazareno, popularly known as the Penitentes. Father Steele’s The Alabados of New Mexico (2005) not only contains valuable contextual information
but also translations of actual songs. Although not a work about religious art,
The Alabados of New Mexico obviously touches a Catholic religious theme
that is prevalent in the majority of his articles and books. Getting much
farther beyond the lines, Father Steele even coauthored two editions of A
Guide Book to Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance (1990). Always
hard at work, he also added Native American art and artifacts to the santo
collection, wrote about New Mexican Hispanic architecture and Penitente
self-government, and edited a collection of articles celebrating the Catholic
Church in New Mexico.
My favorite Father Steele book is one of his later entries. While he was
retired and living in Albuquerque, his friends and major publishers, Barbe
Awalt and Paul F. Rhetts, worked with him to publish The Regis Santos: Thirty
Years of Collecting, 1966–1996 (LPD Press, 1997). In this volume, Father
Steele unabashedly wrote about his collection and its intent: “Since I am a
teacher, it is a teaching collection.” Of exhibiting the works of art, he wrote
that he does not show each piece in its own place “separated from” the others by a “no-santo’s-land” of “neutral off-white wall.” The book, a marvel of
learned erudition and scholarly devotion, displays his engaging writing skill.
Father Steele’s personality—his passion—surfaces on the pages describing
his collection. As a bonus, Regis Santos lists each piece of the collection in
an appendix.
Father Steele’s humor was not limited to a book on “Zen and motorcycles.” He once wrote that Saint Valentine, the patron saint of lovers, also
watches over golfers. An avid golfer himself, Father Steele explained that
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Saint Valentine was martyred by arrows, “but no matter how many arrows
his executioners shot into him, he was always ready for another nine holes.”
In another instance, he noted that Santa Rosalía, the subject of a retablo
that was his first purchase and the cover illustration of the original edition of
Santos and Saints, is the protector against the plague. With tongue in cheek
he quipped, “And since I’ve owned it [the Santa Rosalía retablo], I haven’t
had the plague even once.” In another example of his wit, Father Steele
called New Mexican writer Fray Angélico Chávez the “devil’s advocate with
the name of an angel.”
Although born in what is now the Midwest, Father Steele became an
avid westerner. One of his favorite hobbies was ranching, and he showed no
shame in expressing his love for the open range and for being on horseback.
He even enjoyed mending fences and claimed that he was “the best cowboy
in Guadalupe County” and that he would “gladly work for nothing” and be
the better for it.
Among Father Steele’s recent publications, Archbishop Lamy: In His
Own Words (2000) and The Indians of Arizona and New Mexico: NineteenthCentury Ethnographic Notes of Archbishop John Baptiste Salpointe (2010) are
very indicative of the man. For the former, he set out to find all the sermons
of Archbishop Jean Baptiste Lamy, New Mexico’s first bishop, who administered the territory’s Catholic Church from 1852 to his death in 1888. This
enterprise was a major scholarly project, for the archbishop’s sermons were
housed neither in one archive nor in one country. Flexing his language skills,
Father Steele translated the Spanish and French sermons into English and
transcribed those written in English. His object was to assemble a clear and
true picture of the controversial archbishop. The broad scope and exceptional
scholarship found in Archbishop Lamy prompted historians such as Marc
Simmons to praise Father Steele for producing “a most unusual and extraordinary book” that “reveals much about [Lamy’s] inner world and motivation.”
Through skill and perseverance in North American and European archives,
Father Steele assembled a comprehensive collection of the cleric’s sermons
not only in a book, but on a CD-ROM. This resource is reputedly the first
electronic book produced in New Mexico.
The Indians of Arizona and New Mexico continued Father Steele’s interest in Catholic Church history. In this volume, he edited and annotated
the writings of Lamy’s successor, Archbishop Jean Baptiste Salpointe, who
worked with Native American tribes in both Arizona and New Mexico.
The notes range over thirty years and provide a wealth of knowledge about
Native Americans, intercultural relationships in the Southwest, frontier
life, and Catholic Church philosophy. This book also demonstrates Father
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Steele’s ability and willingness to collaborate with other scholars on research
projects. On The Indians of Arizona and New Mexico, Father Steele was the
coeditor and coannotator with two other scholars. Indeed, a major portion
of Father Steele’s publications are coauthored or coedited works. He was
more interested in achieving accuracy, comprehensiveness, and clarity than
in keeping all credit and honors for himself. He even had a strong aversion
to book signings. Accruing fame was not Father Steele’s purpose in life; his
goal was always to teach, enlighten, and share.
Father Steele’s retirement from Regis was a misnomer, for the university
made him professor emeritus and he retained curatorial control over his santos
collection. Afterward, he moved back to Albuquerque, New Mexico, to be
in a state about which he loved everything “except the politics.” Despite a
serious hearing problem, he relished in talking with people and engaged all
his colleagues in intellectual debate and on research projects, helping them
out with his expertise and experience. He became a penitente, fished the
state’s beautiful rivers and streams, and even taught part-time at the University
of New Mexico. He received the esteemed Zia Award from the University
of New Mexico Alumni Association, which is given to a select few alumni
whose achievements have brought honor and prestige to the university.
Even as his health slowly failed, Father Steele continued to work. He
planned to revise his first book, Santos and Saints, for a fourth edition and
was working on a coauthored biography of Padre Antonio José Martínez.
That project will come to fruition, for his coauthor, Father Juan Romero,
and historian Robert Torrez have collected his boxes of research notes and
photocopies in order to see the manuscript to completion. Father Steele
gave his library to Regis University and his extensive collection of alabados
to the University of New Mexico. At the end of his life, he gave away everything—books, santos, manuscripts, art works—so that he might continue to
share them after his passing. Above all else, Father Steele, a quiet scholar
and beloved teacher, was a good man, a warm humanitarian.
Within the last year, we New Mexicans have lost historians Ferenc Szasz,
David Weber, Oakah Jones, and Harry Myers, who were preceded by too
many to name here. New Mexico has been fortunate in the diversity and
quality of individuals who have devoted their intellect and talents to the
historical study of this place and its peoples. Father Steele, seventy-six years
old when he died, has joined this pantheon of scholars and intellectuals,
many of whom he knew personally and whom he worked with. And he
stands shoulder to shoulder with them.
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Thomas J. Steele, S.J.
selected bibliography
Compiled by Louis A. Hieb

N

.b.: Father Steele was a prolific publisher of articles, pamphlets, monographs, syntheses, and translations. This bibliography lists his major
works in chronological order of their publication.
Books
Santos and Saints: Essays and Handbook. Albuquerque, N.Mex.: Calvin
Horn, 1974.
Santos and Saints: The Religious Folk Art of Hispanic New Mexico. Santa Fe,
N.Mex.: Ancient City Press, 1982. A new edition of the previous entry dated
1974. Issued in a new edition under the same title in 1994.
Works and Days: A History of San Felipe de Neri Church, 1867–1895. Albuquerque, N.Mex.: Albuquerque Museum, 1983.
Penitente Self-Government: Brotherhoods and Councils, 1797–1947. With
Rowena A. Rivera. Santa Fe, N.Mex.: Ancient City Press, 1985.
Guidebook to Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance. With Ronald L.
DiSanto. New York: William Morrow, 1990.
Folk and Church in New Mexico. Colorado Springs: Hulbert Center for
Southwest Studies, Colorado College, 1993.
Church Buildings and Land in Old Albuquerque: In Celebration of the Bicentennial of the Present Church Structure, 1793–1993. Albuquerque, N.Mex.:
San Felipe de Neri Church, 1993.
The Regis Santos: Thirty Years of Collecting, 1966–1996. With Barbe Awalt
and Paul F. Rhetts. Albuquerque, N.Mex.: LPD Press, 1997.
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Religious Architecture in Hispano New Mexico. With Thomas L. Lucero.
Albuquerque, N.Mex.: LPD Press, 2005.
A Century of Retablos: The Janis and Dennis Lyon Collection of New Mexico
Santos, 1780–1880. With Charles M. Carrillo. Phoenix, Ariz.: Phoenix Art
Museum; New York: Hudson Hills Press, 2007.
<H1>Edited or Translated Books
Holy Week in Tomé: A New Mexico Passion Play. Transcribed by Fred Landavazo. Santa Fe, N.Mex.: Sunstone Press, 1976.
New Mexican Spanish Religious Oratory, 1800–1900. Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1997.
Seeds of Struggle/Harvest of Faith: The Papers of the Archdiocese of Santa
Fe Catholic Cuatro [i.e. Cuarto] Centennial Conference on the History of
the Catholic Church in New Mexico. With Barbe Awalt and Paul F. Rhetts.
Albuquerque, N.Mex.: LPD Press, 1998.
Archbishop Lamy: In His Own Words. Albuquerque, N.Mex.: LPD Press, 2000.
The Alabados of New Mexico. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2005.
The Indians of Arizona and New Mexico: Nineteenth Century Ethnographic
Notes of Archbishop John Baptiste Salpointe. With Patricia F. Lange and
Louis A. Hieb. Los Ranchos, N.Mex.: Rio Grande Books, 2010.

In Memoriam
charles leroy kenner (1933–2011)
Larry D. Ball Sr.

T

he community of western historians recently lost a highly valued
member. On 16 March 2011, Dr. Charles Leroy Kenner passed away at
St. Vincent’s Hospital in Little Rock, Arkansas, after battling a serious heart
condition. A genuine westerner, Charles was born on a small farm near Elk
City, Oklahoma, at the edge of the Great Plains in 1933. He took great pride
in the fact that his ancestors had been a part of the nation’s westward movement in the nineteenth century and that they had voted for Andrew Jackson
in his several presidential races in the 1820s and early 1830s.
Charles’s parents, Marshall and Hazel Kenner, both born in Texas, were
made of equally sturdy frontier stock. On the day before Charles was born,
his mother had ridden a horse all over their cotton farm. His parents managed to keep their farm intact during the Dust Bowl in the 1930s, and Charles
developed habits of thrift, diligence, and devotion while performing the daily
and seasonal chores still common to children raised on small farms in the
early-to mid-twentieth century. He graduated from Panhandle Agricultural
and Mechanical College in 1954 and received his master’s degree from
Oklahoma State University four years later. He earned his PhD under the
direction of Prof. Ernest Wallace, the pre-eminent historian of the southern
plains, at Texas Tech University in 1966. After a brief period as an instructor
at Angelo State College from 1961 to 1966, he joined the History Department
at Arkansas State College in Jonesboro, Arkansas, only one year before this
campus received university status. In addition to both halves of the U.S.
survey, Charles taught upper-division courses on the American frontier and
West and on American Indians. He retired after thirty years of service in 1996.
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During those three decades, Charles applied to his college instruction the
personal ethics and civic values that his parents had taught him as a boy and
young man on their plains farm.
Although carrying a heavy teaching load at Arkansas State, Charles
maintained an active research program throughout his career and compiled
a highly respectable publication record, which focused generally on the
history of frontier Texas and New Mexico. Several articles, beginning with
“John Hittson, Cattle King of West Texas,” published in the West Texas Historical Association Year Book for 1961, broke new ground on the economic
and cultural significance of the cattle industry on the Llano Estacado in the
nineteenth century. Another article published in the Southwestern Historical
Quarterly for 1974 challenged a keystone of Texas history by demonstrating
that other cattlemen had driven beeves up the so-called “Goodnight” Trail
from Texas to New Mexico some nine months to a year before the legendary
Charles Goodnight undertook his drive in June 1866. Charles also reviewed
a wide range of books on frontier, western, and American Indian history for
academic journals, even in retirement.
In addition to articles, Charles published two significant monographs. The
first began as his dissertation under Professor Wallace at Texas Tech University.
Charles devoted hour upon hour of research of manuscripts and documents
in the state archives of New Mexico to produce what has become a classic
work of southern plains history. This text, A History of New Mexican-Plains
Indian Relations, was published by the University of Oklahoma Press in 1969.
In 1995 the same publisher reissued the text in paper as The Comanchero
Frontier: A History of New Mexican–Plains Indian Relations. This monograph explores the economic, political, and military relations between New
Mexican settlements and Plains Indian communities in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. In particular his research on the comanchero trade;
the exchange of goods and captives between Spanish, Mexican, and Anglo
traders; and Comanche and Kiowa Indians on the Llano Estacado, opened
topical doors that subsequent historians have walked through in their ethnohistorical research on the southern plains. This monograph remains the
historiographical cornerstone on this subject and is routinely cited in notes
and bibliographies of articles and books on southern plains and southwestern
history.
With time Charles broadened his research interests to include the history
of race on the late-nineteenth-century frontier. During his life, he was committed to Civil Rights and social justice, and after relocating to Jonesboro
in the late 1960s, he served a term as president of the local chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union. To this end, he focused on the association
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of African American enlisted men and white officers in the post–Civil War
U.S. Army, an endeavor that required lengthy stretches of research in the
National Archives in downtown Washington, D.C. The result of his labor
was his second monograph Buffalo Soldiers and Officers of the Ninth Cavalry, 1867–1898: Black and White Together, published by the University of
Oklahoma Press in 1999. In this work, Charles introduced many scholars to
a valuable and rich historical source: the court-martial records of the U.S.
Army. To an extent that military historians had not ventured generally to that
time, Charles dug into the testimony at the military trials of black enlisted
men and white officers to piece together the social and cultural history of a
segregated army regiment, the Ninth U.S. Cavalry in this case. Departing from
William H. Leckie who pioneered historical research on African American
regulars, Charles concluded that the War Department and U.S. Army did
not discriminate systematically against black regiments in postings, missions,
equipment, and horses. Similarly, he concluded that the white officers were
harsh toward their black troopers no more than army officers generally were
toward enlisted men in white regiments. Subsequent scholars have taken a
cue from his research, following Charles’s path into the court-martial records
of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army). Even after retiring from
the classroom in 1996, Charles continued to pursue a research agenda that
included the role of army wives on the frontier and the place of African
American chaplains in the frontier army.
Charles was ahead of his time in other ways. He had been committed to
healthy eating and physical fitness well before they became a mass movement
in the 1970s and 1980s. Back then we may have chortled at his consumption
of sesame and flax seeds and granola and protein powder, but all the mirth
abruptly evaporated when we stepped on an athletic field and ball court with
Charles. Anyone who challenged him to a tennis match was in for an epic
contest of physical endurance or for a session of profound frustration. Over
the course of two or three sets, Charles ran farther and hit back more balls
than could men and boys half his age or more. More often than not, his
opponents’ games simply imploded under physical exhaustion and mental
collapse, but whether he won or lost in three sets, Charles was prepared to
play three more. During his professional career, Charles brought that same
focus, intensity, intelligence, and perseverance to the classroom, archives,
or writing table.
It was an honor and pleasure to be a colleague of Charles Leroy Kenner
for some thirty years. During this time, I had occasion to accompany him
to historical sites in the West and to the National Archives in Washington,
D.C. I regarded him not only as a highly responsible and sensitive colleague
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but a good friend on and off the tennis court or the softball field. He will be
sorely missed both by the scholarly community and by his many colleagues
and friends at Arkansas State University.

Book Reviews

Telling New Mexico: A New History. Edited by Marta Weigle, Frances Levine,
and Louise Stiver. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2009. 483 pp.
56 halftones, notes, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-89013-552-5, $29.95 paper,
ISBN 978-0-89013-556-3.)
The history of New Mexico is stitched together by its stories: of its prehistoric sequences to its European settlement; of emergence, industrialization,
tourism, and the development of the atomic bomb; and of immigration,
revolution, and identity. Though no book can ever tell the entire story of any
state or satisfy every student, scholar, or history buff, Telling New Mexico: A
New History comes close. The work includes narratives of places, people,
and events, as well as personal reflections. The book achieves a standard of
excellence in the preservation and interpretation of state and local history
that makes the past more meaningful to all people.
The scholarship represented in this work is hard to fault. The editors are
first rate in their respective fields. Lead editor Marta Weigle, a folklorist/ethnologist, has framed this book in a way that situates New Mexico history in
the landscape and through time by combining scholarly essays and personal
reflections, both new and previously published. Telling New Mexico invites
casual readers of New Mexico history and scholars alike to partake in the
enchantment and the conflict, the sublime and the slightly off-kilter. The
New Mexico that is represented here in fifty-two essays by forty-seven authors
is more than a pastiche; it is like a hologram—an image of New Mexico as
seen from different reference points.
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Contributor Haniel Long, who died in 1956, is still remembered as a literary
visionary for his poetry and his work Interlinear to Cabeza de Vaca: His Relation of the Journey from Florida to the Pacific, 1528–1536 (1936). Long loved
New Mexico and “the piñon-studded Southwest,” and his piece on Carlsbad
Caverns in this volume is a sterling example of the types of appealing narrative and accessible prose that fill Telling New Mexico. Other contributors
include John Kessell, widely hailed as a great storyteller and scholar of New
Mexico history; Malcolm Ebright, historian, lawyer, director of the Center
for Land Grant Studies, and generally acknowledged as the expert on New
Mexico land grants; and Rick Hendricks, New Mexico’s new state historian.
Native American scholars Joe Sando, Herman Agoyo, Rina Swentzell, and
the much loved Alfonso Ortiz, as well as other Native contributors offer a
perspective to New Mexico history that is often missing in other collections.
Sylvia Rodríguez, Peter Iverson, Maria Montoya, Ferenc Szasz, and the full
array of scholars included in this book bring name recognition, quality of
research, and well-crafted writing that is a significant contribution to the field
of state and local history. Taken together their essays represent a landmark
in the annals of historical writing about New Mexico.
Telling New Mexico is an excellent collection of well-told stories. The
editors and authors have overcome the challenge of piecing together the
ever-changing and multilayered puzzle that is New Mexico in a way that is
entertaining, illuminating, and persuasive. I highly recommend Telling New
Mexico: A New History for both the casual reader and the scholar of New
Mexico history and culture.
Dennis P. Trujillo
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Santa Fe Nativa: A Collection of Nuevomexicano Writing. Edited by Rosalie
C. Otero, A. Gabriel Meléndez, and Enrique R. Lamadrid, photographs
by Miguel A. Gandert. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
2009. xxix + 214 pp. 14 color plates, 31 halftones, maps. $29.95 cloth, ISBN
978-0-8263-4818-0.)
In the preface to Santa Fe Nativa, co-editor A. Gabriel Meléndez writes,
“Even those who were not born and raised in Santa Fe express special regard
for the place” (p. xv). As a southern New Mexican, I fondly remember childhood trips to Santa Fe: the rotunda, the plaza, the staircase. It was a special
place. Only later did I discover that its histories of conflict and conquest also
made it a complicated place. This book expresses the spirit of Santa Fe—both
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in its wonder and its complexity—not by articulating the grand themes of
Santa Fe’s history but by letting those who have lived, worked, laughed, and
mourned in the city tell their stories.
Santa Fe Nativa is divided into nine sections: “Homenajes: Praise for
our Villa”; “Querencia: The Root of Belonging”; “Historias: Subjects of
Two Empires”; “Nuestra Cornucopia: Place, Water, and Food”; “Los Barrios: Home Spaces”; “Los Cambios: Legacy of Change”; “Aquel Entonces:
Selected Memoirs”; “Cuentos: Story Telling”; and “Arte y Tradición: Expressive Culture.” The text is organized into thematic sections that contain an
appropriate combination of poetry, fiction, and nonfiction, some written
as early as 1630, and others as recently as 2009. Many of the chapters either
express a deep appreciation and connection to the landscape, or articulate
an intense and lasting bond to the social and cultural elements of Santa Fe.
Other chapters, in distinct contrast, reveal the more complicated nature of
the city.
There are two photo essays by Miguel Gandert: “Santa Fe del Alma Mía”
and “Murallas de lumbre.” The images of the first photo essay—black and
white, ordinary and profound—are thoughtfully placed throughout the book.
The images of the second photo essay, in beautiful color plates, are situated
in the middle.
Initially, I struggled with this collection. I worried that it would cater to
our more nostalgic or romantic notions of Santa Fe. And it did. But as I read
further into the book, I came to realize that the editors were also committed
to describing the greater complexities of Santa Fe, a city that is the result of
centuries of conflict and conquest. They do this by crafting a reading experience that includes both individual perspectives and collective experiences.
Poems, stories, and essays provide particularized accounts of Santa Fe, the
stories of individual human beings whose lives intertwined with the landscapes and cultures of the city. These individual perspectives coalesce to form
something more than the day-to-day texture of Santa Fe. As a collection, these
accounts provide some understanding of Santa Fe’s historical and cultural
archaeology—human beings across times, cultures, and interests occupying
the same geography. The readers who will benefit most from this collection
are those who will attend to and appreciate both the literary and historical
particularities of these poems, stories, and essays while allowing these texts
to amass and offer a broader, more complex understanding of this contested
territory.
Mónica F. Torres
New Mexico State University
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Fort Selden, 1865–1891: The Birth, Life, and Death of a Frontier Fort in New
Mexico. By Allan J. Holmes. New Mexico Centennial History Series. (Santa
Fe, N.Mex.: Sunstone Press, 2010. 155 pp. Halftones, line drawings, maps,
notes, appendix, bibliography. $19.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-86534-737-3.)
Established in May 1865, Fort Selden guarded the Mesilla Valley of southern New Mexico (with a brief exception during the height of the campaigns
against Victorio) until 1891. No more than two companies ever garrisoned the
site, which witnessed more fights between soldiers and civilians than against
American Indians. Although hardly the stuff of legend, the Fort Selden experience in many ways typified the simple dignity of life in the nineteenth-century
American West. Garrison members, their dependents, and local civilians
carved out a small community amid the adobe buildings they constructed
on a small bluff about a half mile from the Rio Grande. As Allan J. Holmes
recognizes, the frontier army’s chief role in local development came not on
the battlefield, but on the security and the government markets it offered to
the surrounding region. His chapters, focusing respectively on the fort’s birth,
daily life, military operations, logistics, civilian relationships, and death, deftly
describe the realities of garrison life in post-bellum New Mexico. As was the
case in so many frontier forts, pressing demands to cut costs, combined with
the coming of the railroad, led to the army’s decision to abandon Fort Selden.
Specialists will be somewhat surprised by Holmes’s revelation that in contrast
to the norm, in which desertion from white regiments was normally much
higher than among black troops, Fort Selden court-martial records reveal
few racial disparities.
An expansion of a master’s thesis, this is a gem of a little book. Although
the work suffers some of the problems often associated with small, independent presses (inconsistent copy editing, lack of an index, etc.), as well as
the author’s somewhat narrow research outlook (particularly in secondary
materials), the text serves as an encouraging reminder that history, and the
writing of history, remains approachable to a general literate public. The
work is grounded on solid primary research materials, especially microfilmed
military records in the National Archives, documents assembled by the Fort
Selden State Monument staff, and state and regional newspapers. Holmes
also applies the real-world insights gleaned by his twenty-nine years of service
as an infantryman to his subjects, whom he treats with empathy without ever
attempting to excuse the inexcusable. As he points out, the army’s frequent
rotations of troops in and out of western posts often produced unintended
consequences, as commands lacked the knowledge of the local terrain necessary to make their operations more efficient. Only a veteran could capture
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so well the stark realities of the regular army’s dilemma: “too many missions,
too few troops, too much alcohol, and too little pay” (p. 34).
Robert Wooster
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

To Hell on a Fast Horse: Billy the Kid, Pat Garrett, and the Epic Chase to Justice
in the Old West. By Mark Lee Gardner. (New York: William Morrow, 2010.
325 pp. 24 halftones, line drawings, notes, resources, index. $26.99 cloth, ISBN
978-0-06-136827-1.)
At the end of To Hell on a Fast Horse, the author includes thirty-five pages
of notes citing secondary sources, newspapers, and manuscripts. The notes
may be the hell this author gallops toward. Mark Lee Gardner’s publisher
describes him as a historian, a consultant, and a former visiting professor at
Colorado College. Gardner, though, has no intention of writing an academic
book. We know this is the case because To Hell on a Fast Horse lacks the
superscript numbers that scholars use to cite their sources and that publishers
see as the kiss of death when marketing for general audiences.
The author’s goal is not to advance an argument but rather to tell a good
story. In a two-page introduction entitled “Ghost Stories,” Gardner invokes
“the long, lonely roads of eastern New Mexico” (p. 1). Feeling the ghosts on
those roads—Billy the Kid and Pat Garrett—Gardner aims to make those
long-dead legends “give up a few more of their secrets” (p. 1). Gardner begins
his story the day after Christmas, 1880, when Pat Garrett brings Billy the Kid
into Las Vegas, New Mexico Territory. By the end of the chapter, Billy the
Kid, though a prisoner in shackles, under guard, and sentenced to hang,
believes he can escape, “and that belief was a very dangerous thing” (p. 25).
The next chapter flashes back and begins a seven-chapter dual biography of
Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid. Gardner has command of a detailed mass of
information, provides dialogue when he can, and speculates at his characters’
thoughts. In short he is the omniscient narrator, but one that knows how to
have fun.
Gardner writes fluently and vividly. His writing can entertainingly take the
style of his characters. Gardner asks, “Was he scared? Garrett considered that
a damn fool question” (p. 183). Gardner constructs this sentence based on
Garrett’s The Authentic Life of Billy the Kid (1882); a work that Gardner even
admits is a dubious source for the sheriff’s thinking. Ash Upson, a drunken
journalist, claimed he wrote Garrett’s entire book and Gardner agrees that
Upson probably did. The original idea for that book may even have come
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from Upson rather than Garrett. Much of Garrett’s biography resembles the
sensational nickel (not dime) novels Garrett claimed to find annoying. Gardner
writes that the second half of Garrett’s book, though, shifts to first person and
tells a gripping tale. At that point it becomes a reliable source, in Gardner’s
estimation, not only for Garrett’s thinking but for his voice as well.
This entertaining and well-written book is not for scholars but joins legions
of Billy the Kid books aimed at the general public.
Christopher Waldrep
San Francisco State University

Cady Wells and Southwestern Modernism. Edited by Lois P. Rudnick, preface
by E. Luanne McKinnon. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2009.
159 pp. 74 color plates, 15 halftones. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-89013-558-7.)
Kierkegaard, the Danish founder of modern existentialism, is not typically
associated with the bright, light-filled landscape of New Mexico. Yet, the
brooding paintings of Cady Wells (1904–1954) inadvertently link a sobering
angst about war-torn Europe, along with the spiritual crisis it left as a legacy,
to nocturnal New Mexico’s “dark night of the soul” (to quote Wells himself,
p. 8). Such is the case with Cady Wells’s small but compelling watercolors
like New Mexico Landscape (1940), with its low-intensity palette of somber
grays and apocalyptic yellows that evoke the fading twilight of a state otherwise
known for crystal clear skies at high noon.
Lois P. Rudnick and the two scholars who worked with her, Robin Gavin
and Sharyn Udall, seek to reassert Wells’s mature work into the broader national debate about mid-twentieth century U.S. art, an art understandably
dominated by the visual languages of the New York School. The ethos of
existentialism was central to metropolitan New York art, but much less so to
the art of rural New Mexico. In this sense, there is an elective affinity between
the dark paintings of Cady Wells and the black paintings from the 1940s of
abstract expressionist Willem de Kooning. De Kooning, however, signified
mostly the dislocations triggered by urban sprawl.
How does this relate to New Mexico, where the luminous art of Georgia
O’Keeffe and the transcendental works of Raymond Jonson remain the most
symptomatic modernist paintings of its landscape and culture? Expansive
images of the “sublime” are actually antithetical to the inward-looking watercolors/gouaches by Cady Wells. In fact this monograph shows that the art
of Wells both did and did not manifest a sensibility peculiar to New Mexican
culture and its various modernisms. Indeed, the name of the book under
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review, Cady Wells and Southwestern Modernism, would be more accurate
were it re-entitled Cady Wells and the Diverse Modernisms from the Southwest.
As E. Luanne McKinnon rightly notes in her perceptive preface to the
book, there is an “abiding pathos” in Wells’s mature paintings that is “in some
respects more European than American” (p. 7). Even Rudnick concedes that
“Wells’s war-inflected paintings bear striking parallels to the late 1930s and 40s
paintings of the Northwest School [of Tobey and Graves]” (p. 67). Densely
transregional the art of Wells was really a type of “cosmopolitan modernism”
along the lines defined by cultural critic Kobena Mercer. This point is made
convincingly by Udall, when she discuses the links between Wells and the
oeuvre of iconic New York dancer and choreographer Martha Graham. It is
now clear that Graham, in the company of Wells, expanded the New York
aesthetic to embrace indigenous aspects of Pueblo performances and Latino
santos from New Mexico within her cross-cultural dances (as did Jackson Pollock when he used Navajo sand painting as a point d’appui for painting). Far
from being a southwestern modernist, Cady Wells was a multiregional cosmopolitan modernist who brought southwestern culture from New Mexico into
intimate, even paradoxical, dialogue with other visual traditions.
David Craven
University of New Mexico

Mary Austin and the American West. By Susan Goodman and Carl Dawson.
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008. xviii + 323 pp. 30 halftones,
notes, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-520-24635-5.)
Mary Austin was a western writer. Statements of fact rarely make satisfactory
arguments, but in this biography Susan Goodman and Carl Dawson argue
that they do, and with considerable success. Beginning with the premise that
regional writing does not mean parochial writing, Goodman and Dawson
follow Austin throughout her life, from her birth in Illinois in 1868, through
her family’s move to California in 1888, to her emergence as a western writer
with the publication of The Land of Little Rain in 1903. Other biographies of
Austin exist, but Goodman and Dawson’s focus on Austin’s western identity
is fresh.
Even a summary list of those whose lives intersected with Austin’s suggests
how deeply invested she was in the West. She lobbied against the diversion of
water from the Owens River Valley to Los Angeles beginning in 1903. Shortly
before the publication of The Land of Little Rain, she became a member of
the circle of friends surrounding western booster Charles Lummis. By 1906
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she had settled in the western artists’ colony of Carmel, California, where
she met writers Ambrose Bierce, Jack London, and, much later, Robinson
Jeffers. While living in London, Austin formed a lifelong friendship with Lou
Hoover and her husband, future president Herbert Hoover, both westerners
and Stanford graduates.
In the 1910s, she was a part of the community of Greenwich Village artists and writers that included Willa Cather and salon hostess Mabel Dodge
Luhan, who ultimately found their inspiration in the desert Southwest. Austin
would later help Luhan and future commissioner of Indian affairs John Collier
to defend Pueblo Indian landholdings. She and the folklorist Arthur Campa
partnered to collect plays and songs from the Hispanic Southwest, and she
cooperated with photographer Ansel Adams for a book on Taos Pueblo. After
living on the East Coast, she renewed her commitment to western writing
through a close relationship with desert naturalist Daniel MacDougal. By
the time of her death in Santa Fe in 1933, Austin had also formed friendships
with collector Frank Applegate, writer Witter Bynner, and journalist Carey
McWilliams.
Like all biographers, Goodman and Dawson struggle to fit the complications of a real life into the elegance of a single argument. Austin spent an
extended period of time in Europe—where she traveled after she received
a terminal diagnosis of breast cancer—and on the East Coast. For much of
her life, she refused to call herself a western writer, insisting instead that she
was a writer of the American scene. She had a fraught marriage that ended
in divorce and a disabled daughter who was institutionalized for most of
Austin’s career and preceded Austin in death. Goodman and Dawson cover
the traumas of Austin’s life and treat them respectfully, but these events do
not always dovetail smoothly with Austin’s overall emergence as a western
writer. Highly readable and sophisticated, this book ultimately presents a rich
portrait of a woman and a region.
Flannery Burke
St. Louis University

A Dolores Huerta Reader. By Mario T. García. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 2008. xxx + 350 pp. 18 halftones, notes, bibliography.
$27.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8263-4513-4.)
An elementary school in Stockton, California, was recently named after
Dolores Huerta—farm worker activist, feminist, and civil rights leader—who
reminded students to finish school, pursue a college degree, and defend the
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Latino community from nativist and racist attacks. Now that six schools across
the nation have been named in her honor, an entire volume dedicated to
the co-founder of the United Farm Workers Union (UFW) seems very well
timed.
Huerta has been overshadowed by Cesar Chávez in the literature on
the farm workers’ union and the Chicano movement. Mario T. García has
corrected this omission by assembling an impressive array of documents
that shed light on Huerta’s multiple identities and multifaceted work. In
the introduction, García is the first to admit that this volume is not a critical
biography of Huerta. Rather, the work is an attempt to “fill a large void and
lay the inspiration for the kind of historical treatment that this great American
and Chicana/Latina so rightfully deserves” (p. xxviii).
A Dolores Huerta Reader is divided into two parts. The first part includes
three published articles by historian Margaret Rose and a book chapter by
Chicano studies scholar Richard Griswold del Castillo and historian Richard
A. Garcia. These well-known studies were the first to correct the historical
record about the Chicana labor leader. She represented “the nuts and bolts”
of the UFW as an effective bilingual organizer, nontraditional labor union
leader, picket captain, contract negotiator, and political lobbyist, director
of several boycotts, public spokeswoman, and a frequent collaborator with
Chávez. Part 1 also includes thirteen journalistic articles published in Chicano movement newspapers, progressive magazines, mainstream newspapers,
feminist magazines, college newspapers, and a weekly Catholic newspaper.
These reprints, organized chronologically from the 1970s to 2003, present
different portraits of Huerta: the outspoken child, raised by a strong single
mother from New Mexico who taught her to be resourceful, independent, and
civic minded; the leader of the Stockton chapter of the Community Service
Organization; the vice president of the UFW, nicknamed “La Pasionaria”
by farmworkers and the “Dragon Lady” by growers; the woman who adopted
her second husband’s last name, “Huerta,” which means “sorrowful orchard,”
and then raised eleven children on her own while “married” to the union;
and the “born-again feminist” that struggled against male leaders inside and
outside the union.
The second part of the book is titled “Dolores Huerta Speaks” and includes public speeches, debates with Teamster officials, correspondence with
Chávez found in the UFW archives at Wayne State University, testimony
to senate subcommittees, and published and unpublished interviews. This
section reveals more of the private life of Huerta, such as growing up in an
integrated neighborhood in Stockton while facing racial discrimination from
her high school teachers. Letters to Chávez written during the early 1960s
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provide insight into their close relationship. In one of the most interesting
interviews, conducted by the editor, Huerta reveals intimate details about the
role of spirituality and religion in her personal life and in the farm workers’
movement.
Not included in the book are the stories of the lost campaigns, tension
between leadership and rank-and-file members, internal purges, and reasons
for the decline in UFW membership. We do, however, hear from one critic
who accused Huerta of acting “as an amplifier of the union’s paranoia” (p.
150). Despite these omissions and some repetition, the volume is a major
contribution and will change the way readers look at Huerta. This work
should be a welcome addition to undergraduate and graduate courses in
U.S. history, labor history, Chicano history, and women’s studies.
José M. Alamillo
California State University, Channel Islands

Searching for My Destiny. By George Blue Spruce Jr., as told to Deanne Durrett. American Indian Lives series. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2009. xv + 294 pp. 32 halftones, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8032-1373-9.)
George Blue Spruce Jr., born in 1931 at Santa Fe Indian School Hospital in
New Mexico, became the first American Indian dentist and, through a long
career, rose to assistant surgeon general of the United States. His autobiography, Searching for My Destiny, illustrates the challenges and opportunities
faced by a generation of American Indians coming of age after World War II
and beginning their professional lives during the era of self-determination.
Blue Spruce also writes consciously as a role model for Native people. He
encourages them to follow him by pursuing educational degrees, especially
in the health professions, and to use their training to improve conditions in
Indian Country.
Several themes run through Blue Spruce’s narrative, including the influence of his family, American Indian identity, and a determination that his life
and work be spent in the service of Indian people. Growing up at Santa Fe
Indian School, where his parents were Bureau of Indian Affairs employees,
Blue Spruce often visited relatives at San Juan Pueblo and Laguna Pueblo.
Perhaps the most influential figure for Blue Spruce was his father, who drove
him to succeed, especially in his studies. In 1949 Blue Spruce entered Creighton University as the only student of Native descent and graduated with his
dental degree in 1956, the first American Indian to earn such a distinction.
For eleven years he worked as a clinician (the vivid descriptions will interest
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dentists as much as scholars) serving in the U.S. Navy, Indian Health Service,
U.S. Public Health Service, U.S. Merchant Marines, and U.S. Bureau of
Medical Services. He then returned to school to pursue a Masters in Public
Health. Upon completion Blue Spruce worked in administrative capacities
for the Pan American Health Organization, National Institutes of Health,
Office of Native American Programs, Intra-departmental Council of Native
American Affairs, and Indian Health Service. In 1979 he was named assistant
surgeon general. After retiring in 1986, Blue Spruce became assistant dean
at the Arizona School of Dentistry and Oral Health and founded the Society
of American Indian Dentists. In addition he maintains an active schedule of
speaking engagements and volunteers for Indian people.
This remarkable story, told engagingly by Blue Spruce, provides scholars
and students alike with the details of how self-determination played out
through the work of American Indian professionals. Searching for My Destiny
documents the bureaucratic restructuring, shifts to Native administration, and
behind-the-scenes work that redefined U.S.-Indian relations and so impacted
Indian Country. At the same time, Searching for My Destiny fits very well into
the publisher’s American Indian Lives series. At age seventy, Blue Spruce,
despite never having lived at Ohkay Owingeh (formerly San Juan Pueblo)
was designated a senior elder, allowing him to contribute “wisdom from a
different perspective to the . . . circle of elders” (p. 280). Such a distinction
encapsulates Blue Spruce’s life and serves to illustrate the complex ways
that American Indians have adapted to twentieth-century American society,
maintained a sense of themselves as peoples, and negotiated their places in
the modern world.
Nicolas G. Rosenthal
Loyola Marymount University

How Did Davy Die? And Why Do We Care So Much? By Dan Kilgore and
James E. Crisp. Commemorative edition. Emma Dill Russell Spencer Series
in the West and Southwest. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press,
2010. 120 pp. Line drawings, notes. $18.95 cloth, ISBN 978-1-60344-194-0.)
The first part of this little book caused quite a stir when it first appeared
in 1978. The book originated from a valedictory lecture Dan Kilgore gave
as president of the Texas State Historical Association in March 1977. Frank
Wardlaw, director of the then-recently established Texas A&M University
Press, asked Kilgore for an expanded publishable version of his lecture.
Wardlaw probably believed it would compliment With Santa Anna in Texas:
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A Personal Narrative of the Revolution (1975), the diary of José Enrique de
la Peña, an officer in the Mexican army who happened to include about a
page’s worth of material describing the capture and execution of Crockett at
the end of the battle. In fact How Did Davy Die? has become a companion
to de la Peña’s work, and Texas A&M Press recently published a new edition
of de la Peña’s diary with an introduction by James E. Crisp, who is a central
figure in the cottage industry that Crockett’s death has become.
In the original essay, Kilgore reviewed the available evidence on the
Tennessean’s demise. Over the years, the legend of Crockett’s heroic end
has grown. The American public came to see Crockett as the quintessential
frontier American hero after watching Fess Parker’s version for Disney in
1955 and John Wayne’s version for the big screen in 1960. But a growing
body of evidence, most of it from Mexican sources that came to the surface
after the middle of the twentieth century, told another story. Kilgore came
to the conclusion that Crockett had probably been captured and executed.
He did not belittle the Tennessean’s heroism; he merely concluded that the
evidence made the heroic death of popular culture untenable.
Crisp’s essay fills in both background and aftermath. He provides a
considerable amount of information on the publication of Carmen Perry’s
translation of de la Peña, which helped ignite the furor. Crisp then relates
the grief that Kilgore endured—the emergence of experts on the subject,
including New York City fire department investigator Bill Groneman and
University of New Mexico professor Paul Hutton—and his own analysis of
the whole affair.
Crisp’s insightful review of Kilgore’s work, indicating where the avocational
historian overreached and where he was dead on, is a model of concise and
accessible scholarship. As part of the captured-and-executed camp, Crisp is
nevertheless respectful of the went-down-fighting camp led by Groneman.
The lack of a bibliography and an index is unfortunate, but the ample footnotes in Crisp’s essay will help steer those wishing to go over the evidence
for themselves to all the necessary sources. This book will not be the last
word on the controversy, but it does Dan Kilgore justice and serves as the
best summary of the debate on Davy’s demise.
Jesús F. de la Teja
Texas State University-San Marcos
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History Ahead: Stories beyond the Texas Roadside Markers. By Dan K. Utley
and Cynthia J. Beeman. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press,
2010. xvi + 317 pp. 53 color plates, 26 halftones, notes, index. $23.00 paper,
ISBN 978-1-60344-151-3.)
With more than thirteen thousand markers, Texas surpasses all other states
in highlighting its past. Initiated in 1932 in preparation for the state’s centennial celebration of 1936, the historical marker process received new life in
1953 with the creation of the Texas State Historical Survey Committee. Beginning in 1962, the state authorized the committee to erect historical markers.
Former state attorney general Ben Sheppard took this request as a challenge
and called for the erection of five thousand markers in five years, essentially
three markers a day. As a result, local county historical commissions began
a renewed study of their counties’ histories. Once the Texas State Historical
Survey Committee agreed to the request for a marker, the county could then
erect the pink granite stone with the small plaque atop that memorialized a
place, event, or person. Dan K. Utley and Cynthia J. Beeman’s approach this
project with the belief that an important interpretation of Texas history can
be read in its markers. Since it would be impossible to discuss every marker
in all 254 counties of Texas, the authors focus on their favorites.
Organized into three themes, “A Texas Sense of Place,” “Passing through
Texas,”
and “Texans on the National Stage,” the book’s nineteen chapters highlight
persons, places, and events that reflect the multicultural past of the state.
Twenty-five sidebars expand the stories contained in each chapter, placing
them in broader historical contexts that further define Texas. Among the
sidebars are profiles of novelist George Sessions Perry; inventor Robert S.
Munger; feminist Minnie Fisher Cunningham; and Bessie Coleman, the
first African American woman pilot. The authors also remind the reader of
forgotten places, such as the “Nat” in Amarillo. Originally a natatorium, new
owners refurbished the indoor pool as a nightclub in 1926. For the next forty
years, the Nat was a venue for national acts ranging from Texas artist Buddy
Holly to jazz greats Count Basie and Benny Goodman.
These stories are supplemented by photographs that further enhance
the narrative. In fact, during a time when university presses are trimming
budgets drastically or even disappearing altogether, Texas A&M University
Press should be complimented on the book design, layout, and photographs
for History Ahead.
David O’Donald Cullen
Collin College
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Whispering Smith: His Life and Misadventures. By Allen P. Bristow. (Santa
Fe, N.Mex.: Sunstone Press, 2007. 173 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $24.95
paper, ISBN 978-0-86534-551-5.)
In this brief work, retired law enforcement officer, and now writer, Allen
P. Bristow attempts to sort out the life and legend of James L. Smith, known
to western history as Whispering Smith. With its ring of mystery and intrigue,
the name Whispering Smith has been used by many fiction writers, from
dime novelists to Hollywood scriptwriters. Armed with only scant and often
contradictory evidence, fed by generations of tale tellers, these writers have
shrouded the facts of his life in fiction.
While he had a reputation for being a soft-spoken man of few words
with a southern accent, Smith was not known as Whispering Smith in his
early years. Smith’s forty-year career as a lawman and as a railroad and cattle
detective began in New Orleans, where he worked for the Metropolitan
Police in 1874. There he and a fellow officer shot gang member Munson
Alexander in a gunfight, an event that “resulted in accusations of murder
with the suggestion of perjury and departmental political intrigue” (p.
39). The Union Pacific Railroad then employed Smith as a detective and
he cross deputized in Wyoming and Nebraska. In 1881 Smith had a stint
as chief of police for the Mescalero Apache Reservation in New Mexico.
He later moved back to Wyoming and worked as a livestock inspector and
range detective. Some evidence suggests that he arrested the Sundance
Kid during this time.
The Great Die-Up of 1886–1887 saw the death of hundreds of thousands
of cattle and brought about the end of open-range ranching. Looking for
new employment, Smith went to Utah and became a detective for the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. There he investigated the payroll robbery at
Castle Gate by Butch Cassidy and the Wild Bunch, and tried to drive Bat
Masterson from the city in 1902. Over the next twelve years, Smith drifted
from job to job. Aging and ailing from alcoholism, Smith committed suicide
by swallowing lye in 1914.
Throughout the short book, Bristow mixes facts with florid prose expressing what the characters in his story may have thought or said at particular
moments—statements and thoughts for which Bristow offers no evidence.
Then with little transition, Bristow presents lists of facts followed by speculation about the varied and sometimes controversial historical documents he
uses. The narrative of the story is often hard to follow with an awkward flow
of sequenced events that the author interrupts with stories or details that
should be in footnotes, not in the text.
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This book, though not without merit, is a difficult read. It is recommended
with reservations to outlaw/lawmen enthusiasts and as a reference to those
researching them.
John D. Barton
Utah State University, Uintah Basin Regional Campus

Prehistory, Personality, and Place: Emil W. Haury and the Mogollon Controversy. By Jefferson Reid and Stephanie Whittlesey. (Tucson: The University
of Arizona Press, 2010. x + 182 pp. 13 halftones, map, appendix, bibliography,
index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8165-2863-9.)
This book artfully meshes the life of noted Southwest archaeologist Emil
W. Haury with the history of research on the mountain-based Mogollon
culture that he conceived, nurtured, and defended throughout much of his
career. In the 1930s, Haury conceived of the Mogollon culture as distinct.
Since then the Mogollons have been plagued by controversy as they have
struggled for legitimacy beside the more accepted Puebloan and Hohokam
cultures. Many archaeologists have asked what material culture is uniquely
Mogollon. Why are there so many variants? How long did this culture last,
and who lived in the pueblos that replaced the Mogollon pithouse villages?
Jefferson Reid and Stephanie Whittlesey answer these questions as they
chronicle the vigorous debate that pitted Haury and the emerging University
of Arizona against the East Coast establishment led by Harvard University.
The debate emerges as a young Haury defines a singular Mogollon culture
based on his wide-ranging work at Gila Pueblo. Archaeologists Paul Martin
and Erik Reed support Haury while the venerable Alfred Kidder and John
Otis Brew are skeptical. The contest to prove or disprove the cultural distinctiveness of the Mogollons plays out in the field. Readers will be intrigued by
the research agendas behind the famous projects at Forestdale Valley, Pine
Lawn Valley, Alkali Ridge, and Awat’ovi. In the 1950s the debate climaxed
with Joe Ben Wheat’s excavations at Crooked Ridge in the Point of Pines
region of Arizona where, the authors argue, excavation results convincingly
won the debate for the Mogollonistas. The book concludes with the onslaught
of the “New Archaeology” in the 1960s that interrupted the last attempts by
Harvard archaeologists to present the anti-Mogollon side of the debate.
The lessons from the Mogollon controversy are valuable for contemporary
archaeologists. First, vigorous academic debate is healthy if egos can be managed and both sides present constructive criticism. In this case, the Pecos
Conference provided an informal forum to hash out intellectual differences,
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and dissent was tempered with respect. Each criticism was addressed head-on
by new excavation data rather than side-stepped by rhetoric.
Second, the power of place in shaping both archaeologists and archaeological cultures is a recurrent theme. What would have become of both
Haury and the Mogollons if the former had not spent seven incredibly
productive years at the unconventional Gila Pueblo? Would archaeologists
have debated a distinct Mogollon culture if Haury and Russell Hastings had
never embarked on their fateful trip through the mountains of east-central
Arizona and west-central New Mexico in 1931? Haury’s forceful personality
and his creation of an independent power base at the University of Arizona
gave him the credentials, resources, and students to skillfully argue the case
for the Mogollons for more than two decades.
The authors are among a dwindling group that is uniquely positioned to
provide insight on Haury’s private thoughts as well as the thoughts of many
other important players during this defining period in Southwest archaeology.
The authors focus on Haury and the history is told from the perspective of the
victors. More detailed insight into the personality and final thoughts of John
Otis Brew would have yielded a more balanced work. Regardless, I highly
recommend this book to both amateur and professional archaeologists who
want to understand the social and intellectual climate in which some of the
most interesting archaeological research in the Southwest was conducted.
The book can be considered a prequel to Grasshopper Pueblo: A Story of
Archaeology and Ancient Life (1999) by the same authors. Together, these
works provide a sweeping, yet concise, overview of five decades of Mogollon
research by the University of Arizona.
Jeffery J. Clark
Center for Desert Archaeology
Tucson, Arizona

Traces of Fremont: Society and Rock Art in Ancient Utah. By Steven R. Simms,
photographs by François Gohier. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press
and the College of Eastern Utah Prehistoric Museum, 2010. x + 132 pp. 120
color plates, notes, references. $24.95, paper, ISBN 978-1-60781-011-7.)
This book explores the social and religious worlds of the Fremont culture through the archaeology of their settlements, economic routines, and
rock art. Stephen R. Simms commendably presents complex debates in
contemporary archaeology about Fremont society, far exceeding the usual
descriptive and simple theorizing fare that characterizes much popular
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archaeological literature. The book is beautifully illustrated with stunning
photography of Fremont material culture and rock art, complemented by
text that lucidly outlines a model of Fremont society and origins that Simms
has been developing over the years, making the book also relevant to professional archaeologists.
Early chapters describe settlement and economy, partly through vignettes
of daily life in a Fremont village, and theorize the social practices and ideology that structured lived experience. Simms suggests that the Fremont
people have origins in Archaic hunter-forager and Basketmaker II systems of
the Southwest. He proposes a mechanism of colonist-farmer::hunter-forager
interaction to account for the blending of Archaic and southwestern elements
seen in Fremont archaeology. Simms’s speculative constructions of Fremont
social organizations and worldviews are conceptualized in terms of “heterarchy,” i.e., contingent structures of authority and leadership reminiscent of
anthropologist Marshall Sahlins’s Big-Man system.
The latter sections of the book reflect on Fremont rock art viewed through
the model of Fremont society inferred from settlement and economic archaeology. This approach contributes to a growing trend that situates rock
art through its landscape and archaeological contexts, not relying simply on
approaches and theories specific to rock art studies. Simms intelligently notes
that rock art’s enduring use-life implies that meanings and functions changed,
making archaeological explanations necessarily generalized. This speculative
style of narrative will not suit every reader’s taste. This approach, however,
does provide a vivid and engaging way to express what, in formal academic
prose, could be a dry and colorless account that strips the Fremont people
of their distinctiveness. For Simms the Fremont people are not just another
anonymous case study to illustrate a particular explanatory approach.
A drawback to the work is that, at times, rather than being explained
through the model of Fremont society, rock art instead illustrates that model’s
themes. The problem is that rock art is the product of culturally meaningful
choices of what to depict and what not to depict. What the Fremont people
represented through their rock art is an ideological presentation of their society
and theories of being. The lack of referents in Fremont rock art for much
of the routines of social life described in the book’s photography and text is
not an “incomplete representation” of Fremont worldview (p. 16). Instead,
through their art, the Fremont people presented an imagined, idealized
worldview that served their contemporary societal needs.
This book leaves one with a better understanding of the possible social
worlds experienced by the Fremont people, but not a better understanding of rock art’s role in shaping that world. What this book achieves is a
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reconstruction of Fremont worldview and practice from the archaeology of
Fremont lived experience. Overall, this is an enjoyable book. My criticisms
are symptomatic not of a flawed effort, but a thought-provoking project that
should help stimulate thinking and discussion about Fremont society.
Angus R. Quinlan
Nevada Rock Art Foundation
Las Vegas, Nevada

Spanish Mustangs in the Great American West: Return of the Horse to America. By John S. Hockensmith. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2009.
271 pp. 275 color plates, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-80619975-7.)
Spanish Mustangs in the Great American West is a visual tribute and
historical journey into the fate of Spanish colonial horses in North America,
from prehistory through the present. The author, a photographer and poet,
embarks on his personal quest to capture the historical significance and
mythic drama of these horses in image and word, producing a book that is
part popular history, part visual reportage, and part personal memoir.
Overall, the book is eye-catching, and splendid to read. Each page is
elaborately designed and glistens with stunning images of horses in various
forms of activity set amid their natural surroundings, whether private ranch
preserves or government-controlled herd management areas in the West.
There are also several maps to orient the reader to the placement and dispersal
of Spanish and European colonial horses on the vast prairies of the American
frontier.
John S. Hockensmith organizes the book into six chapters and also includes a prologue describing the prehistoric emergence of equus caballus in
North America more than ten thousand years ago. Hockensmith then focuses
specifically on the re-entry of the domesticated horse to this continent, a cultural turning point initiated by early Spanish explorers and settlements of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Moving forward in time, each chapter
describes the social conventions and cultural use of the horse according to a
particular epoch. The final eighty pages are taken up by a portfolio of equine
portraiture accompanied by several poems dedicated to the spirit and mythic
splendor of the horse in general. A very brief bibliography follows.
Hockensmith draws most of his historical detail from older, classic studies,
namely those works by J. Frank Dobie, Robert Denhart, and Frank Ewers, as
well as Hope Ryden’s more recent America’s Last Wild Horses (1970), which
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focus on wild horses and the horse in general. The current book serves as a
synthesis and competent retelling of those earlier works. The final chapter,
“The 20th Century Horse,” adds a new twist by outlining the efforts of a few
horsemen and women, along with several Native American tribes (primarily the Blackfeet of Northeast Montana), to create independent, formally
recognized horse registries for Spanish mustangs as a breed unique to the
landscape and tribal heritage of the American West.
Unfortunately, there are a few areas where the narrative content falls short.
For instance although the final chapter tells the story of the establishment
of equine registries for the Spanish mustang, a few additional paragraphs on
the process of raising, breeding, and managing Spanish mustangs as a private
enterprise would have been insightful for a general reader. Hockensmith’s
use of the label Spanish mustang is also problematic. As has been pointed
out by other writers, “mustang” is a slang term originating from the Spanish
mesteño (stray), which over time morphed into a label loosely applied to
all free-running horses in the West. Although the author mentions that the
American Spanish mustang is a type of horse, not all free-roaming horses
in America are of Spanish origin, nor did all Spanish colonial horses that
journeyed across the Atlantic originate from one breed.
Overall, this book is yet another of many recent attempts to celebrate a
romanticized version of the saga of wild, free-roaming horses on the American
landscape. Yet one cannot help but wonder if the American mustang, through
these repeated glamorized tributes, is simultaneously being jeopardized by
the rising popularity of its own mythology. Perhaps a less glamorous and more
modest approach is required to convey the nuanced perspective necessary for
understanding both the past history and the present-day reality and needs of
the Spanish mustang.
Paula Morin
Missoula, Montana
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El Rancho de las Golondrinas: Living History in New Mexico’s La Ciénega
Valley. By Carmella Padilla, photographs by Jack Parsons, foreword by Marc
Simmons. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2009. 207 pp. 179 color
plates, 30 halftones, maps, selected references, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 9780-89013-553-2.)
In Contemporary Rhythm: The Art of Ernest L. Blumenschein. By Peter H.
Hassrick and Elizabeth J. Cunningham, foreword by James K. Ballinger,
Lewis I. Sharp, and Cathy L. Wright. Charles M. Russell Center Series on
Art and Photography of the American West, vol. 2. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2008. xvi + 399 pp. 133 duotones, 24 halftones, notes, selected
bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8061-3937-1, $34.95 paper, ISBN
978-0-8061-3948-7.)
Savage Frontier: Rangers, Riflemen, and Indian Wars in Texas, Volume IV,
1842–1845. By Stephen L. Moore. (Denton: University of North Texas Press,
2010. x + 263 pp. Halftones, maps, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index.
$34.95 cloth, ISBN 978-1-57441-293-2, $19.95 paper, ISBN 978-1-57441-294-9.)
Taming the Land: The Lost Postcard Photographs of the Texas High Plains.
By John Miller Morris. Clayton Wheat Williams Texas Life Series, no. 12.
(College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2009. x + 220 pp. 171 color
plates, maps, table, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 978-1-60344-037-0.)
Luis Ortega’s Rawhide Artistry: Braiding in the California Tradition. By Chuck
Stormes and Don Reeves, foreword by Mehl Lawson. Western Legacies
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Series, vol. 7. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2010. xxi + 138 pp. 71
color plates, 31 halftones, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8061-4055-1, $29.95
paper, ISBN 978-0-8061-4091-9.)
Japanese American Resettlement through the Lens: Hikaru Iwasaki and the
WRA’s Photographic Section, 1943–1945. By Lane Ryo Hirabayashi and
Kenichiro Shimada, photographs by Hikaru C. Iwasaki, foreword by Norman Y. Mineta. (Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2009. xix + 221 pp.
116 halftones, glossary, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 978-087081-928-5.)
The Oxford History of Mexico. Edited by William H. Beezley and Michael
C. Meyer. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010. xi + 675 pp. Glossary,
bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-19-973198-5.)
In the Name of El Pueblo: Place, Community, and the Politics of History in
the Yucatán. By Paul K. Eiss. Latin America Otherwise: Languages, Empires, Nations series. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2010. xv +
337 pp. 29 halftones, line drawings, maps, tables, appendix, glossary, notes,
bibliography, index. $84.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-4711-8, $23.95 paper, ISBN
978-0-8223-4727-9.)
Huichol Art and Culture: Balancing the World. Edited by Melissa S. Powell
and C. Jill Grady, photographs by Blair Clark. (Santa Fe: Museum of New
Mexico Press, 2010. viii + 165 pp. 134 color plates, 70 halftones, notes, glossary, bibliography, credits and collection information, index. $39.95 paper,
ISBN 978-089013-563-1.)
Hotel Trópico: Brazil and the Challenge of African Decolonization, 1950–1980.
By Jerry Dávila. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2010. xi + 312 pp. 22
halftones, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $84.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-82234867-2, $23.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8223-4855-9.)

News Notes

Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites
The New Mexico History Museum has opened “Home Lands: How
Women Made the West; Homemakers, Cowgirls, Artists, Doctors and
Politicians.” The exhibit remembers the West as a place of homes and
habitations brought into being by the women who lived there. “Home
Lands,” organized by the Autry National Center of Los Angeles, brings
together women’s history, Western history, and environmental history to
show how women have been at the heart of the Western enterprise across
cultures and over time. The exhibit runs through 11 September 2011. For
more information, visit the website: www.nmhistorymuseum.org.
The Harwood Museum of Art has opened “Under the Skin of New
Mexico: The Art of Cady Wells, 1933–53.” The exhibit traces Wells’s brief
but intense two decades as a New Mexico modernist who attempted,
like no other artist in the Southwest, to tap into the expressive power of
the land and its cultures that lay beneath the surface. The exhibit runs
through 5 September 2011. The Harwood Museum of Art is located at 238
Ledoux Street in Taos. For more information, call 575-758-9826 or visit the
website: www.harwoodmuseum.org.
The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center has opened, “Indivisible: AfricanNative American Lives in the Americas.” The exhibit highlights a part of
the American story that has long been invisible—the story of people who
share African American and Native American ancestry. The exhibit runs
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through 24 September 2011. The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center is located
at 2401 12th Street NW in Albuquerque. For more information, call 1-866855-7902 or visit the website: www.indianpueblo.org.
Calendar of Events
9–11 September The University of Colorado’s history graduate students will
hold their twelfth Rocky Mountain Interdisciplinary History Conference. This
academic conference provides a congenial atmosphere in which graduate
students may present papers, network with fellow graduate students, gain
experience in public speaking, and attend workshops specifically tailored
to graduate student interests. For more information, visit the website: www.
colorado.edu/Conferences/RMIHC/RMIHC/Home.html.
22–25 September The Santa Fe Trail Association will hold its annual symposium in Dodge City, Kansas. The theme is “Forts Mann, Atkinson and
Dodge: Halfway on the Santa Fe Trail.” For more information, visit the
website: www.santafetrail.org.
13–16 October The Western History Association will hold its semi-centennial
conference at the Oakland Marriott City Center in Oakland, California.
For more information, visit the website: www.westernhistoryassociation.
org/conference.
19–22 October The National Trust for Historic Preservation will hold its annual
conference in Buffalo, New York. For more information, visit the website:
www.preservationnation.org/resources/training/npc.
19–22 October The American Society for Ethnohistory will hold its annual
conference in Los Angeles, California, at the Westin Pasadena Hotel. For
more information, visit the website: www.ethnohsitory.org.
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